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This investigation of the root SOK in prophetic literature has been 
executed according to the f~llowing•developmental pattern. First, the 
history of the scholarly investigation of the root ~D~ has been traced 
from the period of the 18601 s to the present. Sec·ond, contextual usages 
of SOK and its derivatives have been examined in all prophetic literature; 
such literature being divided for purposes of contrast into (1) pre--exilic 
(2) post-exilic (other than Isaiah 40-66) (3). Isaiah 40•55, and (4f Isaiah 
56-66. Both the synonyms and antonyms used contextually with ~D~ have 
also been examined according to the four"fold division cited above. Third, 
as a means of isolating the relationship between the number of occurrences 
of the -root SOK in a given body of literature and the percentage of total . . . . . . . 
· prophetic literature which that body constituted, a "frequency 1.ndex" was 
established as an aid in clarifying this relationship. Fourth, both at 
the conclusion of basic sections of th~ thesis and at the tenn.ination of 
the thesis itself, specific contributions and characteristics of the study 
have been noted. As an aid in summarizing further the nature antl character 
of this ·investigation the particular chapters are annoted as follows. 
Chapter I -: !l'he ~ ~ and Old Testament Scholarship 
The history of scholarly investigation into the meaning of SOK is 
traced in this chapter from the time of Diestel and Ortloph to the pre.sent 
era (culminating in the contribution of Kl. Koch). Based upbn that investi-
gation the following emphases were accepted as determinative for under-
standing the concept of ~D~ in prophetic literature; indeed, in the whole 
of biblical theology. These emphases were then tested against the evi-
dence inherent in the use of ~D~ and its derivatives within prophetic 
literature. 
First, the basic meaning of $D~ is conformity to a norm or standard. 
Second, such conformity as characterizes the connotation of ~~ is 
found. in the relationship(s) in whi·ch man exists. Al though the relation-
ship imposes demands, and the fulfillment of those demands is crucial to 
SDK as a reality in human experience, the relationship itself is the norm 
and not the demands imposed by the relationship. Additionally, the demands 
associated with ~I.< may fluctuate in direct response to the relationship 
and/or the situation. 
Third, fundamental to the conception of ~DI$ is "wholeness;" both of 
the individual and the community. The maintainance of this wholeness, the 
equilibrious balance within the relationship, is fundamental. 
Fourth, SD~ is both determined by ahd created within the sphere of the 
cult; the liturgies of entrance cons ti tu ting one means of determining ~015, 
and the theophanic presence of Yahweh being the means of creating one 
aspect of ~DI.<. 
Chapter II: The Connotation of SD~ in Prophetic Literature Other Than 
Isaiah 40-66 
Pre-exilic and post-exilic (other than Isa. 40-66) prophetic litera-
ture was examined from the context of both the usage of the root SOK in 
each of its several contexts and the use of synonyms and antonyms·used 
contextually with ~DI.<. The root and its derivatives were characterized 
Use other side (f necessary. 
according to their reference to (1) man's character and action (2) inani-
mate objects (3) an ideal king or future leader, and (4) the action and 
character of Yahweh. Upon the basis of the actual usage of SDK it is 
apparent that pre-exilic prophetic literature gave greater attention to 
SD~ in its relationship to man's character and action and to an ideal 
ruler than did post-exilic prophetic literature. Within the post-exilic 
era attention shifted to Yahweh's action and character. 
Synonyms and antonyms used contextually with SOK in prophetic litera-
ture other than Isaiah 40-66 reflect a preponderant
0
emphasis upon relation-
ship as fundamental to the connotation of ~DI$ and its derivatives. The 
use of antonyms reflects the same emphasis, for unrighteousness is con-
sistently portrayed as a breach of covenant fellowship; a rupture of the 
wholeness which covenant life is destined both to inaugurate and to sustain. 
Chapter III: The Connotation of~ in Isaiah 40-66 
The use of the root SDK and its d-eriva tives, as well as synonyms and 
antonyms \lsed context1.1aliy
0
wi.th :SO~ , reflects the following characteristics. 
First, an analysis or SD~ according to the same, four-fold pattern as 
followed. in chapter t'wo reflec·ts two significant factors. (1) In the 
category of man's character and action the frequency index suggests that 
Isa. 56-66 makes -p~portionately higher usage of -~D~ in the category of 
ma.n's character and action than does Isa. 40-55. (2) In view of the fre-
quency with which SDK is used of Yjihweh's action and character is Isa. 
40-55 a~· against Isa: 56-66 one might -well conclude that Isa. 40-55 uses 
~D~ with this connotation to a far greater degree than does Isa_ 56-66 
(15 vs. eight occurrences). When one compares the frequency index, however, 
it is significant that Isa·. 56-66 has a slightly higher frequency index 
than does Is'a. 40-55 (1.11 vs. 1.04). 
Second, synonyms and antonyms clearly re.fleet the deliverance motif so 
characteristic of the exile in Isa. 40~55 and the problems of moral and 
spiritual ·disintegration in Isa. 56-66. In this regard Isa. 56-66 is much 
more like the message of the pre-exilic prophets in its use of~~ than 
is Isa. ~0-55. This is graphically illustrated in that of the 46 or more. 
uses of ~PT in the same context with ~D~ in prophetic literature 44 are 
pre-exilic arrl within Isaiah 56-66. Post-exilic prophetic literature 
(excluding Isa. 40-66) makes one use of the concept in the same context 
~th~~ and Isa. 40-55 makes a single use of MSP! in the same context 
w1.th ~D~ . 
Chapter IV: Conclusion 
Based upon the contextual usage of SDK and its derivatives, together 
with a comparison of synonyms and antonyms used contextually with SOK, the 
study of the root ~D~ in prophetic literature confirms the definition 
posed at the conclusion of the investigation of the history of interpreta-
tion, prio~ to the actual study of the 172 occurrences of the root ~D~ in 
prophetic literature: 
SDK connotes conformation' to a relationship and 
the equilibrious balance ma.int~ined through the 
fulfillment of the demands of that relati9nship, 
whether the subject be God or man • 
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SUMMARY 
This investigation of the root ~D~ in prophetic literature has 
been executed according to the following developmental pattern. First, 
the history of the scholarly investigation of the root SDK has been . . 
traced from the period 9f the 1860's to th~ present. Second, contex-
tual usages of SDK and its derivatives have been examined in all 
prophetic literature; such literature being divided for purposes of 
contrast into (1) pre-exilic (2) post-exilic (other than Isaiah 40-
66) (3) Isaiah 40-55, and (4) Isaiah 56-66. Both the synonyms and 
antonyms used contextually with SDK have also been examined accord-• . 
ing to the four-fold division cited above . Third, as a means of iso-
lating the relationship between the number of occurrences of the 
root SDK in a given body of literature and the percentage of total . . 
prophetic literature which that body constituted, a "frequency index" 
was established as an aid in clarifying this relationship. Fourth, 
both at the conclusion of basic sections of the thesis and at the 
termination of the thesis iteself, specific contributions and charac-
teristics of the study have been noted. As an aid in summarizing 
further the nature and character of this investigation the particular 
chapters are annotated as follows. 
Chapter I: The ~-~ and Old Testament Scholarship 
The history of scholarly investigation into the meaning of 
SDK is traced in this chapter from the time of Diestel and Ortloph 
to the present era (culminating in the contribution of Kl. Koch). 
Based upon that investigation the following emphases were accepted 
as dete rminative for understanding the concept of ~D~ in prophetic 
literature; indeed, in the whole of biblical theology. These em-
phases were then tested against the evidence inherent in the use 
of SDK and its derivatives within prophetic literature. . . 
First, the basic meaning of ~D~ is conformity to a norm or 
standard. 
Second, such conformity as characterizes the connotation of 
~D~ is found in the relationship(s) in which man exists . Although 
the relationship imposes demands, and the fulfillment of those de-
mands is crucial to ~D~ as a reality in human experience, the re-
lationship itself is the norm and not the demands imposed by the 
relationship. Additionally, the demands associated with ~DIS, may 
fluctuate in direct response to the relationship and/or the situation. 
Third, fundamental to the conception of ~t>t is "wholeness"; both 
of the individual and the comm.unity. The maintainance of this whole-
ness, the equilibrious balance within the relationship, is fundamental. 
Fourth, ~D~ is both determined by and created within the sphere 
of the cult; the liturgies of entrance constituting one means of de-
termining ~D~ and the theophanic presence of Yahweh being the means 
of creating one aspect of ~D~. 
Chapter II: The Connotation of §D~ in Prophetic Literature 
Other than Isaiah 40-66 
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Pre-exilic and post-exilic (other than Isa. 40- 66 ) prophetic 
l iterature was examined from the context of both the usage of the 
root SDK in each of its several contexts and the use of synonyms . . 
and antonyms used contextually with §D!(. The root and its deriva-
tives were characterized according to their reference to (1) man's 
character and action (2) inanimate objects (3) an ideal king or 
future leader, and (4) the action and character of Yahweh. Upon the 
basis of the actual usage of ~D~ it is apparent that pre - exilic 
prophetic literature gave greater attention to ~D~ in its relation-
ship to man's character and action and to an ideal ruler than did 
post-exilic prophetic literature. Within the post-exilic era atten -
tion shifted to Yahweh's action and character. 
Synonyms and antonyms used contextually with ~D~ in prophetic 
literature other than Isaiah 40- 66 reflect a preponderant emphasis 
upon r elationship as fundamental to t he connotation of SDK and its 
derivatives. The use of antonyms reflects the same emphasis, for 
unrighteousness is consistently portrayed as a breach of covenant 
fel l owship; a rupture of the wholeness which covenant life is des-
tined both to inaugurate and to sustain. 
Chapter III: The Connotation of SD~ in Isaiah 40- 66 
The use of the root SD~ and its derivatives, as well as synonyms 
and antonyms used contextually with ~DI.<, reflects the following charac-
teristics . First, an analysis of ~Dt( accordin g to the same four-fold. 
pattern as followed in chapter two ref lects two significant factors . 
(1) In the category of man's character and action the frequency in-
dex suggests that I sa. 56-66 makes proportionately higher usage of 
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~DI;.< in the category of man's character and action than does Isa. 
40-55. (2) In view of the frequency with whi ch ~D~ is used of 
Yahweh's action and character in Isa. 40 -55 as against Isa . 56-
66 one might well conclude that Isa . 40-55 used ~D~ with this 
connotation to a far greater degree than does Isa. 56-66 (15 vs . 
eight occurrences). When one compares the frequency index , however, 
it is significant that Isa. 56- 66 has a slightl y higher frequency 
index than does Isa . 40-55 (1.11 vs. 1.04). 
Second , synonyms and antonyms clearly reflect the deliverance 
motif so characteristic of the exile i n Isa. ~-0-55 and the prob-
l ems of moral and spiri tual disintegra tion in I sa~ 56-66. In this 
regard Isa. 56-66 is much more like the message of the pre-exilic 
prophets in its use of ~D~ than is Isa. 40-55. Th 'i.s is graphically 
illustrated in that of t he 46 or more. uses of SPT in the same con-. 
text with ~DI:( in prophetic literature 4L~ are pre-e.xilic and within 
Isaiah 56-66. Post-exilic prophetic literature (excluding Isa. 
40-66) ma.kes one use of the concept in the same con text with ~DI~ 
and Isa. 40-55 makes a single use of MSP1' in the same context with 
SDK. . . 
Chapter I V: Conclusion 
Based. u pon the contextual usage of ~D~ and its derivatives, 
together wi t h a comparison of synonyms and antonyms used contextu-
ally with ~D~, the study of the root ~D~ in prophetic litera ture 
confirms the definiti on posed at t he conclusion of the investiga-
tion of the histor; of interpretation, prior to the actual study 
V 
of the 172 occurrences of the root ~D~ in prophetic literature: 
SDK connotes conformation to a relationship and 
the equilibrious balance maintained through the 
fulfillment of the demands of that relationship, 
whether the subject be God or .man. 
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INTRODUCTION 
There is, according to Gerhard von Rad, no concept in all 
the Old Testament so central in its significance for all the rela-
tionships of human life as that of righteousness (~D~ and its 
derivatives); 'Jthe highest value in life, that upon which all life 
rests when it is properly ordered.,t1 That such an apprai sal of 
the unique significance of SDK is correct, few would deny. But 
• 0 
that the precise meaYling of righteousness and its r~lated words 
have too often been characterized by either misconception or con-
fusion, and, on occasion, both, is equally self-evident. 
ttRighteous' ' is defined in English as "upright, virtuous; 
acting in a just, upright manner ; as a rig~teous man; mo~ally 
right or justifiableon "'Godly," "just,n °upright," and nvirtucus ,'' 
are. all suggested as synonyms., 2 Yet, such definitions fail to 
take into consideration the practical and elemental issue of 
determining by what canon or standard one is judged n·upright,n 
rtvirtuous,"' or '"justifiable." 
1 Gerhard von Rad, Old Testament Theology, Vol . I. tr. by 
D. M. G. Stalker (Edinburgh and London: Stalk~r and Boyd, 1962) , 
p. 3700 
2yeb~~s ~ ~e.th Century Dictionary, Unabridged, 
Second Edi t1.on [Cleveland and New York: The World Publishing 
Company, 1958)0 
Le.st one conclude that such confusion results from the 
failure of l exicographers to probe the biblical revelation, 
theology , or philosophy, it should be readily admitted that the 
problem is neither less apparent nor less severe in biblical and 
theological studies than in lexicography . The culpability within 
biblical and theological studies is reflected in the appraisal of 
Gerhard von Rad that theology has long explained SDK in light of . . 
its own presuppositions; that is the presupposition of the West 
in which ~D~ was explained by the Vulgate justitia (justice, 
equity) and the German Gerechtigkei t (justice, equity; fairness; 
impartiality, as of a judge) . By virtue of this rationale SDK . . 
came to be viewed as man's proper conduct over against an absolute 
ethical norm; deriving its legality from the absolute idea of 
justice. 
From this absolute norm, it was supposed, issued 
absolute demands and claims. In social respects 
justice so understood watches with complete i mpar-
tiality over these claims and takes care that each 
man gets his own (justitia, distributive). Thus, 
the only remaining question was , what is the norm 
that the Old Testament presupposes? Butt oddly 
enough, no matter how urgently it was sought, no 
satisfactory answer to this question of an absolute 
norm could be found in the Old Testament .3 
Thus, von Rad succinctly isolates the crucial issue for 
understanding righteousness --wbat is the norm by which righteous -
ness is established? 
That conformity to an accepted norm constituted the basic 
denotation of ~D~ has become an all but inviolable premise, so 
that this connotation of SDK is accepted as a working hypothesis . . 
3 von Rad, .2.E.• cit., p. 370f. 
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in practically all discussions of the concept. Even those who 
feel that the original signification of ~D~ has be.en irretrievably 
lost nonetheless reflect the concept of a norm or standard in 
their consideration of righteousness; as in the case of Eichrod.t, 
,.God's sedaqa or sedeq is his keeping of the law in accordance . . 
4 with the terms of the covenant;" or Davidson, 'Tit was not con-
formity to a standard what ma.de things right, u~t conformity to 
5 a right standard;n and, again, "To be righteous is to be found 
in practical hannony in one's conduct with this moral order.r11 6 
Concerning contemporary atti tud.es toward SDK von Rad con-• . 
eludes that "Even the accounts by Quell and by Eichrodt ('rheology , 
Vol, I., pp. 239ff.) are still too much determined by our 
f . . f . h 7 orens1..c conception o r1.g teousness ." 
Perhaps the clearest support from the Old Testament for the 
concept of SDK as conformity to an accepted norm or standard are • • 
those passages which deal with the. "rightness" of inanimate 
4
wal ther Eichrod t, Theology of the Old Testament, Vol. I., 
tr. by J. A. Baker (Philadelphia : The Westminster Press , 1961) , 
p. 240. It should be. observed, however, that Eichrodt's concep t 
of ~D~ probes rra.ich deeper than this, and focu ses priro~rily in 
the concept of relationship. 
5A. B. Davidson, The Theology of the Old Testa.ment ed. by 
S. D. F. Salmond (Edinb .1rgh: T. & T.Clark,19~-9), p. 130. What -
ever the "'rightness" of the standard., however, righteousness is 
understood by Davids on as n conformity e 1• Only the nature of the 
standard is held. in question. 
6Ibid., p. 274. Here Davidson suggests that righteousness 
involves conformity to "moral order of life. , " albeit such an 
order coincides with the idea of God, cf. p. 273. 
7von Rad, .2£• cit., p. 370. 
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objects. 8 References to standard weights as ~D~ as well as refer-
ences to sacrifices which conform to the accepted ritual pattern 
or norm by the same word , 9 clearly illustrate SDK as conformity 
• • 
to an accepted norm. 
Until wel l into the twentieth century, and the trend yet 
appears in some circles, the norm most often assumed in dis-
cussions of ~D~ were the moral order of the world, the character 
of God, and, the Old Testament l egal codes . Historically, such 
procedure has dominated the understanding of ~DJ$. Late in the 
nineteenth century, for example, Hermann Schultz suggested that 
righteousness was t~the moral exactitude with which God applies 
the standard (which He has within Himself) of perfect motives, 
without fear, partiality, or selfishness, wherever His reve.la tion 
finds expression.,,lO Davidson saw the ideas of God and the moral 
order as correspondent, and, further, that righteousness consisted 
. l' . ' h ' • d ' h . 1 . ll 1.n iv1.ng 1.n armony 1.n one s con uct 1.n t 1.s mora era.er. or ns 
"a right attitude towards the existing constitution, and in 
8'"A full and just (sede~) weight you shall have, a full and 
just (~ede.1$) measure you shall have ••• u (Deut. 25:15; cf. Lev. 
l9:35f; Job 31:6; Prov. 16:11; Ezek. 45:10; also, Prov. 11:1; 
Hosea 12:7; Amos 8:5). 
9"0ffer right (~ede}s) sacrifices, and put your trust i.n 
the LORD (Psalm 4: 5, Mr 6). 
10 Hermann Schultz, Old Testament 'n1eolo~, Vol. II., tr. 
from the fourth German edition by Rev. J . A. Paterson (Edinburgh: 
T. & T. Clark, 1892), p. 152. 
11oavidson , £I?.· ci,!. , pp. 273, 276f. Davidson does, how-
ever, predicate righteousness as occurring within the coven,·"mt 
(cf. pp. 2 78£.) and i.n so doing approxim..q tes the later emphasis 
upon the concept of relationship as integral to the understanding 
of ~Dt(. 
X 
• . h . h . d. • ,~ 12 conauct in armony wit its tra it1ons. Knox, more recently, 
in discussing ~e£e~ and ~e~a~ah, concludes that "these words 
signified that which conforms to the norm, and for biblical 
writers this norm is the character of God ."'13 Recent decades 
have witnessed. an increas ing decline in such interpretations of 
SDI~but exponents of such a connotation of righte ousness have 
• • 
remained; normally, however, within a theological frame of refer-
ence which tends toward a mechanistic view of both divine re.vela -
tion and corresponding individual responsibility. 
Individual responsibility within the conte xt of divine 
revelation, whether responsibility with regard to the moral order 
of the world, the specific legislation of the Old Testament, or. 
the. "character of God," is a legitimate and clear emphas is within 
the biblical revelation. Exponents of the concept of SDK as 
• • 
conformity to such a norm(s) are hardly to be faulted when such 
a connotation is applied to man within the context of the covenant. 
It is at th.e juncture of the righteousness of God that such a 
connotation of ~D~ falters . Admitted, the sum of God's revela -
tion constitutes a n orm or standard for covenant members. Yet 
one can hardly establish a legitimate ethical or moral standard 
over against the essence of God by which he may be. decl ared 
"righteous" in the sense of having conformed to its demands. It 
has been at precisely this juncture that many interpretations 
12Ibid., p. 274. 
13navid Knox, "Right, Righteousness," Bake r's DictionaP.:. 
of Theology Everett F. Harrison, Editor-in-chief (Grand Rapids: 
Baker Book House, 1960), p. 461. 
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have foundere.d•--the inability to establish an acceptable norm 
or standard with which God can be declared to stand in conformity . 
Among the many efforts to establish a norm or standard with 
which God maintained conformity, has been the suggestion that the 
righteousness of God ' ' does not mean blameless moral character in 
a general sense • • • but, rather, the integrity of his character 
as a judge, and as sovereign ruler of both his people and the 
universe ."14 Or, as Mullins suggests , 0 By righteousness we mean 
the self-affirmation of God in favor of the right as opposed to 
the wrong . 015 Schultz recognized that the Old Testament did not 
often use •rrighteous" (saddil<) of God, but when he does deal with 
the concept as applied to God he offers the nehulous suggestion 
that "Where it does occur, it describes God as the mighty Rock 
on which the moral order of the universe is founded, in which the 
• f l f d f . h . h . , d 16 pious may sa e y trust or e ence against t. e m1.g ty w1.c.Ke ." 
Because man's SDK was long understood as conformity to the . . 
moral demands of God i t should not be surprising that God's SDK . . 
has been interpreted in like manne r as rectitude of character. 
Such a conclusion was but the l ogical implicate of the all but 
unbroken premise that man's SDK was essentially mor a l conformity 
0 • 
or perfection. Consequentl y, an American author, known largely 
only within his own comrm.1nion, concluded that: 
14Robert c. Dentan, The Knowled@_ of God In Ancient Israel 
{New York: Seabury Press,7:"9"68), p . lo8 ___ - -
15E. Y 0 Mullins, The Christian Religion in its Doctrinal 
Expression (Nashville , Tennessee : Broadman Pr ess-;-T"917) , p. 232 . 
16 Schultz, .2.E..• cit. , p. 152. 
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By the righteousness of God we mean the rectitude 
of his character. God 's character is u pright. In 
him is no sign or taint of evil . J ohn expresses it 
by saying tha t God is light (1 John 1:5). Wha t eve r 
else this may mean, it signif ies the absolute purity 
of God's character, his entire freedom from anything 
evil. But we must not think of righteousness as a 
merely negative quality in God . I t i s positive. He 
is not only free f r om evil, he is opposed to the 
evil.17 
Admitted that God i s morally perfect, tha t Conner has 
probably rightly understood 1 John 1:5 and that what he suggests 
about God and evil is correct. This does not necessarily mean 
that he has prope rly understood righteousness (~D~). Rectitude 
of characte r hardly does justice to the full connotation of God's 
~D~ within biblical literature. 
One could further argue, of course, that .$DIS when applied 
to God suggests that he conforms to himself, that he is sel f .. 
consistent. In support of such a view, Pederse n, whos e s i gnificant 
contribution to the contemporary understanding of ~IS- will be 
considered later, 18 has suggested that man 1 s righteou sness con-
sists essentially of 11wholeness11 or sel f-consistency : 
To act rightly is not to act according to rules 
which are forced upon the man from withou t. The 
good man acts rightly, because he acts entirely in 
accordance with the nature of his soul. But the 
soul exists only as a link in a covenant; it main-
tains the nature by maintaining the covenant. All 
of these factors we find concentrated in the words 
righteousness , justice ••. and truth •.• They always 
17w. T. Conner, Revelation And God (Nashville: Broadman 
Press, 1 949) , p. 247. 
18 
sub. pp. 17ff. 
xiii 
denote the healthy and normal, that which is nwhole.'"19 
The impasse precipitated by the inability to offer a satis-
facto ry answer to the question of the norm under which God stands 
in conformity has led within the pas t three-quarters of a century, 
and more especially in the past 40 years, to the emergence of a 
different and more viable option to the norm involved in the whole 
range of ~D~ of God, but no less of man. It is the purpose of 
this thesis to trace, however briefly, the emergence of this 
viable option to traditional interpretations of SDK. Such an . . 
effort will characterize chapter one of the thesis. 
Beyond the preliminary task of tracing the emergence of a 
viable option to traditional views of SDK the thesis will focus • • 
in the use of SDK within prophetic literature. Hence, the 
• • 
second chapter will consider the i mplications of SDK within 
• • 
prophetic literature other than Isaiah 40-66; dividing the pro-
phetic literature in this fashion primarily in order to determine 
whether or not there are significant variables between the use of 
the root in Isaianic and non-Isaianic literature. 
Chapter three of the thesis will consider SDK in Isaiah . . 
40-66, with the view of determining the internal usage of SDK in . . 
Isaiah 40-55 and 56-66; plus the continued search for possible 
variables between Isaiah 40-66 and the larger body of prophetic 
literature • 
19 Johs Pedersen, Israel: 
(London: Geoffrey Cumberlege, 
pp. 337f. 
Its Life and Culture. I-II 
Oxford University Press, 1946), 
xiv 
The final chapter of the thesis will summarize both the 
present investigation and the contributions of the prophetic 
conception of the root SOK. . . 
xv 
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CHAPTER I 
THE ROOT SDK AND OLD TESTAMENT SCHOLARSHIP . . 
Seldom within Old Testament scholarship have conceptual 
foundations related to the fundamental character and action of 
God undergone such reorientation and transformation as has 
characterized the concept of righteousness (~D~ and. its deriva-
tives). Theological treatises and other scholarly res2arch once 
consiste.ntly concluded that righteousness should be understood 
as conformity to an absolute moral or ethical norm, as a forensic 
term which declared the '"rightnesstt of the individual before the 
tribunal, or as God's self-consistency and man 's subsequent con-
formity to the character of God. Within the past century an 
altogether different basis for the understanding of the root SOK . . 
has not only been proposed but has apparently come to dominate 
the theological understanding of SDK. To clarify both the historical . . 
development of this phenomenon and the current state of Old 
Testament scholarship and the concept of righteousness it should 
be helpful at this juncture to consider briefly (1) the history 
of interpretation, (2) the present state of Old Testament scholar-
ship, and (3) a summary leading to a working definition of SDK . . 
and its derivatives. 
1 
I. The History of Interpretation 
The creative era of interpretation in the stud.y of ~DI$. 
began in the late 19th century but has only come to fruition 
within the past 40 years.1 During the 19th century four men 
uniquely contributed to a clearer understanding of the concept 
inherent in SDl}. and its derivatives; Diestel 2 and Ortloph, 3 
Kautzsch4and Creme r. 5 In the 20th century the work of Pedersen 
1For a succinc t introduction to the history of the inter-
pretation of ~D~ cf: Peter Stuhlmacher, Gerechtigkeit Gottes bei 
Paulus (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht , 1966). Elizabeth 
Rice 'Achtemeier, The Gosoel of Righteousness : The. Study of the 
Meaning of SDQ and its Derivatives in the Old Testament, Unpub-
lishe.d Thesis (New York: Columbia University, 1959) . Rend.all 
T. Ruble 1 ~DI$ In The Psalter, Unoublishe.d Thesis (Edinburgh: 
University of Edinburgh , 1964). · 1n the case of quotations f r om 
August Ortloph, Ludwig Diestel, E. Kautzsch, and Hermann Creme...-,, 
I am largely dependent upon these second.ary sovrces. 
2Ludwig Diestel, "Die Ide der Gerechtigkeit, vorzueglich 
im Al ten Testamente 1 biblisch-theologisch jargestellt:," Jahrbue.che.r 




August Ortloph, " lpbe r den Begriff von sadeq and den 
Wurze.lverwand ten Woertern im Zweiten Theile des Profeten Je.saja,•t 
Zei t schrift fuer die Gesammte lutherische Theologi,e und Kirch~~, 
1860. Cited by Achtemeier, 2.E.• ci~., p. 7. 
4 Ernst ~utzsch, k die pe.rivate des Stammes Sdg i~ . 
alttestamentl1.chen Sprachgebrauch, 1 881. Stuhlmacher, £2.· c ·1t., 




5ne.rmann Cremer, "Die pauliniLhe Rechtfertigungslehre i m 5 f 
Zusammenhange ihrer geschichtliche;fvorausse tzungen, n Gutersloh, 
1899. cf. Walther Eichrodt, Theology_ of_ the Old Testament , Vol. 
I, tr. by J. A. Baker (Philadelphia: The Westminster Press , 1961), 
pp. 240f., who cites 1899; Stuhlmacher, .2.E.· cit., pp. 46f ., who 
cites 21 . Aufl. 1900; Achtemeier, .£2.· cit., pp. 23ff. ; Ruble, 21?.· 
cit .. , pp. 9ff.; von Rad, 22,. cit., who cites 1901. cf. H. Cremer, 
0
;,/ 
Biblishch-Theologi scher W_trterbuch, 7th ed. (Gotha, 1893), pp. 
273-5, cited by von Rad, Ibid. 
2 
was foundational, 6 and his premise was reflected in the signifi-
cant contribution of Fahlgren. 7 With the contributions of these 
men the characteristic features of a viable and transformed con-
cept of SDK began to emerge . From that juncture numerous Old . . 
Testament theologians, but especially Walther Eichrodt8 and 
Gerhard von Rad, 9 disseminated a basically new attitude toward the 
whole concept of SDK. That the issue continues to be viable and . . 
to attract the attention of students of biblical literature. is 
clearly evidenced. by the Ph.D. theses, both published and unpub-
lished., 10 plus journal and dictionary articles, 11 which have con-
tributed to the continuing interest in the concept of righteousness 
in biblical literature. 
SDK as Conformity to a Norm . . -- -- ------ - - -
With the publications of Diestel (1860), Or tloph (1860) , and 
Kautzsch (1881) 9 the idea of conformity to a norm came to dominate 
6 Johs Pedersen, Israel: I t s Life And. Culture (London/ 
Copenhagen: Geoffrey Cumberlege:-oxford. Univers1.ty Presf>/?ovl 
Branner, 1947) , pp. 336ff. 
7K. Hj. Fahlgren, Sedaka nahestehende und entegege:ngesetzte 
Begriffe im Alten Testament (Uppsala, 1 932). 
8 Q.Q_. cit. , pp. 240ff. 
9Gerhard von Rad, Old Testament Theology~ Vol I., tr. by 
D. M. G. Stalker (Edinburgh and London : Oliver and Boyd , 1962), 
PPo 370ff. 
10Achtemeier , .2,2.. fit.; Klaus Koch,~ im Alten Testament 
(Heidelberg, 1953); Ruble, .2E.· cit.; Christian Mtj.ller , Gottes 
Gerechtigkeit und Gottes Volk: eine Untersu{?hung zu Romer 9 -11 
(Gottingen, 1964) . 
11cf. Rudolf Bultmann , " 6IKAI0tnrn 9E0Y" J . B.L., Vol. LXXXIII, 
March , 1964 , pp . 12ff.; John Reumann, 11 The Gospel of -the Righteous -
ness of God: Pauline Reinterpretation in Romans 3:21- 31," Inter-
pretation: A ~ournal of ~ible ~d Theology. Oct., 1966, pp. li.-32-452 ; 
E. R. Achteme1.er, uRighteousness in the Old Testament ," The Inter-
pre.ter' s Dictionarv of the Bible . - -
3 
the concept of ~D~ and i ts deri.vatives. Based u pon etymologic8:l 
stud.iest the works of Diestel and Ortloph concl uded that the 
concept of '•str aightness " characterized the original meaning of 
SDI<t and Kautzsch later defined SDI< as 11Sich decken mit irgend . . . . 
einer norm;"12 "to coincide with some sort of norm." 
Ludwig Diestel 
For Diestel (1tDie I de der Gerechtigkeit, vorzueglich i m 
A 1 ten Tes tame n te , bi bli s ch-theologis ch fa r geste 11 t , " J ahrbueche r ri/ 
fur D~uts che The ol ogie , 1860), ~D~ originally meant t o 'be straight, 
0 Gerade recht, ricl1t i g ," although he soon qualified this defini-
tion by suggesting t hat 0 s traightness" applies, 
not so much to t hings as to movement or walking upon 
the way, using Psal m 23:3 and I sai ah 33 :12 to snpport 
his contentions ... appl ying t his t hen to the moral 
realm he held that SDQ appl ied to t he personality 
' ••• nicht in ihrer Ruhe, sondern in ihre r 
sittlichen Entfaltung, in ihre r Thaetigkeit .•• ' / Wf . 
In the spiri tual r ealm ' • • • diese Gradhe.i t . . • l/ 
muss ••• aud di e Willensenergie gehen die stch e in ~ 
Ziel, e inE;n Z~eck ~~; tri tt sie in die ~che-~nung ' . .., 
so muss s1.e ein t rfe~ oder unstetes Hand~ln me1.den r 
und wird sich n i ch"'tnur als rightiges , sondern aueh 
a ls richtendes (dirigens et judicans) Thun erweisen. 
"However, ' straightness ' on both remains a dominant 
and basic i dea ••• 0 13 
Accord i.ng to Dieste l, the ref ore, man's ~D~ involved con- __ _.--? 
formity to divine and human regulations; walking along the way of 
. e t e 1 ema/ -;;;;1 e stra i ghtness (cf. yan9eni b mag ley ~e~e~ ~ mo, -Psalm 
23:3). The righteousness (9D~) of God, in like manner , consisted 
in walking along the way of straightness ; God's inne r nature 
serving as the " s traight way, 11 or standard. The ultimate goal 
12A h . . 7 c terae ier, .2.E.• cit., p. • 




of divine righteousness was the salvation of his people, and the 
righteousness of God had little to do with punitive judgment-•-God' s 
judgment being identified with his salvation only in the Fost-
·1· . d 14 eX1. 1.c per1.o • 
August Ortloph 
Ortloph, in the same year as Diestel, proposed an almost 
identical view of ~D~ (t•y ber den Begriff von sadq und den 
wurzelverwandten wfrtern im Zweiten Theile des Profeten Jesaje," 
Zeitschrift fur die Gesammte. lutherische Theologie und Kirche, 
1860). He understood ~D~ to mean ttrectus fui t, gerade seyn," 
and also expanded his original view by connecting SDK with the . . 
thought of a directional waye Thus ~DIS suggested the idea of 
one who walked along the way, ~DIS being, tteine.m normi renden 
Verhael tnisse _£em.f sse Verhal ten'" (na standard, or normal, rela-
tionship in accordance with a line of conduct, or behavior'). 
"In short;" concludes Achtemeier, "the basic signification of 
Snr, nf d . b - . h. I 15 . -~ was co orma.ter to a norm given ya reLat1.ons 1.p . 1 
More specifically, Ortloph defined the norm for SOK within . . 
four spheres of relationship: (1) the relationship of the 
individual to the larger community, Israel, within the framework 
of the national legal system (2) the relationship of Israel to 
I 
Yahweh in which Israel's righteousness consisted of faith and 
good works (3) the relationship of Yahweh to the nations, and 





Ruble, .Q.P_. cit., pp. 1-30 
cit., p. 9. 
5 
protection and guidance.16 
According to Achtemeier's quotation, within the first 
sphere the norm of the relationship was t 
Das ve.rhaeltniss ves.e ntlicher gleich ~rechtigung all er 
dem ,israelitischen ~olksthum Angehoerigen eben u m ihres 
gleischen Verhaeltrtisses zu. Jehova , um ihrer gleichen 
Theilnahme willen a n all den Heilsguetern, zu deren 
Traeger gott sich diese volks erkore.n hatte ••• 17 
~DJ.( thus became "die thatsaechliche anerkennung dieser vesent-
lichen G le i t hbe rech tigung." l S C/ 
God alone established the relationship in the second sphere, 
one in which SOK consisted of the normal relationship between . . 
Yahweh and Israel in which all Israel so manifested faith and works 
as to insure that all partook alike of Yahweh's blessings and 
salvation. 
Within the third relationship, that of Yahweh to the nations , 
Yahweh also established the relationship, but because of the sin 
of the nations the relationship was no longer one of law, but of 
wrath. Thus "God' s SDQH manifested itself both in judgmc.nt and 
salvation. This, of course, differed widely from Diestel's 
. ,,19 view. 
The fourth sphere of relationship was one in which Yahweh, 
having established the relationship, protected Israel from all 
threats, within and without, and used her as his seri.rant to fulfill 
16cf. Ruble, 22,. cit., pp. 1-4; Achtemeier, QQ_. cit., p. 9. 
17Achtemeier, 2£• cit., pp. 9-10. 





his promise cf salvation. The righteousness of God thus consisted 
of that faithfulness of God to the relationship which preserved, 
protected, and fulfilled. 20 
Of the two positions, those of Diestel and Ortloph, that of 
Diestel exercised the greater influence upon subsequent discussions 
of ~DJS; perhaps because of the complexities of Ortloph's elaborate 
treatment of the concept. The two points in Diestel•s argument 
which called forth the greatest discussion were (1) his conception 
of God's righteousness as conformity to his own inner nature and 
(2) the separation of God's judgment from his SDK, as well as his 
• • 
insistence that only in the post-exilic ~ra was th~re an identifi -
• f God SOK . h h . . d · h t 21 cat1on o 's •• w1t is JU gment or punis men o 
Ernst f:autzsch 
Kautzsch, who published a dissertation entitled "fber d i.e 
Derivate des Stammes j?1~ im al ttes tamentl i chen Sprachraum" in the 
rr+bigen University Publication (1881),22 for the first time 
examined all occurrences of SOK within the Old Testament. He 
• • 
concluded that ~D~ consisted of conf~mity to a norm, and that the trw,/ 
23 concept passed through three broad stages of development. 
AJ. though Kau tzsch concluded that the basic meaning of ~m; 
was "Sich decken mit irgend einer norm," or, "to coincide with 
some kind of standard or norm,"' the norm could vary f rom one 
20Ibid. 
2ln,id. 
22Stuhlmacher, 212,. cit., p. 46, citing Kautzsch. 
23cf. Achtemeier, .QQ. cit., pp. 18f, from which the follow-
ing summary is drawn. 
7 
situation to another. It could involve physical weights or 
measures, an ethical idea, or a spiritual conception, but it 
always consisted of conformity to a norm. 
The first stage in the development of SDK was characterized 
• • 
by an emphasis upon the forensic concept; as a man who is legally 
in the right. SOK at this level meant proper speech or conduct . . 
in the legal sense , with no particular emphasis upon the ethica l 
quality of the words or deeds. The righteous man was one who had 
been declared forensically innocent with regard to conduct. The 
righteousness of God, by the same token, consisted of his just or 
fair dealing with man. 
The second. stage of development consisted of the concept of 
the ethical ' 'no t so nruch in relation to concre te cases as to t he 
24 overa ll character and behavior of an individual or pe.ople. 0 
The third stage of developm~nt saw the absorption of the 
ethical by the theocratic relationship, SDK became a technical . . 
religious term which could not be understood without refe r ence 
to the theocratic relationships between God and Israel. 
Throughout the development of ~D~, however, Kautzsch con-
cluded that the word always retained the concept of nNormgem-
aessf j i t'" (i.e. "conformity to a norm''"). The norm was at time s 
objective (divine or human law) or subjectb,-e (conscience), while 
God's norm consisted of his inner self "in harmony with the whole 
revelation of himsel f and the reasonable expectations of his 
25 people." To the end Kautzsch's definition remained unchanged: 
24
Ibid., p. 17. 
25_Ibid., p. 19. 
8 
"Sich decken mi t irgend ~ner norm.rt Only the nature and _ character --/Ji;;/ 
of the norm f luctuated . Among the significant contributions of 
Kautzsch were his examination of all roots of SDK, and the 
• • 
assumption that the norm was not static but d.ynamic. 
Relationshi2 ~ the Norm for SD~ and its Derivati ves 
The contributions of Hermann Cremer became the fulcrum by 
which the conceptual foundations of ~D~ we.re drastically reori-
ented and a new understanding of ~D~ and its derivatives was 
proposed. Cremer's basic and most often quoted work was "Die 
paulinische. Rechtfertigungslehre im Zusammenhange ihre.r 
geschichtlichen Voraussetzungen" (Gutersloh, 2. Aufl. 1900),26 
although other publications also contributed to the expreEsion of 
his views ( Bi bl isch-theologi s chef wf rte r buch, 7th edition, G otba, _§ / 
1 893).
27 Cremer criticized Kautzsch's definition of the norm as 
''some sort of norm't as unduly vague, and concluded. that the norm 
consisted essentially of a relationship; and that ~D~ involved 
conformity to a relationship within which one stood, whether of 
man or God. 
So significant was the advance of Cremer's position and so 
profound was his grasp of the conceptual principles inherent in 
~D~ that Walther Eichrodt characterized his conclusion(s) as "the 
. . h f . ,,28 1ns1g to genius . Gerhard von Rad re.fleeted the continuing 
26 Stuhlmacher, Gerechtigkeit Gottes be i Paulus, p. 46. 
27 von Rad, Q2_. cit., p. 371. 
280 ·t 240 ~· £!.._.' p. • 
9 
. . validity of Cremer's thesis in his suggestion that rrH. Cremer. 
succeeded in breaking through to a completely different way of 
thinking which has so far been rightly accepted as proven, in its 
basic thesis at l east ."29 
Cremer challenged Kautzsch's basic meaning of ~D~ as 
t"Normgemaessheit" as much too vague or abstract, and further con-
tended that both Diestel and Ritschl were incorrect in their common 
separation of God ' s judgment and SDK; suggesting that the error of . . . 
both lay in their interpretation of judgment as retributive., and 
Ritschl's specific interpretation of Israel's SDKH as her sinless-, . 
ness as opposed to Cremer' s insistance that SDI<H consisted of . .. 
30 Israel's religion; especially that Israel trust ecl God. In th is 
regard., Achtemeier has graphically summarized Cremer's view of 
Israel's SDK: . . 
That was her $DQH, that she believed, that she repented 
and threw herself on God., that she looked only to him 
for salvation, that she was faithful. Israel's faith 
was her ~ede~ $DQH, and though ts such as those in 
Genesis 15:6; Isa. 28:16, or Hab6 2:4 were not unusual, 
but typical for the Old. Testament viewpoint, which 
then had the closest relation to the new. 31 
Cremer' s d.isagreement with Kautzsch centered. in the fact 
that K.autzsch had abstracted the basic meaning of SDK from his 
• • 
examination of all usages of the root in the Old Testament, while 
Cremer made a new departure and examined the antonyms and 
29L . 
_Q,£. £1.!. 
30 cf. Stuhlmacher, .Q.Q_. cit., p. 46, for references to Cremer' s 
opposition to Ritschl. 
31Qe.. cit., p. 26. 
10 
synonyms of ~D~. On the basis of such an analysis, Cremer con-
cluded that SDK within the Old Testament always r efers to rela-. . 
tionship (Verhaeltnisbegriff) . As Achtemeier summarized, 
" . . • there is nothing outside the rela tionship--no norm, no 
idea, no ideal--which determines the demands in their nature. The 
demands are given only in the relationship. In short, the re.la tion-
ship itself is the norm. 
Although Cremer's most extensive work dealt with the Pauline 
teaching of justification in relationship to its historical pre-
suppositions (nDie paulinische Rechtfertigungslehre im Zusammenhange 
ih1,.rer geschichtlichen Voraussetzungen~), for him the historical 
presuppositions pertained in the first pl.ace to the Old Testament 
("Zu diesen geschi.chtlichen Voraussetzunge.n geh, rt fur CREMER in 
erster Linie das Alte Testament.") 33 As a consequence of his 
study of SDK (with particular emphasis upon antonyms and synonyms), .. . 
o/ 
Cremer interpreted ( i1 )v7~ as '•gemeinschaf tsbe.z~ enen Begriff ;n34 
i.e., ncomrnuni ty-rela tionship concept •0 More specifically, he 
adroitly (gewandt) wrote against Ritschl: 
Das Alte Testament giebt keinen Anhalt f,/r die Meinung, U,/"~1/ 
dass die rein formale Erff llung de r 'Re~tspflicht' An- ' (Iv 
spruch auf den Namen eine~ Gerechten verleihe. Aber 
auch nicht die Ges innung ist es, welche diesen Anspruch 
verleiht, dondern das bestimmte Verhalten innerhalb des 
Verh41 tnisses zu Gott und Jenschen, welches den in diesem r·; 
Gegensatz zu denen, welche die Anspruche mit F)issen ~v 
Verh, ltnis liegenden Ansprfchen gerecht wird, in Jjj {,,u 
treten. Gerecht ist der, welcher Gott und Menschen 
32Ibid .. , p. 24. 




giebt, was das VerhJ.l tnis zu ihnen, di.e Gemeinschaf t 
mit ihnen, e.rheischt-.35 
Of particular importance is Cremer' s suggestion that, 
"Gerecht ist der, welcher Gott und Menschen giebt, ~ das 
Verh~l tnis_ ~ ihnen , die Gemeinschaft mit ihnen, erheischt;n i.e., 
•trHe is righteous who gives God and men what the relationship to 
them, t he cornmuni ty ·with them, q.emands. n Stuhlmacher, in sum-
marizing Cremer ' s interpretation of ~DI$, as "Verhf l tnis, n suggests 
that the 0 righteousness of God is that which endows salvation 
(Heilsti+:_nde) and nevertheless i s judicially effective justitia 
s aluti.fera ("health-bringing justice'"); thus, the Old Testament 
does not know a retributive. righteousness of God ("·eine strafende 
Gottesrechtigkeit'r). 36 
Creme.r' s positive emphasis upon the righteousness of God as 
j usti,ti:_~. s a lutifera reflects the priority of rela tionship within 
the covenant community, and is significant not only for under-
standing the relationship of SPT and ~D~, but also for the con-
• 
ception of Verhal tnis a.s the en-ix of §D~. In commenting upon the. 
r elationship between God's righteousness and his justice, Cremer 
observed that: 
In ganzen Alten Testament ist und bleib•i: die 
Gerechtigkeit Gottes justitia salutifera , weil sie 
ihrem Wes en nach justitia justificatoria ist, d. h. 
weil es ihr Wesen ist, Recht zu schaffen denen, ,IJ  
dieses bedfrfen, oder das Recht zu G~en des _
1 
{A, 
35Ibid., quoting Cremer, nnie paulinische Rechtfertigungslehre 





Volkes Gottes auszuuben u nd ihrn dadurch zu helfen. 
Cremer could so interpret righteousness within the Old Tes-
t ament as justit ia salutifera and jus titia justificatoria, and 
could furt her describe the righteousness of God as actively creat-
ing "right 11 (Recht) 11f avorably" (Gunst en ) toward the people of 
God, because he saw that 11d as Konigtum Gottes friiher (ist) als 
die Forde.rung Gottes an sein Volk; die Bundesauflage, das Gesetz , 
38 
i st nicht Begrundung, sonder n Ausfluss diese.s Konigtums ." 
Thus, because Creme r saw that the. kingdom of God was anter ior 
to the demands of God upon his people. , a nd th at the covenant obli-
gation ( Bundesau f l age ) , or law (Gesetz), was not foundational ( Be- · 
grundung) but flows out of tha t kingdom (Ausflus s diese.s Konigtums), 
it should occasion no surprise that he interpreted $D[< as confo~mit; o/ 
to a relationship as opposed to a body of law or some other conce.ptual 
idea(s ), equally as rigid . By his emphasis upon the grace of God as 
predominant within the covenant relationship Cremer introduced a 
dynamic , fluid connotation of SOK which was set within the bounds of 
God's grace. 
37 r bid. , citing Cremer, £C· cit., p. 33, who states th.at "In 
the entire Old Testament the righteousness of God is and remains 
justitia salutifera /health-bringing justice7, s i nce accordin g to 
1.ts essence it is 1ustitia justificatoria /i'justice acting just ly":?" 
(which means ) since it is its na ture to create .right ( Recht) for -
t hose who stand in need of it, or to exercise the 11 r ight 11 ( Rec ht) 
favorably toward the people of God a nd thereby to help thcm. 11 
38 b . d . . . 7 h I 1. ., citing Cremer , op. cit. , pp . 7f, of whom Stu lmacher 
said, 11uamit hat CRSMER als erst er die theologisch sachgerechte. 
Einordung de s alttestamentlichen Gesetzes vollzogen, um die sich ~; 
dann M.NOTH, ohne CRl!J.lER zu nennen, also selbstdndig , in seiner be- ~ 
riihmten Untersuchung uber : uie Gesetze im f>entaleuch (1940 ) bemuht 
hat (j e tzt : Studien, S . 9 -141). 
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Because t her~ was nothing outside the r e lationship to serve 
as a norm or standard, the ·relationship itself constituting the 
nor m, neither the law, nor human conscience --not even the charac-
ter of God hi.mself--was determinative f or ~D~. Hence, ~D~ might 
differ from relationship to r e l ationship, and what might con-
stitute ~D~ in one relations hip coul d conceivably constitute r~sa ' 
in a nother . 39 .This is clearly e nunciated in Cremer' s suggesti on 
that ""Jedes Verhael tnis !ringt bestimmte Ans~eche a n do.s --=-- t;,o._
1 
£. C. 
Verhalten mit sich, und die Befriedigung d i eser An sprueche , 
welche r alle in das Verhael tnis Bestehen bleiben kann, wird. mi t 
40 unse.rn begriff beze ichnet." Thus, every relationship brings 
with itself speci al c l a i ms , or demands, on the conduct; and the 
satisfaction of these claims, by which alone the existence of the 
relationship can remain, distinguishes Cremer ' s conc~pt of ~DI}• 
It should be i mmediately noted that such a connotation of SDK . . 
does n ot automatically elimi nat e the law, the inner conscience, or 
the character of God as it f inds expression within history . Those 
within the relationship assume the demands of c ovenant l aw and 
the revelation of God makes its demand u pon members of the covenan t 
community. Priority is exceedingly important, h owever, a nd it is 
of crucial significance to observe that the relationship i s anterior 
39
cf. the manner in which an I s r aelite could not enslave 
permanently another Israelite, but could enslave non-Israelites; 
the prohibition against l ending money a t interest to a fellow 
Israel ite, but the apparent permissiveness concerning the forei gner ; 
the general prohibition of death within the covenant, but the 
acceptability of the bann whereby non-Israelites were put to death 
with predetermination. 
40
Achtemei e r, QQ_. cit., p. 25, quoting Cremer. 
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to the law. As Cremer had so well observed: '"The Kingdom of God 
is earlier than the demands of God upon his people; the covenant 
obligation , the l aw, is not foundational but flows out of that 
kingdom."41 Although one's relationship to the demands of the 
covenant (Bundesauflage), or the l aw (Gesetz), was not unimportant, 
the crucial issue in the determination of SDK was whether or not · . . 
one stood within a particular relationship; and, more especially, 
whether one fulfilled the demands imposed by that relationship. 
Within the Old Testament the covenant was an expression of God's 
grace and the law served as a net cast over Israel to insure that 
she was within the bounds of covenant relationship whether with 
regard to man or God. 
In retrospect, the contributions of Cremer to a more viable 
conce ption of ~D~ included the following. (1) By his examination 
of the antonyms and synonyms of SDK he inaugurated a new and creative . . 
dimension to the study of ~D~, correcting in the process Kautzsch's 
methodological thesis of extracting the meaning of SDK sol ely from . . 
the total occurrences of the root wi thin the Old Testament. (2) His 
emphasis upon the priority of the Kingdom of God with regard to 
the demands of the law contributed not only to the study of SDK 
• • 
but to the broader and no less significant issue of the interrela-
tionship of demand and promise, covenant and law; in the process 
giving priority to the grace of God. (3) His dialogues with con-
temporary 19th century scholars, especially Kautzsch and Ritschl, 
: ~ remer, "Dfe pa'?'linische Rechtfertigungslehre i~ Zusammen-
hange 1.n_ire. r ge.sch1.chtlichen f oraussetzungen," p. 33; cited by 
Stuhlmac'irer, o:e_. cit 09 p. 46. 
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suggested that judgment is not to be separa t ed from ~D~ but that 
within the rela tionship which is fundamenta l to SDK the judgment 
0 • 
of God was l inked with the ~DJS of God as jus titia salutif era or 
justitia j us ti f ica toria . H~ thus maintaine d the r eality of judg -
ment as one a spect of ~D~ but gave to it an evangelizing and 
redemptive thrus t . (4) The climactic con tribution of Cremer 
emerged in hi.s understand ing of SOK as faithfulness to a relation-
ship; even the demands of the rela tionship, but setting the rela-
tionship in a distinctly anterior position to all othe r cons idera-
tions. 
Th~ Si gnifica nce . of the wwhole ness ~ Life " 
and the II Syn the tic Appre.hens 1.on of Li f e"' 
f ~ the_ S tud y of E;D~ 
Al though the basic thrust for a new approach t o ~DI$ had 
emerged in the classic work of Cremer, continued study of the. con-
cept in the 20th century resulted in both additional insight into 
the connotation of SDK and the popularization of righteousness as . . 
conformity to a relationship . A survey of relevant 20th century 
literature suggests, however, that popularization rather than 
42 innovation bas ically characterized the 20th century. 
Among the innovative and perceptive contributions of the 
century specific attention should be given to the creative insight 
of Johannes Pedersen and the significant, if somewhat lesser, con-
42rt is obviously impossible to dete rmine whether or not a 
more recent t heolog i a n is directly indebted to Cremer , or whethe r 
the concept of " relati onship•• i s based u pon a given scholar's own 
creativity. Although it is a subje ctive va lue judgment which could 
hardly be subs tantiated, a survey of 20th century literature l e aves 
one with the distinct i mpression t hat the g reat bulk of Ol d Testa -
ment schola r s a r e directly or ind irectly heavily indebted t o Cremer 
in the ir studie s of SDK. . . 
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tribution of K. Hj. Fahlgren. Although Pedersen's work did not 
address itself solely, nor primarily, to the study of ~DI_(, his 
concept of •~wholeness111 as characteristic of Israelite sociological 
and psychological structures contributed immeasurably to the con-
notation of ~D~ as conformity to a relationship--as examination of 
his discussion of tt'Righteousness and Truth,. will clearly illustrate. 
Fahlgren's examination of synonyms and antonyms, and his conception 
of "synthetische Lebensauffassung,"' or "synthetic apprehension of 
life," contributed measurably to a fuller understanding of ~DI_<. 
Johannes Pedersen 
Concerned primarily with a cultic and psychological approach 
43 to the Old Testament, the four-volume work of Johannes Pedersen 
on the culture of Israel (Israel, I-II, 1926; III-IV, 1940) has 
rightly be.en commended as ••one of the most brilliant and profound 
interpretations of Israelite thought.n44 The concept of nwhole-
ness" and its maintenance. characterizes the entirety of Pedersen' s 
work ; whether of the soul, its energies and capacities (I), common 
l :i.fe and its laws--all of which involve the maintenance of the 
wholeness of relationship within the community (II), holiness and 
its upholders (III), or the renewal and source of holiness (IV). 
From such a splendid and thorough consideration of the solidarity 
and wholeness of relationships one should expect to discover help-
ful emphases concerning the connotation of ~DI.< as conformity to a 
43 C.R. North, "Pe.ntateuchal Criticism," The Old Testament 
and Modern Study , Ed . H. H. Rowley (Oxf ord: Clarendon Press , 
1951), p. 60. 
44G. W. Anderson, 1rHebrew Re l igion," l'.bid., p. 284. 
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Just as Cremer had suggesti vel y observed that the Kingdom 
46 of God was ant erior to the demands of God, so Pedersen con-
ceived of righ t e ousness as anterior to right action. 
Righteous ne ss is the presupposition of the right action. 
In order to realize wherein it consists, we must go back 
to the fundamental psychological conception. The action 
is created by t he whole of the soul; the more of the 
whole of the s oul is implied, the more it acts in 
accordance with its nature, i.e., healthily and rightly. 
The integrity of t he soul is therefore an expression 
of its rightness.47 
Such a conclusion should not be interpreted to mean that 
man is responsible to no one outside himself. No man lives in 
isolation from the "wholenesstt of the cornnuni ty. "The soul 
exists,u according to Pedersen , "only as a l ink in a covenant ." 48 
"The righteous is always 'whole' with those with whom he has 
entered upon a covenant. His heart is whole (salem) with 
49 Yahweh because he lives in his covenant... Righteousness, 
therefore , can never be merely a mood or inner attitude. It 
properl y joins heart and deed, f ai th and works. As Pedersen 
ably suggests, 
Righteousness i s thus the mutual acknowledgment of 
souls ; but it i s still more, viz. their mutual mainte-
45 cf. Johs. Pedersen, Israel, I-II (London: 
berlege, Oxford University Press, 1946), and the 
article , "Righteousness and Truth," pp. 336f f. 
46 
Cremer, .£:2· cit., pp. 77£. 
47 Pedersen, .2.2.• cit ., p. 336. 
48Ibid ., p. 338. 
49Ibid., p. 341. 
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Geoffrey Cum-
sugge s ti ve 
nance of each other 9 s honour. The acknowledgment can 
never exclusively be a feeling or a mood , but it must 
manifest itself in action. To consider a man full of 
honour and to make him full of honour are the same 
thing, according to the psychological conception of 
the Israelites. SO 
In contrast to a legally mechanistic and individualistic 
view of righteousness Pedersen grounded ~D~ in rela tionship within 
the covenant community. He concluded that "to act rightly is not 
to act according to rules which are forced upon the man from with-
out, the good man acts rightly because he acts entirely in accord-
ance with the nature of his sou1.051 
It is in Pedersen's emphasis upon the anterior relationship 
of a man's soul to his actions that he contributes not only to 
the conception of ~DJ$ as relationship but to the priority of God's 
grace as over against his law. 52 The condition of man's hea rt is 
the fundamental basis by which one may both arrive at ttright0 
actions and be. called. into judgment for his actions. Pedersen 
makes this graphically clear in his pointed observation that, 
"Israelite psychology does not distinguish between ability a.nci 
will. The healthy soul is that which is able to act according to 
its nature ,.53 Again, he suggests, nJust as the action is 
given with the nature of the soult so the result itself, as the 
SOibid., p. 345. 
51Ibid.,pp. 337f. 
52La . lf . . f f . w itse 1s an expression o grace, or it was not a 
penal burden to be borne but a gracious light to guide Israel 
within the bounds of the covenant relationship. 
53Pedersen, Ibid., p. 338. 
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fruit lies in the flower. This i mage is used by the Hebrew him-
self. He says that ' there is fruit for the righteou s ' (Ps. 58:12).054 
Such cor rel ation between inner relationship and external 
action i s grounded in the Israelite concepti on of action by whi ch 
t here was no d i stinction between the idea and t he ac tion. This 
is well illustrated by the correlation betwe.en "hearing" and 
'"doing." When a man "hears" the word of God it i s assumed that 
V 
he "does" the word of God; Sama' often being translated not only 
as to "hear'• but as to "obey'' (cf. "If you are willing and obedi-
ent, u~ema t tem,Isa . 1 : 19) . As a consequence of this conception of 
action, to draw d i stinctions between righteousness as the inner 
condition of relationship and righte ousness as external action is 
forei gn to I sraelite categories of thoi.1ght. 
As a consequence •• • man is responsi ble fo r his acts 
and their resul ts , not only fo r his intentions. A 
dis tinction is impossible, because there i s no such 
thing as 'good intentions. ' The intention or will is 
identical with the totality of the soul whi ch creates 
act ion .55 
From this cursory examination of Pedersen's thesis concern-
ing ~D~, it is obvious that he profound l y deepened the conception 
inaugurated by Cremer. In so doing he. further establ ished the 
validity of inte rpreting righteous n e ss as the maintenance of one 's 
relationship. Few would challe nge t he assumption that Pedersen 
s hould be placed in t he category of those creative 20th century 
54r bid., p. 362. Pedersen also cites Isa. 3:10; Jer. 17:10; 
21:14; 32 :19; Micah 7: 13; Jer. 6 :19 ; Amos 6 :12; Hosea 10:13 in 
support of this view. 
55 rb;d., 1"2 ,. p. ..) . 
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Old Testament schol ars who pr ofoundly influenced the. historical 
development of the interpretation of SDK as conformity to a 
relationship. 
K . Hj . Fahlgren 
Following the work of Pedersen in both chronological order 
and, to a lesser extent, me thodological assumpti ons was the publi-
cation of a thesis by K. Hj. Fahlgren ("Sedaka , nahestehende und 
entgefengeset z t e Begriffe im Kl ten •restament," u +a1J~ • 1932) . f [ ] 
According to Stuhl mache r, Fahl g·ren effectivel y reintroduced 
Cremer' s concept of the norm (Norm-Begriffes). 56 In the process 
Fahlgren examined an extensive list of synonyms and antonyms ; as 
his title , "nahes t ehende und entgeg.engesetzte Begriffe, 11 suggests . 
Referring to the work of Cremer, h~ defined ~D~ and its derivatives 
a s follows: 
Der Stamm sdk gibt das Gleichgewichts- und Gemein -
schaftsverhi ltnis in der Welt a n. Die Substantiva 
sedaka und &aedaek dr,i{cken dessen Norm aus und was 
mit ihr tAbereinstim,'llt , das Adjektivum s addik 
bezei chnk t den (oder das), we lcher (oder was) die 
rechte Stellung im Verhdl tnis zu den Menschen wie zu 
Go~¢ e innimmt, und das ~erbum sadak bedeutet ' das 
rechte Mass nach dem Gesichtspunkt de r Zusammenge-
hfrigkeit• halte~.57 
He thus interpreted the stem ~D~ as the maintenance of 
equilibr ium (Gleichgewichts) and community-relati onship (Gemein-
schaftsverhf ltnis) in the world; i.e. , that quality of equilibrius 
relationships within the world. By more s pecifically defining the 
substantive (ijede~ and ~eda~ah) as that which is included within 
56 Stuhlmacher, 2.E.· cit., p. 47. 
57rbid., citing Fahlgren, usedaka 
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the proper (re.chte) attitude or posture (Stellung) in the rela-
tions hip with man and God; and the verb (sadek) as observing 
• ee, t 
(hal ten) the right conformity (Mass) according to the view point 
(Gesichtspunkt) of the wholeness of solid.arity (Zusammen-
gehfrigkeit; homogenRusness, or homogenei ty), Fahlgren followed 
essentially the same presuppositions as outlined by Cremer and 
found the focus of all stems of ~D~ set in the context of 
relationship. 
Among the unique contributions of Fahlgren was his concept 
of "synthetische Lebensauffassung" (i.e. synthetic comprehension 
of life), of which Fahlgren himself says, the Israelite "com-
prehension of life is synthetic, so that all which is for us 
something independent (selbstdndi~), appears to him only as 
~ I ~ ~ 
diffe rent s ides of the same matter (Sache) .,.SB nsynthetische 
Lebensauffassung"' was apparently quite deeply indebted to Peder-
sen's concept of "wholeness0 as well as his emphasis upon the 
Israelite conception of action whereby nall that happens is to 
h . l"nl f h . t• "t " 59 im a 1 < o a compre ensive con inui y ••• "Leben-
sauffassung" as "synthetisch" may, in its ultimate application 
by Fahlgren, constitute an unduly extreme implementation of 
Pedersen's origina l suggestions. There is adequate support, 
however, for the "wholeness of thought" within ancient Israel, as 
58stuhlmacher, 2.2,. cit., citing Fahlgren, £P.· cit., p. 51: 
"'Lebensauffassung ist synthetisch, so dass all das, was flr uns 
etwas Salbst4ndiges ist, ihm nur als verschiedene. Sei ten d.erselben 
Sache e t-sche1.nt.n 
59 Pedersen, .Q.Q_. cit., Vol. I-II, p. 133. 
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60 among the Greeks, and Gerhard ,ron Rad suggests that, 
Probably like most people outsid.e the culture 
determined by the Enlightenment of the West , Israel 
too was convinced that there was a definite and. even 
clea rly recogni sable connexion between what a man 
does and what happens to him, such that the evil 
deed recoils banefully u pon the agent, the good one 
beneficially. Like a stone thrown into water, every 
act initiates a movement for good or evil: a process 
gets under way which , e specially in the case of a 
crime, only comes to rest when retribution h as over-
t aken the perpetra t or. But this retribution is not 
a new action which comes upon the person concerned 
from somewhe re else ; it i s rather a l as t ripple of 
the act itself which attaches to its agent almost 
as some thing materiat.61 
More specifically, in summing up his emphasis u pon the 
wholeness of action and the failure to distinguish between 
cause and effect von Rad further calls attention to the fact 
th.at He brew does not eve.n have a word for punishment; the words 
<wn and ~~>t denoting both the evil act and the evil result, and 
-= 
therefore punishment, "be.cause the two things are basically the 
same,,,, nrn consequence," he concludes, "'there has recently be.en 
talk of a synthetic apprehension of life (for which things that 
~ now see as separate were still a unity), or better still, of a 
sphere of action which creates fate." 62 
609.12.. cit., Vol. I, p. 385 citing A.!£.chylus, Agamemnon, 
754 ff: 
"With a lone voice I deny it. 
It is only deeds unholy 
That increa se, fruitful in offspring 
Of the same breed of its f a thers. 
Where justice rules in the house, 
Bles t of God is the is sue • n 
61Ibid., pp. 384£. 
62~., p. 385. 
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It is the judgment of Stuhlmacher that Fahlgren under-
girded, established above all (untermauerte er zun/chst), the 
thesis of the Hebrew totality of thought g/anzheitsdenken) and 
63 "identified this as 'synthetishce Lebensauffassung 9 .n Fahlgren 
did not succeed, according to Stuhlmacher, in pushing aside the 
Greek lega l thought (Rechtsdenken) from the Old Testament re.search 
of the idea , and this because of his vie w of "'synthetische 
64 Lebensauffassung.u He pointedly states that •rThis lay essentially 
in that he remains in his theory of the evolution (Entwicklung) 
of synthetic life-comprehension 'capturedf (verhaftet) by Peder-
sen•s History of Israe1.n65 
In appraising Fahlgren' s emphasis, Ruble suggests that the 
concept involves the interaction of origin and development--the 
failure of early Israel to distinguish between origin and con-
sequences. Thus, Yahweh was the God of the whole people but not 
of the individual, and th~ individual must be understood in 
synthetic life-view terms while that of the people in terms of 
63 Stuhlmacher, 22_. cit., p. 47. 
64Ibid., According to Shelkle (cited by Stuhlmacher, 2.E.· 
£.it., p. 13), Origen, as the ''point" of the Greek Fathers, saw 
the righteousness of God as the apprehension of God's attribute 
(Eigenschaf t) as aeguitas (Impartiality, equity, fairness, justice) . 
It was this concept which Fahlgren, according to Stuhlmacher, 
because of his view of "synthetische Lebensauffassung," was never 
able to set aside . 
65rbid., "Dies lag wesentlich auch daran, d.ass er in seiner 
Theorie von der Entwicklung der synthetischen Lebensauffassung 
in der Geschichte I sraels PEDERSEN verhaftet blieb." Such an 
evaluation naturally causes one to question Stuhlrnacher' s evalua-
ti.on of the whole of Pedersen' s work. 
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the work of Yahweh's grace. Righteousness, therefore, involves 
the contrast between that which is (1) bestowed by God, and 
(2) something within man or created by him. Fahlgren did, how-
ever, make relationship determinative, and, according to 
Achtemeier, defined ~D~ as conformity to a norm th.at derives 
from relationship between persons within the framework of the 
covenant. ~D~ was essentially covenant loyalty (although not to 
be confused with b-e§eg). "Fahlgren found SDQ and its deriva-
tives to denote conformity to the norms which spring out of the 
relationship between man and man, or between God and man.•~66 
That Fahlgren did interpret SDK as relationship is quite . . 
clear and in this r egard he understood the norm or s tandard to 
depend upon the nature. of the :relationship.. This is pointed.ly 
illustrated in his discussion of the relativity of sin; 67 especiall~ / 
his statement that "Das B~se, die sfnde, ist also im altesten Vv 
I srael etwas Relatives. s / nder $e~ nicht-Spnder ist man bloss f/ !1/ 
in seinem Verh/ ltnis zu einem anderen.n68 The fact that evil or - !J 
sin was somewhat relative in oldest Isra~l, and that whether or 
not one was a "sinner" depended upon the ttrelationship to one 
0.,1 another," (Verhf ltnis zu einem anderen), is further reflected in 
66A h . . 38 c temeier, .2E.• fl:..!.., p. • 
67K. Hj. Fahlgren , Sedaka, na.hestehende und ent~egengesetzte 
Begriffe im Al ten Testament (Upsal la, 1932), p~54-5 • Fahlgren 
cites the following examples: rmh (Gen. 27:35; 29:25; 34: 13; I Sam. 
19:17); bid (Judges 9:23; I Sam. 14:33; Jer . 3:20; 12:1); tno 
(Isa. 32: ; Jer. 23:11; Dan. 11:32); sgh (I Sam. 26:21; Ez~ 34:6); 
t kl (I Sam. 13:31; 26:21; II Sam. 24:10; Jer. 4:22; 5 :21). 
68Ibid., p. 54, cf. Gen. 27:35; 29:25; 34:13; I Sam. 19 : 17. 
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the suggestion that, 
' . 
•• • • . de.r Charakter des Bdse.n durch Qemeinschaf ts-
verhJl tnis se. bestimmt wird, Ttreten meh~re andere bei 
dene.h Gemeinscha.ftsge.sichtspunkt inde.J°Cso 4eutlich 
ist, dass er nacht uns eren bish e.rigen Ausffhrungen 




Thus, relationship predominated in the concept of ~DJS; the 
character of the sinner being esta blished by the nature of the 
relationship T-;i thin the community (Gemeinschaf tsverh11 tnisse): 
I 
nwhoever the demands (Forde.rungen) of a relationship (Verhf ltnisses), 
a "Bundes,n satisfies is righteous; whoever does not do this is 
a sinner c;nder) against the other part (den anderen Teil)."70 
SDK Within the Context of Cultic Li fe 
~ --- ---- --- -
Admitted that ~Dl( and its derivatives connote conformity to 
a relationship--but where is this urighteousne.ss" deterni.ine.d and 
how is it affirmed? Where. is it experienced? Answers to such 
questions are best found within the framework of cultic life. For 
it is there that nrighteousness"' is recognized., one is declared. 
"righteous," and the full range of ~DIS actualized in the theophanic 
presence of Yahweh. 
Gerhard von Rad 
As early as 1950 von Rad expressed his convictions concern-




"'Gerechtigkeit' und 'Leben ' in der Kultsprache der 
Psalmen,° Fests chr ift fur Alfred Berthole t, 1950. S. 418-437. · 
J. C. B. Mohr (Paul Siebeck), 1'ub-ingen. 
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the te:nn irighteousi (~p1i) was scarcely predicabl e of anyone , 
. . I 1 f 1 . . d · 72 in ancient srae apart rom cu tic consi .erationso" This 
same concern characterized his theology which followed in the 
same decade and reflected essentially the same emphasis: 
above all these f_foeo , the multiple relationships 
of roan in the family, political association, eco-
nomic life, etcJ, there is the relationship which 
Yahweh had offered to Israel, and which was chiefly 
maintained in the cult. Here too the same. holds 
t nie- - the just man is the one who measures up to 
the particular claims which this relationship l ays 
upon him.73 
Fundamental to von Rad's investigation is the question of 
"how Israel's righteousness and the righteousness of i ndividuals 
were conceived in relationship to Yahweh.,~ 74 Al though the. answer 
is admittedly diverse, von Rad traces it through three stages : 
(1) the l iturgies of t he gate, which were characteristic of a 
ceremony related to the entry of a procession into the pre -exilic 
t emple (2) Ezekiel ' s excursus on righteousness (Ezek . 18:5-9) 
and (3) l ater literature which reflected human righteousness in 
relationship to God (cf . Ps. 1;53; 109) . 75 
With regard to the determination and declaration of right-
eousness it is significant that the liturgical proclamations are 
72
"'Righteousness 9 and 'Life' in the Cultic Language of the 
Psalms," The Problem of the Hexateuch and Other Essays, tr . by 
Rev. E. W. Trueman DickenTEdinburgh and London : Oliver and 
Boyd, 1966), pp. 243ff. 
73 von Rad , Old Testament Theology, Vol . I., p. 372. 
74
Ibid., p. 377. 
75 rbid., pp . 377ff. Cf . "'Righteousness ' and 'Life' in the 
Cul tic Language of the Psalms," loc. cit.; "Faith Reckoned as 
Righteousness," The Problem o;_ the Hexateuch and Other Essays, 
pp. 125ff. 
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set in a cultic fi ~ im leben and that th~y do not initiate the 
relationship so much as they constitute a n avowal of t hat rela-
tionship. The liturgies of entrance (i . e., Ps . 15; 24; perhaps 
Isa. 33:14-16), the. declaration of righteousness in Ezekiel 
(Ezek. 18:6 -9 -- 1tif he does not • •. he is righteousn) a nd the 
Deuteronomist's "'proposition that f aithfulness in relationship 
to Yahweh consists in the acknowledgment and keeping of the 
76 commandmen tsn (Deu t. 6: 25; 2l.,t: 13) are all set within the context 
of cultic life. Moreover , von Rad. suggests that "the most com-
prehensive extant exampl e of a confessional list is to be found 
in Job's oath of innocence (Job xxxi): 
I have made a covenant with my eyes; 
how then could I look upon a virgin? ••• 
If 1 have walked with falsehood, and my foot has 
hastened to deceit •.• 
If my step h a s turned aside from the way, and my 
heart has gone after my eyes . • • 77 
In commenting on psalms characterized by continual protesta-
tions of moral rectitude, von Rad concludes: 
The categ ory of the 'confessional list' has long been 
recognised. It consists of a forrcrola of varying length 
conta ining a whole series of protestations of sinl ess-
ness , which we.re spoken to the cultic worshipper or 
used by him in rnaking his own avowal . At a ll events 
h e appropriated their content to himself, and thus 
r eceived the culti c absolution and justification which 
h e needed as a member of the cultic community.78 
76von Rad, Qld Testament Theology , Vol. I, p. 379 . 
77 von Rad, 1t 1 Righte.ousness' and 'Life ' in the Cultic 
Language of the Psalms," 22· cit . , p. 245. 
78
Ibid., p. 244. 
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In further examining the ancient formula prescribed for 
the. tithe -offering ceremony (cf . Deut. 26:13ff), von Rad 
emphasi zes: 
We need not go into details of exegesis . The extreme 
antiquity of this cultic practice is self-evid.ent ; 
it belongs to a comparatively s pecialised occasion, 
and when t he worshipper has made this protestation, 
his gift is reck one d to be ri tua lly acceptable . He 
himself is, in cultic terms, 'righteous ' ( v~~~ ), 
since he has adequately met the demands of Yahweh.79 
Agreed that $D~ was often, if not exclusively, - set within 
a cultic ¢itz im leben, what was the relationship of such pro-
I -
testations to the SD~ of the worshipper? Did they inaugurate 
a state of righteousness, bear witness to perfection in ethical 
and moral issues, or did they , rather, testify to the anterior 
reality of such a relationship? In seeking to answer this 
question it is exceedingly important to observe that Israel's 
relationship was not conditional -- Israel was within the 
covenant . From time to time , however, declarations of loyalty 
were called for on the part of the righteous and all who partici-
pated in the cult were righteous by virtue of a cofvenantal rela-
tionship with Yahweh . ln this regard there were but two alterna-
tives: a man was either righteous (~D~) or evil (fwn), with no 
f . d. 80 room or any interme iate state. Consequently, fulfilling the 
commandments was not anterior to the reception of salvation in 
the cult . Neither were worshippers coming to cla im perfect moral 
and ethical rectitude, which might easily be misinterpreted as 
self-righteousness. Those who came to worship were not coming to 
79rbid. 
800 . 
~- £1..t.' pp. 250ff. 
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Yahweh for the: first time. v-.'hat was asked of them through the 
liturgies of entrance, as well as other possible media , was 
"something like a declaration of loyalty to Yahweh's will for 
justice," and, furthe r, 
••• The question whether those who soMht entrance 
avowed themselves to be loyal to them Li .e ., the 
cornmandmentV now, and had been so in the past , was 
the refore nothing but the. ques tion of their 
iljl."1'.:1: . Hence ' the gates of righteousness ' are 
spoken of , through which only 'righteous people ' 
enter. Indeed, we can quite safely generalise 
and s ay that every proclamation of the command -
ments--not just that in the ceremonial of the 
litur.gy of the gate--was always at the same tiwe 
a question about Israel's ~P71 , her readiness 
for her part to say yes to the relattonship of 
comnn.inity offered to her by Yahweh. Bl 
In addition to the role of the cult in determining and 
proclaiming ~D~ on the part of the worshipper, there are occasions 
when ~l< nseems in fact to be understood in an almost spatial 
way as a powe r-charged. sphere beneficial to man . 11 This is 
especially the case in numerous references in which i1vT~ is 
prefixed by the preposition :J • Men may be incorporated into 
this sphere and be empowered for special tasks: "They rise up 
in thy justice,. (Ps. 89:16 E.T.); r•the mountains will bear 
prosperity for the people, and the hills, in righ teousness'r 
82 (Ps. 72:3). ~D.l;,<,.q may be represent~d in a personal way as a 
foundation of Yahweh's throne (Ps. 89:14 E.T.); a messenger 
(Ps. 85:13 E.T.); a gannent (Ps. 132:9); or as rain (Hos. 10: 12; 
Isa. L~S:8). 83 Although one should recognize that such spatial 
81 von Rad , Old Testament Theology. Vol. I, p. 378. 




and material ideas inevitably pass over into metaphorical 
l anguage , it is exceedingly strange that for the most part it is 
impossible to establish precisely where such usage p3. sse.s f!'om 
the spatial to the metaphorica l . 
Because of the conception of ~D~ as a spatial reality 
within the cult, one may legitimately speak of 1•experiencing0 the 
phenomenon of ~D~ within the cult, and this not only as a cata-
l ogue of Yahweh's mi ghty deeds (SDKT) 84 but as an intimate and . ·-
personal relationship on the part of the worshipper , a recapitu -
l ation of the ~Dip' YHWH i n the present experience. nThe individual 
too could experience this right eousness of Yahweh's in times of 
need, and had to confess it in a song of thanksgiving . ••r have 
hid thy righteousness within my heart , I have spoken of thy 
faithfulness and thy salvation (Ps . xl.ll/10) . u
85 
The personal dimension of this aspect of SDK is under-
scored through the association of ~DI$ with the theophanies - - which 
is but to say that the revelation of Yahweh ' s faithfulness to the 
covenant (~D~) as manifested through cul.tic life is an experience 
which is accessibl e to the worshipper . 86 In t his regard, it is 
84No attention has been drawn to the irrighteous deeds of 
Yahweh,'~ (,?DI$.T YHWH), but it should be obse rved that the proclama-
tion of these mighty acts within the cult are no less than both 
the recitation of Yahweh's salvation in fulf illment of his rela -
t ionship and the reality of comparable (or the same) del iverance 
proffered t o the worshipper in his present moment of worship. 
85 von Rad , Ol d Testament Theology , Vol. I, p. 373. 
86
von Rad cites K. Koch who "has drawn attention to the 
deep roots which these utte r ances about righteousness have in the 
description of the theophanies," in~ im Alten Testament, pp. 
4ff . (Pss.L.6, XCVII.6, LXXXV . 14 /~;ij; Hos.X.12) . 
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dv\ 
significant that in interpreting one of the liturgies of entr.ance 
(Ps. 24), Artur Weiser inte.rpre.ts the third part of that l iturgy 
(Vs. 7-10) as t•the representation of the theophany in the Temple 
which was dramatized in the cult ••• ;" and in another context, 
equally pertinent: 
This live, dynamic characte r of the knowledge of God 
also accounts for t he fact tha t it is precisely in 
those moments in the cult when Old Testament piety 
reached its climax that God is comprehended as a 
Will which claims t he whole man, because the cult 
provided a singular opportunity to experience all 
the traditions of history as the immediate presence 
of God.87 
In describing the cult feast of Yahweh, Weiser further 
emphasizes the present reality of the. divine power inherent in 
the recitation of the ~DI5T YHWH ( righteous deeds of Yahweh): 
••• was in essence a sacred acti on, a 1 cultic 
drama' , in the course of which the f u nd.am.e.ntal 
events in the history of man ' s salvation were 
re-enacteJ; tha t i s, at the pe rformance of the sacral 
act, the 6ultic ' representation' (recitation of 
the cult-na rrative with more or less dramatic 
emphasis) became a new 'event'. The congregation 
attending the feast experienced this as some.thing 
which happened in its presence (Josh. 24) , ~nd 
thereby participated in the assur ance and realiza-
tion of salvation which was the re.al purpose of the 
festiva1.88 
It is precisely because of the contemporaneity of the the-
ophany and the whole of cultic celebrations that one can speak of 
the worshippe r as having experienced the $Dt of Yahweh in a viable 
and existential manner. Thus, the whole of the covenantal founda-
87 Artur Weiser , The Psalms . The Old Testament Library Series. 
Translated by Herbert Hartwell from Die Psalmen (D.~TD) (Phila-
delphia: Westminster Press, 1962), pp. 234, 236 . For a detailed 
treatment of the theophany one might compare pp. 38ff. 
88Ibid., p. 28. 
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tions for relati ons hip were recapitulated through the recitation 
of Yahweh 9 s savi ng actions, and the worshipper experienced the 
r i ghteousness of God at the deepest and most meaningful levels 
of personality. 
In summary, von Rad contributed to the relationship of ~D~ 
and cultic life in the following specific areas . (1 ) He con-
clusively demonstrated the cultic fitz im lebe_n for the conc~pt 
of ~D~. 89 (2) By the. demonstration of his thesis that the cove -
nant relationship was unconditional, he, as Creme r and Pede rsen 
before him, placed relationship in an antecedent position to the 
demands of the relationship and by so d◊ing illus trated tha t t he 
specific demands for ethical and moral rectitude as exemplified 
in the liturgies of entrance were opportunities for ·avowal of the. 
relationship as opposed to the means of inaugurating the rela-
tionsh ip. (3) Through his analysis of ~D~ as a spatial reality 
often associated with the theophany, he. underscored the personal 
dimens ions of 9D~f t hereby introducing the connotation of ~D~ as 
a dimension within t he cult which was - capable of individual 
appropriation, albeit as part of the corporate group. 
Klaus Koch --
The culti c setting of the righteousness of Yahweh con-
stitutes a primary consideration of Klaus Koch (sdg im Alte,!l. 
Testament, Heidelberg, 1953) who, with the help and on the. basis 
89cf . his further treatments of decl aratory formul ae , Old 
Testament The olog¥ , Vol. I, pp. 274f; 26l f; and the declaratory 
nature of ijSB , ib1.d. , p. 379. Also, nFaith Reckoned As Righteous-
ness ,0 in ]'he Problem of the Hexateuch and Other Essay§,t pp. 12Sff , 
and the thorough discussion of J:JS,!! as a worci. denoting a declaratory 
acte 
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of the work of Artur We i ser , se. t forth the thesis that the righ t -
eousness of Yahweh had. its specific f i tz_ im leben in the theophan-
ies of Yahweh a nnually experienced (erleben) in the J erusalem 
90 
cult . Others, including S. Mowinckel (especially " Gottesdienst 
~1 . 1/ 
im 
AT11 ), A. Wei ser (whose. emphases u pon t he covenant fes tival, covenant 
r enewal, and especially the recapitulation of the salvation history 
were quite significant), R. Ren~ or~ ("Den Kul tus irn Al ten Israel") , f ~ 
and H . J. Kraus (Commentary on Psalms), are credited. with appropriate. 
influence in the development of cultic relationship of the SDK of . . 
Yahweh . 91 But it was ,Koch , nonetheless , who drew the~ strains of 
thought together in the special i ze.d study of sdg_ im Al te.n Testament~ 
In his re.sumf at 
Koch concluded that, 92 
the conclusion of sdo im AJ.te.n Te.s t Bment __ .._ 
an attribute nor an attitude bat a specific character ( Wesen) 
which is manifested in the I sraelite cultic observance at the 
autumnal festival (Herbsfe.st) . Koch clearly departed from previ-
ously emphasized connotations; a departure predicated in part upon 
the reality of the autumnal festival and its a ttendant phenomena , 
bu.t especia l ly the the.ophanic pre.se.nce o f Yahweh in the cult , so 
. ~t . . h . f A · · 93 1.n "5r1.ns·1c to t e v1.ews o rtur We 1.ser . 
90cf. Stuhlmacher, Gerechtigkeit Gottes be.i Paulus r p. 117 




.Ibi.c!_. , pp . 117ff. I am indebted to StuhLimacher for the 
detailed presentation of Koch 1 s thesis, which I hf{ve. not be.en able 
to examine as a primary source . 
92
stuhlmacher, op . cit . , p. 115, c i ting Koch sdg im ~ l t~ ~1 
Testament, p . 115. Stuhlmacher cites Koch ' s resumf verbatim. 
93 cf. Wei ser , 11 The Cul tic Foundat ions of Psalmody ,'' 2..£.· ill-, 
pp. 23ff. 
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Second, ~a!!_e~/~eda~a is the present reality (Gegenwf rtigkeit) 
of the creative deed of the .divine king (Gottkf nigs) Yahweh. 
Within the framework of the autumnal festival ~D~ as the creative 
work of Yahweh may be experienced by the worshipper(s) at the 
moment of divine confrontation in the cultic ceremony. Further, 
such creative reality is conveyed to men as a sphere (Bereich) 
which makes possible life in its intrinsic or proper sense 
(eigentlichen Sinne). Koch thus conceived of SDK as . . a viable, 
creative, and existential moment when Yahweh brought into existence 
a new dimension or quality of life. Such an emphasis obviously 
lifts SDK from the juristic connotations of another era and places . . 




Third, this sphere (Bereich) has triple implications (Erst-
reckung) in that it makes possible (1) morality (Sittlichkeit) ./ 
(2) prosperity (Wohlstdd), and (3) gives protection (Schutz) before 11.,,~ 
i' 
external enemies . In so understanding $0~ Koch parallels Peder-
sen' s emphasis on Y"righteousness as the presupposition of right 
action," and Cremer's emphasis upon ~~ as conformity to a rela-
tionship, as well as Cremer's instructive suggestion that the 
Kingdom of God is antecedent to the demands of God, and that the 
demands of God flow out of the Kingdom of God. Koch's view of 
SDK does not sever the concept from morality, prosperity, or the . . 
righteous deeds of Yahweh (~D~T YHWH) but in a most positive 
fashion makes these impinge upon an experiential relationship 
created between Yahweh and the worshipper(s) within the context of 
the cult. In this Koch contributes positively to the development 
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of a more positive and viable conception of SD~ than had charac-
terized some interpretations. 
Fourth, this salvific act (Heilstat) and gift (Heilsgabe) 
first becomes efficacious (Wirksam) in that man appropriates them 
unto h imself through his own community-faithfulness - deed 
(Gemeinschaftstreue Tat) in relation to God and man ('"durch eigene 
gemeinscha ftstreue Tat Gott und. Mesch gegen1ber1') . Significantly 
characterized at '"Heilstat" and "Heilsgabe,t" SD~ is portrayed as 
operative within the context of man's response and not in isolation 
from it. The experience becomes efficacious only as it i s appropri-
ated through one's fidelity to the relationship set in the context 
of the action of God and man. Hence, ~D~ is delivered from a 
mechanistic interpretation by which the whole range of its con-
ceptual foundations are an automatic endowment of cultic action 
apart from the volitional and. committed action of the worshipper(s). 
Fif th, for the Israelites an indistinguishable (unlpsbarer) 
connection persisted between man's specific deed and state of 
welfare (Zwischen Tat und Ergehen). Every good deed has the 
inevitable welfare (Heilf) of the agent, every misdeed an inevitable 
misfortune (Ungl1ck) in the consequences (i.e. a synthetic 
apprehension of life). That Koch in all probability reflected. the 
contribution of Fahlgren at this juncture may be seen in his use 
of Fahlgren's terminology, ttsynthetische Lebensauffassung." 
Sixth, when man returns to the realm of the cult he will be 
asked if and how he has practiced "Gemeinschaftstreue.n Thereby 
the minimum demand (Mindestforderung) of confidence or trust 




highest demand (Hf chstforcierung) of the accomplished "'Geme.inschaft-
streue." It is at this juncture that the liturgies of entrance 
"\ 
(Pss. 15; 24) and other declaratory formulae (cf. Ezek. l 8:6ff; 
job 31; Deut . 6:25; 24:13) serve the crucial function of calling 
forth an avowal of trust and an affirmation of moral and ethical 
rectitude. Significantly, Koch distinguishes between the minimum 
and the highest challenge ; the minimum or most basic challenge , 
o \ (Mindestff rderung) having to do with r-vertrauen zu Jahwe, '" and 
c\ the highest challe nge (HochstfPrderung) having to do with whether 
or not the worshipper(s) has(have) accomplished Gemeinschaftstreue 
--'•der vollkommenen Gemeinschaf tstreue." Because Yahweh is Judge, 
Koch conclutle.s, he gives anew his salvation (Heil) only to those 
who have conducted themselves according to the 11 ge£J1einschaftstre.ue:" 
nder sich gemeinschaftstreue verhalten hat, aufs neue sein Heil."94 
Such a renewal of salvs.tion is uniquely significant t o the concept 
of ~D~ as a sphere within the cult, especially if covenant renewal 
was characteristic of the ceremonies associated with the autumnal 
festival. 
That Koch has contributed significantly to the explication 
of ~D~ appears to be beyond question, and one is inclined to agree 
with Stuhlmacher's opinion that "Die These von der kultischen 
Verwurzelung der Aussagen tber Jahwes Gerechtigkeit ist, soweit i/ 
ich sehe, anerkannt worden."95 Among Koch's contributions are 
the following. (1) He places the determination, as well as the 
94The ma jor content of this summary is based upon a free i ( 
translation of Koch's own resur!f (pp . 45-48). cf. Stuhlmacher, -~ 
loc. cit. 
95 Stuhlmacher, .2.E.· cit., p. 115. 
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declaration, of ~D~ within the framework of the cult. Whether 
the autumnal festival was of sole importance in this regard may 
be debated, but that ~D~ was declared within a cultic context 
appears certain. (2) By his emphasis upon ~D~ as a separate 
essence (,~esen) or sphere (Bereich) Koch injected the concept of 
a dynamic and creative experience between Yahweh and the worship-
per(s) into the connotation of SDK. Such a connotation strengthens . . 
the interpretation of righteousness as a relationship which issues 
in right acts, as overagainst an interpretation of righteousness 
as legal conformity to codified perscriptions. It is SDK that . . 
creates life in its essential or ultimate sense (eigentlichen 
Sinne.) . (3) Through his suggestion that Heilstat and Heilsgab 
become efficacious only as man appropriated them through his own 
community-faithfulness Koch c l early underscores the relationship 
between that sphere of SDK which is created within the cult and 
the life-involvement of the individual with regard to the deeds 
of both God and man. (4) Koch ' s conclusion that man's return 
to the realm of the cult challenged both his trust with regard 
to Yahweh (Vertraue ns zu Jahwe) and his accomplishment of 
cormuunity-faithfulness (der vollkommen Gemeinschaftstreue) lifts 
the whol e of cultic life from the legalistic framework in whi.ch 
it has all too often been placed and sets it within the context 
of a lively experiential relationship with Yahweh, both in trust 
(Vertrauen) and accomplishment (vollkommen). 
II. THE PRESENT STATE OF OLD TESTAMENT SCHOLARSHI P 
WITH REGARD TO TiiE STUDY OF SOK . . 
The interpretation of~~ as conformity to a relationship, 
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or, in some instances, conformity to the demands precipitated 
because of a relationship, has apparently gained majority if 
not unanimous acceptance with the circle of Old Testament scholar-
ship. Whether the specific views of Koch will gain wide recogni-
tion remains to be seen, rut that each of the three stages of 
development embrac ing (1) conformity to some kind of norm (2) 
conformity to a relationship, the relationship itself constituting 
the norm, and (3) the concept of 11wholeness11 and its implications 
for the connotation of ~D,L( has come to characterize contemporary 
study and may be well documented. 
Old Testame nt theologies , for example, are consistent in 
their emphasis upon relationship as the crux for ~D~. The con-
sistency with which relationship characterizes $D~ is reflected 
not only in Old Testament theologies, however, but appears in 
New Testament theology, special Old Testament studies, and dic-
tionary articles. 
Old Testament Theologies 
Of a half dozen Old Testament theologies which have appeared 
in Eng lish (most are translations) within the past 12 years, the 
author of each consistently conceives of ~D~ as in some sense 
within the framework of relationship. Not all, however, place 
relationship in so central a role as Cremer and his successors. 
'b \ Ludwig Kihler expresses his judgment that it was long 
incomprehensible to him how the juristic conception of ~D~ which 
he recognizes as both "widely acceptedn and "very important,•• 
"could have any tolerable relationship with the idea of Lord," 
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which is determinative for the whole of Ko/hler's theology. In 
answer to this he suggests, 
It is clear to us now, however, that justness in the 
Old Testame nt is not a juristic concept but one having 
reference to relationships. There lies the solution 
to the problem; it explains also why the two ideas, the 
Lordship of God and His justice, are so closely inter-
twined.96 
Although Edmond Jacob was unable to relinquish the concept 
of ~D~ as conformi ty to a rule, he does conceive of the central 
role of relationship. Jacob adopts the opinion of Kautzsch that 
"The fundamental idea of tsdq which is available to us is the 
state corresponding to a norm, a norm which remains to be defined 
in each particula r case.097 He also warns against allowing the 
nunbalanced reaction Li.e. to the juristic vie!!? to send us to 
the opposite extreme and think of righteousness as something 
fundamentally different from what we understand by this tenn.tt98 
Jacob does recognize, however, that "righteousness is always a 
concept of relationship fashioned upon the everyday dealings 
between two people and variable according to the requireIDe;nts 
which devolve from these various contacts ."·99 
Th.C. Vriezen placed the words "faithfulness ,,r 1•righteous-
ness," and ttjustice" within the context of the covenant and 
96Ludwig Kohler, Old Testament Theology. tr. by A. S. Todd 
(The Westminster Press, 1957), p . 35. 
97 Edmond Jaco~, Theology of the Old Testament, tr. by Arthur 
W. Heathcote and Philip J. Allcock'""TNew York: Harper & Brothers, 
1958), p. 94. 
98Ibid., citing Kautzsch, Die Derivate des Stammes tsdg im 
alttestamentlichen SprachgebraucCTTubingen, 1881). 
99Ibid., p. 95. 
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further suggested that the Israelite community could not exist 
apart from those three concepts. Although Vriezen in large 
measure equates the " righteousness of Godtt with "the moral con-
ception of God,"lOO and interprets nsaddiqtt as ,,.somebody or some-
thing that is as he or it should be,,.lOl he does interpret ~e!!el$/ 
~e~a½ah within the context of a relationship; especially as the 
king or judge positively sets right those persons who have been 
102 wronged. More specifically, 
The word-stems denoting justice, both sdq and~ 
though they are. both used most frequently in Juridi-
cal and political life do not have a theoretical or 
exclusivel y forensic, juridical meaning, starting 
from a given l aw , but denote the task of the king 
and the judge who have to restore. justice .•. 
they cause justice to prevail.103 
It was Walther Eichrodt,104 however, who gave Cremer•s 
thesis the recognition which it so rightly deserved. In this 
regard Eichrodt charac terized Cremer as a "genius n for the thesis 
that ~D~ was a concept of relation referring to an actual rela-
tionship between two persons, and "implying behaviour which 
. lOOTh. C. yriezen, An Outline of Old Testament The ol ~ , 
English translation (Oxford: Basil Blackweil, 1958) , p. 159. 
lOllbid., p. 327. 
102 rbi.d ., p. 161. Vriezen also suggests that HRighteous-
ness (seda qah) is not a static but a dynamic conception, like all 
Hebrew word s ••• the word i s ambivalent, it has a positive mean-
ing (restoring justice), an indication of the bringing about of 
salvation, as well as a negative meaning of judgment,'t Ibid., p. 
159; cf. pp. 51, 326£. 
l03Ibid., p. 327. 
1042£_. cit. It was Eichrodt who first (1933) gave full 
recognition to Cremer and his conception of ~D~ as conformity to a 
relationship . cf ., especially, the sixth edition of his Theology 
of the Old Testament. 
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corresponds to, or is true to, t he claims arising out of such a 
relationship." This thesis, continued Eichrodt , 
even though it may be contested at isolated points , 
h as been strikingly confinned, as to its major con-
tentions, from the sociological angle by the work 
of M. Weber and from the psycholog ical by that of 
J. Pedersen . The former demonstrated the central 
s i gnificance of the covenant concept fo r Israeli t e 
life and thought, while the l atte r in his exposi -
tion of the primitive basis of Israelite psy -
chology presented in a quite new light the function 
of the community relationship for the t otal Isreal-
ite understanding of l ife.105 __. 
Although Eichrodt has been accused by Gerhard von Rad of 
continuing to reflect an altoge ther too mechanistic view of 
right eousness , 106 Eichr odt c l earl y expresses himself as in s u pport 
of the concept o f ~D~ as relationship . Should t here be any doubt 
about this one might well consider Eichrodt ' s conclusion with 
regard to SOK : . . 
••• the essence of the origina l biblical concept 
of God ' s righteousness lies neither in the ethical 
postulate of a moral world order nor in an idea of 
imparti al retribution imposed by some. inner necessity 
n or i n the personification of the ethical in God . 
Instead it exalts over all abstract ethical ideas a 
loya lty manifested in the concrete relationships of 
community. It is true that this is firmly related 
to the Law as the basis of comrm.inity, but its mean-
ing is n ot exhausted i n the execution of retributive 
righteousness . It is rather a personal quality tha t 
transcends all laws and standards ; it bestows per-
manence on a fellowship which is constantly being 
shattered on the rock of the Law , because it provides 
it with the means of mendin g t he broken bond.107 
lOSibid ., p. 240. 
106 
von Rad, Old Testament Theology, Vol. I, p. 370; "Even 
the accounts g iven by Quel l and by Eichrodt (Theol ogy, Vol . I, 
pp. 239ff) are still too much determined by our forensic conception 
of righteousne.ss." 
lO?Ibid., p. 249. 
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The views of Gerhard von Rad have already be.en cited~OS 
although for consistency of presentation it should at this juncture 
again be observed that he has insisted more strongly upon the 
conceptual principle of relationship as foundational for ~D~ than 
any other contemporary Old Testament theologian. To what extent 
the work of Koch may or may not reflect the position of von Rad is 
indeterminable. From an examination of von Rad's references to 
Koch,109 and especially his own statements, one would judge that 
von Rad not only strongly substantiates the concept of relation-
ship as integral to the connotation of ~~' but that he, with Koch, 
sets SDK within the framework of the cult. 110 This is especially . . 
111 clear in his study of the liturgies of entrance and other psalms, 
112 but also in his general treatment of declaratory formulae. -
Concerning the basic thesis of relationship as integral to SDK, . . 
von Rad approvingly quotes Cremer (Die paulinische Rechtfefgungs-
lefore im Zusa~nhan{ ihrer geschichtlichen Voraussetzungen, 
Gutersloh 1901, pp. 34ff), agreeing that: 
Every relationship brings with it certain claims 
upon conduct, and the satisfaction of these claims, 
which issue from the relationship and in which 
alone the relationship can persist, is described 
by our term v1:i .113 
108 Supra, pp. 26ff . 
109 von Rad, Old Testament Theology. Vol. I, pp . 373ff. 
Koch's thesis was done at Heidelberg. 
110~., pp. 372, 374ff. 
111
rbid_., pp. 377ff; '"'Righteousness ' and 'Life' in the Cul tic 
Language of the Psalms, 0 · ~ Problem of the Hexateuch, pp. 234ff. 
112
Ibid. 
113 von Rad, Old Testament Theology. Vol. I, p. 371. 
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Von Rad further quotes Cremer with approval to the effect 
that the r e l a tionship is itself the norm, and that these rela-
tionships fluctuate according to t he complexity of man's varied 
involvements: 
1>1'% is out and out a term denoting r elationship and 
that it does this in the sense of referring to a 
real relationship between two par ties .•• and not 
to the relationship of an object under consideration 
to an idea.114 
That the concept of relationship as the essence of SDK has . . 
permeat ed theologi cal studies of a general nature , as opposed to 
formal and comprehensive Old Testament t heologies , is confirmed 
by an examination of Robert C. Dentan ' s The Knowledge 9f God in 
Anci ent Israel. Although Dentan does not set forth the well-
rounded views on ~D!5- which characterize the work of von Rad, he 
does, in his consideration of t he "character of God," speak of 
man's righteousness in the following manner: 
When transferred to the realm of human character, 
the concept of 'rightness' does not lose this 
simple , basic sense of conformity to a norm, but 
naturally its meaning becomes a bit mor e complex , 
so that it might better be defines as 'fidelity in 
the discharge of obli gations' or 'the fulfillment 
of responsibilities inherent in a r elationship . 1 115 
In summary, Eichrodt and von Rad l end clear support to 
the concept of ~D~ as relationship; a concept that crystalized in 
the work of Cremer, was deepened in the studies of Pede rsen, and 
114rbid ., citing Cremer, Biblisch- theologisches wfrterbuch , oj 
7th edition, Gotha , 1893 , pp. 273-5. 
115Robert c. funtan . The Knowledge of God in Ancient 
Israel (New York: The Seabur y Press , 1958;, ~167. Dentan does 
not, however, car ry over the concept of relationship into his 
concept of the righteousness of God; which he describes as, tt the 
integrity of his character as a judge • • • " p. 168. 
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considerably broadened by Koch's emphases upon the cultic concept 
of ~Dl(. Kf hler lends stro.ng support to the concept of relation-
ship as fundamental for the connotation of ~D~, but does not always 
embody the full impact of the concept in his total treatment of 
SD~. Vriezen sets $1)~ clearly in the context of the covenant rela-
tionship, as does Jacob, but neither traces out as fully as 
Eichrodt , von Rad, or Kdhler the positive impact of the con-
> 
ception. Jacob, as already noted, maintains the views of Kautzsch; 
seemingly fearful that in reaction to the juristic concept of ~D~ 
one might abandon the positive aspect of juristic declarations in 
its role of judging whether or not one has maintained conformity 
to the demands of the norm. It should be pointed out, however, 
that the views of von Rad and Koch leave adequate room for the 
fulfillment of the demands of the relationship. In fact, Koch 
places "trust" (Vertrauen) as the minimum challenge to cultic 
participation and "fulfillment" <v{i~ommen) as the highest 
challenge which confronts one seeking admittance to cultic life. 
Dentan only touches indirectly upon the concept, but when he does 
so he utilizes terminology (and sets the material off in such 
manner as to indicate direct quotation--yet, without citing 
sources) in such a manner as to lead to what is likely a justifi-
able conclusion that relationship is the deciding factor in the 
determination of ~D~. 
New Testament 'I'heologies 
New Testament theology also reflects the conception of ~DI$ 
as relationship. Cremer's basic work was itself a study of the 
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Pauline teaching of justification in relationship to its histori-
cal presuppositions (11 Die paulinische Recht fertigungs l ehre im 
Zusammenhange ihrer geschichtlichen Voraussetzungen''). Peter 
Stuhl macher, whose publi shed thesis, "Gerechtigkeit Gottes bei 
Paul," contr ibutes most s i gnificantly to the historical develop-
ment of ~D~, with particular attention to ~D~ within the Old 
Testament, had New Testament theology as its ma jor thrust. 
The Theology of the New Testament by Bultmann strongly 
supports the conception of relationship as inherent in the conno -
tation of righteousness. In discussing t he perplexities aroused 
in a discussion of whethe r a man who is justified ("rightwised" 
i s the term used by the translator) is actually righteous or only 
regarded as righteous in the sight of God, Bultmann insisted that 
such an argument r ests u pon an essentially erroneous precon-
ception. To quo te h im fully , 
• the old debate over whether he who is right-
wised is really righteous or is only regarded ' as 
if' he were right eous , rests upon a misunderstand-
ing. So does the question: How is it possible 
for him to be a truly righteous man? So does the 
tempta t ion to supply an 'as if'. So , finally, does 
the problem how Paul can, neverthe l ess , proceed to 
place t hese truly righteous , and hence ' sinless,' 
men under the ethical imperative . These perplexities 
all rest upon the misunderstanding that 'righteous -
ness ' den~tes the ethical quality of a man, whe reas 
!!l t ruth g means h 1.s relation !,Q_ God-:1.lt> 
Bultmann further buttresses his argument through his 
equation of the "righteous of God" and 11 salvation" in the. book 
of Romans. To cite Bultmann at leng th once more: 
116 Rudolf Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament, Vol. I. 
transl ated by Kendr ick Grobel (New York: Charles Scribner's 
Sons, 1951), p. 277. Emphasis i s mine. 
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.•• dikaisoyne (and likewise dikaios, 'righteous') 
is used in both an ethical sense (then meaning 'up-
rightness' ) and a forensic sense. When it denotes 
the condition for (or the essence of) salvation, 
dikaiosyne is a forensic term. It does not mean 
the ethical quality of a person . It does not mean 
any quality at all, but a relationship. That is 
dikaiosyne is not something a person has in the 
verdict of t he 'forum' (law-court - the sense of 
'forum' for which 'fo rum' from which 'forensic' 
as here is derived) to which he is accountable.117 
That such a specific concept of 11 relationship" as funda-
mental to the biblical conception of ~D~ does not characterize 
every theology of the New Testament may be illustrated by an 
examination of Alan Richardson 's, An Introduction to the Theology 
.2!_ the New Testament.118 Although Richardson has a conception 
of ~D~ which is viable and lively as opposed to legalistic and 
juristic in the rigid sense , 119 at no point in his discussions 
does he draw on the results of Cremer and his successors, either 
directly nor, so far as is clearly observable, indirectly. 
Special Studies l...ri.thin the Old Testament 
Among special studies in the realm of Old Testament research, 
the works of Aubrey Johnson (Sacral Kingship In Ancient Israel, 
1955) and Sigmund Mowinckel (He That Cometh, Eng. Tr. 1954) both 
indirectly deal with the concept of relationship as significant 
117Ibid., pp. 271-272. 
118Alan Richardson, An Introduction to the Theology of the 
~ Testame nt (New York: Harper & Brothers , Publishers , 1958). 
119rbid., cf. his emphasis upon the demonstration of God's 
righteousness through his willingness to deliver Israel despite 
her sin (p. 79); the prophetic union of a doctrine of salvation 
"through the operation of the righteousness of God, despite the 
sinfulness and utter unworthiness of Israel" (p. 81); and his 
positive treatment of New Testament justification, pp. 232ff. 
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for the connotation of ~D~; both emphases appearing in connection 
with kingship in Israel. Johnson, for example, suggests that, 
if the nation is to prosper, the king must act as 
the embodiment of 'righteousness' (PJ~i ~21X). That 
is to say, it is first and foremost h'i's conc~rn to 
see that the behavior of society at large is thoroughly 
'righteous' (v '1~) and that, to this end, the sanc-
tions of the gr oup , particularly the nation's laws are 
uniformly o bserved throughout the different strata of 
society; for it is only in this way, when the individ-
ual is restrained from doing . ' what is right in his own 
eyes' , that the well-be ing (wD4) of the nation, in 
fact its life or vitality ( □ 'nn) can be assured.120 
' -
Despite the fact that Johnson relates ~D~ to observing the 
law and restraining the individual, he sets the whole of the 
consideration in the larger framework of the wholeness of the 
community. Further, in his discussion of the manner in which 
SDK is linked with the traditional kings of Jerusalem, he calls . . 
attention to the fact that Alxli-Hiba, although employing Accadian , 
made use of a cognate term in order to affirm "that he has done 
or said the right thing in his dealings with t he king of Egypt," 
and, also; 
such an early use of this root in the Canaanite 
area is well attested outside Jerusalem in the Ras 
Shamra tablets .•• where it is used quite clearly 
to denote the thought of right relationship as when 
it is said of krt, the king: "He did not f ind his 
rightful wife, His proper spouse." 121 
In an altoge ther different context, Johnson calls attention 
to the fact that "derivatives in Arabic and Syria are used 
respectively to express the ties of friendship and kinship." The 
man who is righteous, therefore, is the man who is "loyal to his 
120 Aubrey Johnson, Sacral Kingship in .tncient Israel 
(Cardiff: University of Wales Press, 1955), p. 3. 
121Ibid. , p. 31. 
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recognized function within the social unit." Since, holoorever, as 
Robertson Smith first suggested, gods and men formed a natural 
community, righteousness must ultimately be related to God, and 
"When all is said and done, it Lf .e., the community, or kin grouE7 
is ultimately dependent for its existence upon the SEDEK, the 
loyalty or right relation, of Jahweh. 122 With regard to El Elyon, 
he notes, "We shall probably not be far wrong if we assume that 
El Elyon, besides being MELEK ("King11 ) and ADON ("Lord"), was 
also the personification of SEDEK - the focus of the loyalty or 
right relation of the social unit and so the source of its well -
be • g 11 123 in . 
In discussing the endowment which Yahwe.h bestowed upon the 
king, Sigmund Mowinckel identifies them as "righteousness" and 
11 blessing." Of righteousness as Yahweh ' s endowment on the king by 
which the equilibrium of the community is maintained, he says: 
'Righteousness', 'being right', means living by 
Yahweh's justice and according to Israelite custom. 
In the wides t sense it includ.e s the will and the 
ability to maintain the customs, rights, and pros-
perity of the community under the covenant, the 
ability to 'judge', i.e., to rule rightly, to do 
the right thing and in general to maintain due 
order in affairs. Yahweh hims elf gives to the 
king his own judgments and righteousness, i.e., 
His own ability to rule justly (Ps. lxxii,2). The 
royal Sceptre is the 'sceptre of righteousness' 
(Ps. xlv,7).124 
122Aubrey Johnson, "The Role of the King in the Jerusalem 
Cultus," The Labyri nth, ed. S. H. Hooke, pp. 71-112, p. 76f. At 
this juncture of his article Johnson is citing , quite extensively 
the views of S. A. Cook, Cambridge Ancient History , Vols. II 
(1924) and III (1929). 
123
Ibid., p. 84. 
124sigtID..1nd Mowinckel, He That Come th, Translated by G. W. 
Anderson (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1956), pp. 67f . 
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Thus, although neither Johnson nor Mowinckel was concerned 
to discuss the full range of ~D~, they did touch significa ntly 
upon the issue, and when they did so the element of "relationship" 
was integra l to the emphases of both. This is not to suggest that 
either Johnson or Mowinckel consciously inherited emphases of 
Cremer and his successors, but it is to suggest that however 
incidental the discussion of ~D~ may have been to the major thrnst 
of both writers, when the issue did emerge it did so in the con-
text of the "wholeness" of the community. 
Dictionary Articles 
The concept of ~D~ as confonnity to a relationship is clearly 
reflected in a t least two major biblical-theological dictionaries, 
the Interpreter's Dictionary of the Bibl e, and the Theological 
Dictionary of the New Testament (Theologisches wf rterbuch zum _§ I 
Neuen Testament). Interestingly enough the latter (TDNT) is in 
the literary tradition of Cremer' s Biblisch-theol ogisches Worter-
ruch der neutestame.ntlichen Grrcitf t, the first edition of which ~ ""' ),'I ~I/ 
was printed in 1866, and in the seventh edition of which Cremer 
made some of his more suggestive observations concerning the con-
notation of ~D~. 
Since Elizabeth Rice Achtemeier, whose stimulating thesis, 
"The Gospel of Righteousness; The Study of the Meaning of SDQ and 
Its Derivatives in the Old Testament11 (Columbia, 1959) prepared 
the article , "Righteousness in the Old Tes tament," it should 
occasion no surprise to those acquainted with her Ph.D. thesis 
that the article for the dictionary fully embraces the essential 
conclusion of Cremer and Pedersen. 
so 
The concept deserves some negative definitions . In 
the OT it is not behavior in accordance with an ethical 
legal, psychological, religious or spiritual norm . It 
is not conduct which is dictated by either human or 
divine na ture no matter how undefiled. It is not an 
action appropriate to the attainment of a specific goal. 
It is not an impartial ministry to one's fellow men. 
It is not equivalent to giving every man his just dues . 
Rather, righteousness is in the OT the fulfillment of 
the demands of a rela tionship, whether that relation-
ship be with men or wi th God. Each man is set within 
a multitude of relationshios .•. And each of these 
relationships brings with it specific demands, the 
fulfillment of which constitutes righteousness. The 
demands may differ from relationship to relationship; 
righteousness in one situation; may be unrighteous-
ness in another. Further, there is no norm of right-
eousness outside the relationship itself. When God 
or man fulfills the conditions imposed upon him by a 
relationship, he is, in OT terms , righteous.125 
The definitive and exhaustive scholarship inherent within 
the Theological Dictionary of the New Testament (Theologisches 
w1·rterbuch m Neuen Testament) also embraces the concept of 
relationship as intrinsic to the proper connotation of ~D~ in 
Old Testament theology. The contribution of Quell fails to deal 
as pointedly with this conception as does that of Schrenk, although 
Quell does speak of ~D~ in the context of relationship. Quell 
interprets the full range of "law" within the Old Testament as 
set primarily within the context of the law court and the judge 
who declares the accused vindicated, (in the forensic sense). 
125E. R. Achtemeier, "Righteousness . in the OT, " Inte;Rreter's 
Dictionary of t he Bible, ed. George A. Buttrick, Vol. R- Z '- Ne'i·T York/ 
Nashville: Ab1.ngd.on Press, 1962) , pp. 80-85. p. 80. Since the 
article on "Righteousness in the NT" is authored by Paul J. Achte-
meier it is not surprising that it interprets "righteous" from the 
same essential stance, suggesting in a prefatory statement that 
11The use of the concept "righteousness" in the NT presumes a cov-
enant relationship, which for its preservation, needs the active 
participation of both covenant partners. Thus, the one who upholds, 
and therefore pa rticipates in, thi s covenant relationship is 




Strictly, this picture of the l egal process (J'7) 
is always present when the OT describes as righteous 
the pious man who is acknowledged by Yahweh . As the 
judge decides between two parties, pronouncing in 
favor of the v' 1~ and against the YE7 the wrong -
doer, so Yahweh takes action when He intervenes in 
the confusion of human affairs on behalf of the 
pious who keep His laws.126 
Since Quell makes no attempt to discuss the full range of 
~D~ (he wrote only slightly over four pages dealing with law in 
the Old Testament; the remainder of the treatment of ~D~ having 
been written by Gottlob Schrenk; i.e., pp. 178-225), he should 
hardly be criticized for being "still too much determined by our 
f . . f . h , 12 7 orensic conception o rig teousness.' That Quell does set 
~D~ within the framework of relationship is clearly implied by 
his suggestion that ~D!p:i may best be defined as the fulfilled 
state of Ci17;al ("peace ," or, better, "wholeness"): 
From i1j71~ as the norm for the fulfilled state of 
017~ there arises i1v1 ~ as action, as the conduct 
which brings about, renews and secures this state.128 
Although sedakah by the time of Jesus, according to Schrenk, . . 
came to mean "benevolence" or "almsgiving" as that action connoted 
generosity or benevolence to the helpless, the background of the 
126Gottfried Quell, "The Concept of Law in the OT, 11 Theo-
logical Dictionaf¥ of the New Tes tament, ed. Gerhard Kitte~ 
Geoffrey~- Bromiley Translator and Edito r (Grand Rapids, Michigan: 
Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1964), p. 177; henceforth 
referred to as TDNT . -
127 von Rad, Old Tes t ament Theology, Vol. I, p. 370. It 
should be added, however, that the f uller treatment of Schrenk , 
although recognizing the role of relationship, may legitimately 
be characterized as "too nmch determined by our forensic concep-
t~~ of righteousness. 11 Von Rad's critic ism is, therefore , quite 
a J:tropos . 
128Quell, ,2.2.. cit., p. 177. 
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term in LXX was far richer than one's characteristics of generosity 
and benevolence -- as commendable as those actions might have been. 
In all-~ut-inclusive endorsement of the works of Diestel, Kautzsch, 
7 d\and Cremer; f al though Cremer is not mentioned in this context, 
credit is given to him in a footnote as one who "especially insisted 
on the element of relationship in ilj?T~ . " 129 Schrenk rejects the 
Greek view that "a man is dikaios who satisfies ordinary legal 
norms ••• here the dixaios is the man who fulfills his duties 
rd G d' l . . h. l . h, 11 130 towa s o s c aim int is re. ations ip. That this is not a 
casual reference to relationship, unrela ted to the conceptual 
principle presently under discussion, is clearly indicated by his 
further, more detailed, statement: 
The etymological discussions of Diestel and Kautzsch 
who work out thoroughly the idea of the cons istent 
and normative action of God (God Himself being the 
norm rather than standing under it) , bring out some-
thing of the meaning of i1j711 but hardly exhaust it. 
It should be emphasised particularly that ilvl~ 
implies relationship. A man is righteous when he 
meets certain claims which another has on him in 
virtue of relationship. Even the righteousness of 
God is primarily His covenantal rule in fellowship 
with His people.131 
Thus, it is clear that in two highly respected biblical-
theological dictionaries (one from an English-speaking source and 
the other from a German-speaking origin), the concept of ~D~ is 
forthrightly maintaine d in tenns of fidelity to a relationship; 
a relationship(s) which makes its(their) demand(s), to be sure., 
129Gottlob Schrenk, TDNT, II, p. 195. 
lSOibid., p. 185. 
131Ibid., p. 195. 
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but a r elationship that is itself the norm by which ~D~ is both 
ascertained and decl ared . 
Translations of_ SD~ J?y the. RSV Translators of 
Prophetic Li te.ra ture. 
Terms used to translate ~D15- and its derivatives within 
translations of the Hebrew Bible should also g i ve instructive 
insight into the connotation of §D~ with in contemporary Ol d Testa -
ment scholarship of the Engli sh-speaking world . The Revised 
Standard Version has been chosen as illustrative primarily because 
of its wide - spread u sage in contemporary Eng l ish-speaking circles 
of research (cf. Table 1, pp . 57-59) . 
The.re. are no significant variations be.tween citat i ons in the 
RSV concordance (Nelson) 132 and. the Hebrew concordances of Lisowsky
1 33 
134 and Mand.elke.rn. For purposes of compa rison with the RSV trans-
lations , however, t he citations of ~D~ in Lisowsky are collected 
in Table 3, pp . 63ff. 
To trace the translation of the verb (~a~e~), the noun (~ede~ 
and ~eda\(ah, concerning which Quell sees "no discernible shift of 
meaning as between the masc. a n d fem.tt) and the adject ive (:Jaddi1$) 
is at once to confront both t he complexi ty of the problem inherent 
132 John w. Ellison , Nelson's Complete. Concordance. of the 
Re.vised Standard Version Bible (New York : Thomas Nelson & Sons , 
195 7) . 
133Gerhard. Lisowsky, Konkord.anz Zum Hebraische.n Al ten Testa-
ment, Second Edition (Stut tgart: Wurtte.mbe rgische Bibe.l anstalt , 
1958) . 
134 Salomon Man de.lkern, Ve. te.ris Testarnenti Concordantiae , 
2 Volumes (Graz: Akade.mische Druck - u . Verlagsunstalt , 1 955) . 
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in conveying the proper connotation of $D~ within a wide variety 
of contextual usages, and at the same time to discern an essentially 
consistent interpretation of the concept along at least four dis-
tinct lines of emphasis . As an aid to such an examination Table 1 
(pp. 57-59) cites the distribution of ~D~ and its derivatives 
within prophetic literature . Table 2 (cf . p . 60) categorizes 
the ways in which $DJ..< and its derivatives are translated in the 
RSV. 
From the attached evidence (cf . Tables 1 through 3, pp. 57ff. 
it is obvious that the proponderant usage of the root ~~' or a t 
least to judge so by the result of trans la tors of the 'RSV , deals 
with varying connotations of "righteousness;" 141 of 172 occur-
rences , or 82% of all translations , falling into this category . 
A much lesser, but nonetheless significant , number of 
occurrences, 20 of 172, or 11+%, is translated with words remi-
niscent of " salvation." Thus , 11+% of the total number of 
occurrences connote the saving act(s) of God; his faithful response 
to the relationship established within the framework of the 
covenant. 
On 9 occasions "innocence" or "justness" predominates in 
the translation of SDK; 5+% of all occurrences reflecting such a . . 
conceptua l foundation . 
Finally, on 2 occasions out of a total of 172 uses of ~D~, 
RSV trans la tors suggest "truth" as the essential connotation of 
the word; only 1+% of all usages reflecting this concept . 
Of 1 72 occurrences of ~D~ in the RSV translation of pro-
phetic l iterature, therefore, there remains a residual of 150 
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u sages, or 87+% of all occurrences in which ~DI$ is translated. by 
some aspect of "righte ousness" (141 occa sions) or "justify" (9). 
Only in 22 contexts out of a total of 172, or 1 2+%, does the RSV 
utilize a reasonably clear conce pt other than that of "righteous -
ness" or "justify." 
Assuming that the RSV translators have correctly trans-
l ated the 22 contexts in which some concept other than that of 
the English "righte ous ness" ha s been utilized in translation, one 
still confronts a preponderant residual (87+%) in which the 
specific denotation of the root ~D~ is l e ss than clear to say the 
least. Those cases in which some concept of the Engl ish 11 righteous -
ness1t has been used in translation are less than clear because the 
word. "righte ousness" itsel f fails to convey clearly to the modern 
mind the conceptual principles involved in ~D~. 
The fact that the connotation of "righteous ness" within 
the English language has been highly inf luenced. by juristic and 
l egalistic connotations of ~D~ which characterized earlier biblical 
studies from Graeco-Roman thought and the time of the Fathe rs 
through the Reformation makes RSV translations of secondary value 
in determining the precise denotation of the word according to 
strict Old Testament judgments. Thus, for the specific denotation 
of SD~ examining RSV translations will hardly suffice . One must 
turn to a more specific examination of the contextual usage of ~D~ 
and its derivatives in individual passages i nclud ing the usage 
of synonyms and antonyms in the same context. It is to such an 
exami nati on of ~D~ within prophetic l iterature that s u cceeding 
chapters of this investigation will be addressed. 
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TABLE 1 
THE DISTRIBUTION OF TRANSIATIONS OF SDK AND ITS ------ - --.,_ - -
DERIVATIVES WITHIN THE PROPHETIC LITERATURE (RSV) 
I. RSV TRANSIATIONS OF V1~ 
11Appear righteous" (2) 
11More in the right" (1) 
"Shown. 
11Acqui t" (1) 
l ess guil ty' 1 (1) 
11Turn to Righteousness11 (1) 
"Be restored to its rightful state11 (1) 
0 To be accounte d righteous" (1) 
"He who vindicates" (1) 
11 Shall triumph11 (1) 
11 To justify" (1) 
11 Proved right11 (1) 
II. RSV TRANSIATIONS OF V!,~. 
"Righ teousness' 1 (25) 
"Vindication" (2) 
"Del iverance11 (2) 






















Dan. 12: 3 
Dan. 8:14 
Isa. 53: 11 
Isa. 50:8 
Isa. 45: 25 
I sa. 43: 9 
Isa. 43:26 
Isa. 58: 8 
61 : 3 
64:4 
Dan. 9:24 
Hos. 2: 21 
10:12 





Ezek. 3: 20 
Isa. 62: 1, 2 
Isa. 51:l, 5 
Isa. 58:2 
"Righteouslyu (1) Jer. 11:20 
"Just" (adj . ) (3) Ezek. 45:103 
11 Justly" (1) Isa. 59:4 
"Victory" (1) Isa. 41:2 
"Victorious" (1) Isa. 41:10 
"Trne" (1) Jer. 50:7 
"Trnth•t (1) Isa . 45:19 
III. RSV TRANSI.ATIONS OF ilv,~ 
TT! 
"Righteousness' 1 (49) Isa. 1:27 Zech. 8:8 
5:7 Mal. 3:20 
5:16 Dan. 4:27 (24) LKramaic: 
9:6 9:7 
10:22 9:18 
28:17 Jer. 9:24 (23) 
32:16 22:3 
32:172 22:15 
33:5 23: 5 
45:8 33:15 
45:23 Ezek. 14:14 




57:12 18: 26 
58:2 · 33: 122 
59:9 33:13 
59:14 45:9 
59:16 Hos. 10:12 




"Righteously" (1) Isa. 33:15 
"Right" (10) Isa. 5: 23 Ezek. 18:21 
48:l 18:27 
Mal. 3:3 33:14 
Ezek. 18:5 33:16 
18:19 33:19 
"Righteous" (1) Jer. 33: 15 
"Righteous acts" (1) Dan. 9:16 
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"Uprightness" (1) Jer. 4:2 
"Deliverance'' (6) Isa. 46:12 Isa. 51:8 
46: 13 56:1 
51:6 Micah 7:9 




"Saving acts" (1) Micah 6:5 
IV. RSV TRANSIATIONS OF v" 1:i ·-
"Righteous" (noun) (17) Mal. 3:18 Ezek. 13:22 
Amos 5:12 18:20 
2:6 21:3 (8) 
Isa . 3:10 21:4 ~9) 
26:72 33:12 
Jer. 20: 12 33:13 
Hab. 1:4 33:18 
2:4 
"Righteous (adj.) (10) Isa. 26: 2 Jer. 23: 5 
45:21 Hab. 1:13 
60:21 Zeph. 3:5 
Dan . 9:14 Ezek . 18 : 5 
Jer . 12: 1 18:9 
"Righteous man" (7) Isa. 57:12 Ezek . 18:24 
Ezek. 3:20 18:26 
3:21 23:45 (Plural) 
"Righteous One'' (2) Isa . 24:16 
53:11 
"He is right" (1) Isa. 41:26 
"Him who is in the right" (1) Isa. 29:21 
"Innocent" (1 ) Isa . 5:23 
"Tyrant" (1) Isa. 4 9:24 
' 'Tri umphant'' (1) Zech. 9:9 







RSV TRANSIATIONS OF SD~ 
Within Prophetic Literature 
vJ~ v~~ 
Righteousness 0 25 
Righteous 0 0 
Righteous (adj.) 0 l 
Righte ously 0 l 
Right 0 0 
Righteous acts 0 0 
Righteous deeds 0 0 
Righteous man 0 0 
Righteous one 0 0 
Uprightness 0 0 
He who is right 0 0 
Him who is in the right 0 0 
Appear righteous 2 0 
More in the right l 0 
Turn to righteousness 1 0 
Be restored to rightful state 1 0 
To be accounted righteous 1 0 
Proved right l 0 
Tyrant (questionable transl .) 0 0 
True 0 1 
Truth 0 1 
Just (ad.j.) 0 3 
Justly 0 1 
To justify l 0 
Shown less guilty 1 0 
Innocent 0 0 
Acquit 1 0 
Upright 0 0 
Vindication 0 2 
He who vindicates 1 0 
Deliverance 0 2 
Saving acts 0 0 
Victory 0 1 
Victorious 0 1 
Triumphant 0 0 . . . shall triumph 1 0 
TOTAIS 12 39 
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ilv1~ v':i1 Total 
..,. ""T ;, 
49 0 74 
0 17 17 
1 10 12 
1 0 2 
10 0 10 
1 0 l 
5 0 5 
0 7 7 
0 2 2 
l 0 1 
0 1 1 
0 1 l 
0 0 2 
0 0 l 
0 0 1 
0 0 l 
0 0 1 
0 0 l 
0 l l 
141 
0 0 l 
0 0 1 
- 2-
0 0 3 
0 0 l 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
0 1 l 
0 0 1 
0 1 1 
9 
4 0 6 
0 0 1 
6 0 8 
1 0 l 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
0 1 1 
0 0 l 
20 
79 42 172 
TABLE 3 
THE DISTRIBUTION OF TRANSLATI CNS OF SDK AND ITS . . 
DERIVATIVES WITHIN THE PROPHETIC LITERATURE (Mr)a 
I. MI' TRANSLATIONS OF j/71 .. ,. 
II . 
9a1. gerecht, richtigsein/to be just, 
i n the right/iustum, rectum, probum 
esse 
I sa . 43:9 
43:26 
45:25 
Ezek. 1 6:52 
Dan. 8: 14 





Hiphel. gerecht machen , Recht geben/to 
make righteous, to pronounce just , iustum 
decl arare 
I sa. 5: 23 
50:8 
Mr TRANSIATIONS OF v7¥, . .. 
Isa . 53:11 
Dan . 12: 3 
Recht , Ge.rechtigkeit/right, justice/ 
i us , rectum, i ustitia 











59 : 4 
61:3 
64 :4 
11 : 20 
22: 1 3 






Hos . 2:21 
aThe Mr and RSV t reatments of SDK are identical with two exceptions. 
~D~ appears twice in the Ml' of·E~ek. 3:21 but the RSV translator 
has emended the text and translated only one . In Ezek . 33:12 
t he root ~addi]fr. appears only twice in the MT but the RSV trans-
la tor has emenaed the t ext to give a translation which suggests 


















III . Mr TRANSLATIONS OF i1,;'7~ 
T T ~ 
Gerechtigkeit/justice/ jus titia, 

































































As Object (continued): 
Isa . 28:17 Ezek. 18:5 
46:13 18:19 
56:1 18:21 




Jer. 9:23 33:19 
22:3 45: 9 
22:15 Amos 5:7 
23: 5 Micah 6:5 
33:15 
Aramaic: 
Dan . 4:24 
IV. Ml' TRANSLATIONS OF v., T:; 
gerecht/just, righteous/iustus 
Isa. 3:10 Ezek. 18:5 








Jer. 12:1 Amos 5:12 
23:5 Zeph. 3:5 
Ezek. 3:202 Zech. 9:9 
3 :21 Mal. 3:18 














Ezek. 21: 8 
Ezek. 21.:9 
Amos 2: 6 




Prior to inaugurating an in-depth study of SD~ brief 
attention should be focused upon a summation of the present investi-
bation. This is necessary because of the determinative and founda -
tiona l nature of some emphases already assumed or demonstrated 
within this discussion. Among those elements which are significant 
for future investigation of the root ~D~ in prophetic literature 
are: (1) a rationale for the redirection of the conceptual founda -
tions of SD~ (2) the foundational nature of relationship for 
biblical categories of thought (3) a summary of the conceptual 
foundations emergent during the historical research of the root, 
and (4) a working definition both to guide i n the examination of 
~D~ in prophetic literature, and to be corrected if needed in 
light of the ex-investigation of ~D~ and its derivatives in pro-
phetic literature . 
A Rationale for the Redirection of the 
Conceptual Foundations of SDL< 
That for many there has been a radical reorientation of the 
conceptual foundations of ~D~ is obvious, even on a superficial 
examination of the evidence. Although no attempt to offer a 
complete rationale for this phenomenon will be attempted, there 
are at least two considerations which deserve mention . 
First, the conceptual framework by which man comprehends 
reality has undergone , and is presently undergoing , radical 
reorientation. Unless this judgment is entirely false then one 
should not be surprised that a redirection of the manner by which 
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reality is conceived shoul d reach to the. heart of fundamental 
conceptual foundations of biblical theology; including so central 
a concept as SD~ and its derivatives. 
In support of the thesis that man ' s comprehension of rea lity 
has experienced specific and distinct reorientation with regard to 
r eality, C. A. van Peurse.n suggests that man has exper ienced 
three. periods in h i s developing apprehension of reality; the 
mythical , the. ontological , and the func tional . We are now in a 
period of transition between the. ontological and the functi onal 
perception of reality insists van Peursen , who distinguishes t he 
three methods of perception as follows: 
In the period. of myth, the main issue was that some-
thing is; in the period of ontological thinking , it 
was what something is; in the period of functional 
thinking , it is how something is, how it functions .135 
During the myth i cal e ra the world was one of fascination in 
which subject and object were me r ged into one within the framework 
of a magic worl d . In the ontological era , however, man is freed 
from the fear of magic, and "the gods retire to some supernatural 
abode and l eave. the world to man • An interest develops in 
the 'nature of things ' and objects are slowly organized into a 
hierarchy • . • • its peculiar danger ••• is that it becomes 
'substantia listic,' isolating the substances, dealing with 
'things in themselves ."' 1 36 In the functional period , continues 
135
Harvey Cox , The Secular City (London: SCM Press Ltd., 
1965), p. 65 . Citing C. A . van Peursen , "Man and Real i ty -- The. 
History of Hu man Thought," The Student World , LVI (First Quarter, 
1963), p. 13. 
136Ibid. , p. 64. 
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van Peursen, 
• •. there is no longer an ontological way of think-
ing , a thinking about higher .•• metaphysical beings 
••. only that which is directly related to us is 
real. Thing s do not exist in themselves; they are no 
longer substances , but they exist in and for the sake 
of what they do with us and what we do with them.137 
That such an appraisal does not do full justice to the 
biblical view of reality may be quite correct , a nd it may be 
equally as correct that van Peursen ' s thesis does not fully 
explain the reason for the reorientation of attitudes concerning 
~D~. But neither are his views totally unrelated to the subject 
at hand. Nor is van Peursen' s thesis hos tile to the fund.amen tal 
bibl ical view of reality. To the contrary, van Peursen believes 
that the view of truth emerging from the functional approach to 
reality is much nearer the biblical view of reality than the 
mythical and ontological approaches. He attempts to illustrate 
the coherence of the biblical and the functional views of 
reality through a study of 'emet . Truth, according to van Peursen, 
i s u sed of something that can be counted on -- a vine that bears 
fruit, or of God who is "true" because he carries to ful fillment 
his given word . "Performance is the yard stick of truth. There 
i s no necessary contradiction between the biblical v i ew of truth 
and that which is emerging in our functional society . 11 1 38 Cox 
summarizes well the relationship between the biblical view of 
r eality and the functional as espoused by van Peursen: 
1 37rbid ., p. 65 . Citing van Peursen , 21?_. cit ., p. 1 6 . 
138
rbid., citing van Peursen, "The Concept of Truth in the 
Mod.em University ," The Student World , LVI (Fourth Quarter, 1963), 
p. 350. 
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Van Peursen's verdict should not surprise us. The 
Jews had no gift for ontology at all. Asked about 
Yahweh, the average Old. Testament Israelite would 
never have answered in terms of methaphysical cate-
gories -- omniscience, omni.presence, and the like. 
He would have told. his interrogator what Yahweh had. 
done: brought him up out of the land of Egypt , the 
house of bondage. This is a functional, not an onto-
logical , way of speaking and conceptualizing.139 
Thus the functional approach to reality sounds strangely 
akin to the view of ~D~ proposed by an ever-growing number of 
Old Testament scholars since the time of Cremer. The whole of 
the conception of ~D~ and its derivatives as relationship and the 
fulfilling of demands inherent within the relationship is much 
more akin to the functional than to either the ontological or the 
mythical views of reality •140 On the other hand, old.er juristic 
and legalistic connotations, as well as the definition of God's 
righteousness in terms of Himself, are much more. closely aligned 
to the ontological view of reality than to the functional. 
The reorientation of the. conceptual foundations for ~D~ may 
well reflect the shift from the ontological to the functional view 
of reality. This is not to invalid.ate r ealignment in the inter-
pretation of SD~. Nor is it to call into question the scholar-
ship of persons involved by suggesting that they have been 
improperly influenced by a changing conceptualization of reality. 
If the functional view of reality is nearer the biblical view 
139
rbid ., pp. 65f. 
140
cf . Cornelius van Peursen, Him Again! Translated by 
Annobeth Macky Gunning (Richmond: John Knox Press, 1969). Com-
pare "The Name of God Acquires Its Meaning in Ordinary Events , 11 
pp. lSff, and n 1 God' as Defined by His Relationship to Man, 11 
pp. 2lff. 
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than the ontological, and it well seems to be, then both the 
changing conception of reality and. the reorientation of the con-
ceptual foundations may constitute a return to the firm ground of 
biblical reality, a concrete view of reality which in recent years 
has been recognized with ever increasing clarity as characteristic 
of the Old Testament. 
Second, as implied above, the reorientation of attitudes 
concerning ~D~ may represent a return to genuine biblical con-
ceptions, and a parallel stripping away of accretions which have 
accumulated., barnacle-like, to the concept of ~D~. If, as seems 
probable, the whole conception of ~D~, whether in the Fathers or 
the Reformers, has been unduly influenced by the Greek and Roman 
views of justice, and especially the finely developed legal sys tem 
of Rome (a relationship seen in the connection of "forensic" 
with the "forum," where legal decrees were issued), then the con-
temporary ferment in the study of ~D~ may be altogether proper. 
Whether either of these two suggestions is legitimate can 
only be determined. (and that only in part, especially with regard 
to the role of a changing perception of reality upon the con-
ceptualization of ~D~) in the light of an examination of each of 
the several contexts -- devoid, to the greatest degree possible, 
of all extraneous influences. It is with this task that the 
concluding chapters of this thesis will be concerned. 
The Foundational Nature of Relationship 
for Biblical Categories of Thought 
Recent decades have witnessed an increasing emphasis upon 
"relationship" as an integral and necessary conception in biblical 
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categories of thought. The whole of the biblical r evelation 
has come under a personal, dynamic, and lively conceptualization. 
Few aspects of Israelite religion and theology have failed to 
yield. to this emphasis upon the personal and dynamic character of 
biblical faith. One of the happy contributions of the study of 
cultic life has been to illustrate the. manner in which "relation-
ship" characterized the whole of its celebration and ritual. 
Whether in the recapitulation of the. saving events, the proclama-
tion of law, the declaration of the creeds, or other vital aspects, 
cultic life, far from stereotyped and rigid, was viable, personal, 
and dynamic. Sacrifice., long interpreted as a mechanical o ffer-
ing which was efficacious on its own merits, has long since come 
to be interpreted as dynamic and life. giving; and this not because 
of any~ opere operate attitude but because it was accompanied 
by the. spirit of the worshipper (the psalms that accompanied 
sacrifice testifying to the. spirit of joy and gratitude attendant 
upon sacrifice). Studies in law and covenant have. likewise 
erased the. rigid and legal is tic conception of the. law and h a ve 
replaced this with a positive. emphasis upon the grace of God; the 
covenant being anterior to the. demands. The role. of personalities 
such as prophet, priest, and wise man have all been placed. within 
a context of relationship with both God and man as has that of 
the king as well. 
All of this is but to say that the time when the. Old Testa-
ment was interpreted as legalistic and mechanical has long since. 
be.en replaced by a viable and dynamic interpretation in which 
relationship may be said to have become the key word which 
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characterized the whole of the biblical r evelation. If this is 
true should not one expect the concept ion of r ighteousness as an 
abstract, l egal conception, g r ounded in the juristic interpreta-
tion of the justice of God to have been r eplaced by a dynamic 
emphasis upon righteousness as relationship? The reorientation 
in the conceptua l foundations of SD~ constitutes simply one aspec t 
of a rediscovery of the Old Testament as the record of the personal 
a nd dynamic relationship between Yahweh of Israel and the people 
whom he had called into relationship (covenant). 
Conceptual Foundations Leadin~ 
1.2. ~ Definitio n £t ~ 
Upon the basis of at least four conceptual foundations a 
working definition for the root ~D~ may be established as a tenta-
tive norm for examining the root in prophetic literature . The 
act ual examination of the contextual usages of SD~ may or may not 
confirm the proposed definition. 
First, ~D~ means conformity to a norm (Diestel and Kautzsch) . 
This thesis seems to have been established beyond serious question 
during the course of scholarly investigation of the root word . 
Second, such conformity as characterizes SD~ is to be found 
in the relationship(s) in which man is involved. Although t he 
fulfillment of the demands created by the relationship is signifi-
cant, the demands themselves do not constitute the norm. The re-
lat ionship itself is the norm which determines SD~ (Cremer). The 
logical implicate of this is the ancillary conclusion that the 
norm may fluctuate in direct r elationship to the particular 
situation. 
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Third. 1 crucial to the conception of ~D~ as relationship is 
the concern fo r the "whol eness" of the community which perme.ated 
the social and psychological structures of Israel (Pedersen). 
Fourth, SD~ is both determined by and created within the 
cultic sphere; the liturgies of entrance constituting one means 
of determining SD~ and the theophanic presence of Yahweh being 
the means of creating one aspect of ~D~ (von Rad and Koch) . 
Hence, the followin g definition is posed at this junc~~re 
for the root ~D~ and its derivatives: SD~ d.enotes conformation 
t o a relationship and the equilibrious balance maintained through 
the fulfillment of the demands of that relationship , whethe r the 
subject be God or man . 
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CHAPTER II 
THE CONNOTATION OF SDK IN PROPHETIC . . 
LITERATURE OTHER THAN ISAIAH 40-66 
In order t o appreciate more fully the prophetic conception 
of ~D~ and its derivatives each occurrence of the. root should be 
examined i n context; includin g an appraisal of contextual synonyms 
and. antonyms. Li tera t.ure should also b~ examined by ca tegor:i.e.s 
with the view of a sce r taini ng inherent variables in the usage of 
~DJ.( which may appear within prophetic lite rature. To thi s end 
literature other than Isaiah 40 -66 has be.en subdivided into prc.-
exilic and. pos t-exilic collections , leaving open the possibility 
of determining variables between (1) pre-exilic pr ophetic litera-
ture, (2) post-exilic prophetic literature , and (3) I saiah 40-66.1 
SD~ in Prophetic Literature Other Than I saiah 40-66 
2 Following the guidance of Cremer and his successors, the 
present investigation of SD~ has been enlarged to include the 
usage of synonyms and antonyms. Prior to s uch consideration, 
1 Because of the unique and pr ominent use of SD~ in I sai ah 
40-66 it appears advantageous to make a speci a l study of that 
literature. 
2H. Cremer, Di e paulinische Rechtfertigungslehre im Zusammen-
hange ihrer ges chichtlichen Voraussetzungen . K. Hj. Fahl gren, 
Sedaka nahe s tehe.nde und e.n tgege.ngese tzte Begriffe. im Al~ Tes ta-
~n t. 
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however, the lo~ical order of sequence su~~ests that a study of 
SD~ should be initiated by an exaraination of the contextual usage 
of the stem. 
I. Pre-exilic Prophetic Literature and the Root ~D~ 
Any comparison of pre-exilic and post-exilic prophetic litera-
ture should be developed in view of proportionate length of pre-
exilic and post-exilic collections as opposed to the number of 
prophets assigned to each era. The RSV translation of the pro-
phetic literature (Thomas Nelson & Sons, Publishers) occupies a 
total of 280 pages of text; 198 of which are commonly accepted 
pre-exilic collections, 3 82 of which are post-exilic (including 
33 pages of Isaiah 40-66).4 Thus, of the total prophetic lite ra-
ture, pre-exilic prophets, including Jeremiah and Ezekiel, are 
responsible for 70+% of the total body of prophetic literature. 
Post-exilic sources constitute 29+% of the total prophetic col-
lection. Isaiah 40-66 accounts for 11% of all prophetic litera-
ture, and 40+% of post-exilic prophetic literature. 
SD~ and its derivatives occur a total of 172 times in 
prophetic literature; 5 99 in pre-exilic literature and 73 in post-
exilic literature. Thus, within prophetic literature, 57-tP/o of 
3rsaiah 1-39 (less 24-27), Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Hosea, Amos, 
Micah, Zephaniah, and Habakkuk. 
4Isaiah 40-66, Joel, Obadiah, Jonah, Nahum, Haggai, Zecha-
riah, Malachi, Daniel, and Isaiah 24 -27 are reckoned post -exilic . 
Portions of o ther books are likely post-exilic as well, but no 
attempt has been made to isolate post-exilic additions other than 
Isaiah 24-27 and Isaiah 40-66. Some difficulty may be precipitated 
by Jeremiah and Ezekiel, primarily because their writings and the-
ology are so closely related to the beginnings of the exilic era. 
5cf. Tables 1 through 4 (pp. 57-63, 74). 
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a ll occurrences of SD~ are i n pre-exilic literature . This 
majority usage coul d be misleading, however, for one shoul d con-
sider that 7 (f/o of all prophetic literature is of pre-exil ic 
origin. Although pre-exilic pr opheti c li t e rature constitutes 
70'/o of t he whole, it contains but 57+% of the occurrences of ~D~. 
Pos t-exil ic literatur e consti tutes only 29+% of all prophetic 
li terature , but it conta ins 42+% of the total usages of SD~ and 
its derivatives within prophe t ic l itera~~re . 
TABLE 4 
Dis t ribution of the Root ~DJS. 
Among Pre-Exi l ic and Post-Exilic 
Prophetic Literature 
I saiah 1-39 
J e r emiah 
Ezekiel 




I saiah lt0 -55 
I saiah 56- 66 
J oel 
Zechariah 






















St a t ed proporti onatel y, t he. rela tionshi p between t he per-
centage of u sage and the per centage of t otal occu rrence s for 
pre-exilic prophetic liter a t u re is 57/70, or a f r equency i ndex of 
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.81. The proportionate relationship for post-exilic literature 
would stand at 42/29, or an ind.ex of 1.4. As Table 5 illustrates, 
on a proportionate basis, ~DI$ occurs with double the frequency in 
post-exilic literature as compared with pre-exilic literature; a 
fact likely to be obscured if one considers only the total number 











FREQUENCY INDEXa FOR THE USE OF ~D~ 
IN PROPHETIC LITERATURE 
PERCENTAGE OF OCCURRENCES PERCENTAGE 
PROPHETIC LIT- OF SDK OF 'TI-IE . . 
ERATURE USAGES OF 
~D~ 
7 (f'/o 99 57% 
2 9'/o 73 42% 
11% 51 30'71) 
l8o/o 20 12% 









a.,Frequency Index" is determined by the relationship to the 
percentage of the usage of ~D}5. on dir ec t relationship to 
the percentage of total literature involved. . For example, 
pre-exilic prophetic l iterature has a frequency index of 
57/70, or . 81. 
Isaia h 40-66 constitutes only 11+% of all prophetic li tera-
ture., but contains 30+% of the total usages of ~D~ and its deriva-
tives in all prophe tic literature. Thus, Isaiah 40-66 would have 
a proportionate relationship of 30/11, or 2.7 when compared with 
other post-exilic prophetic literature.Isaiah 40-66 constitutes 
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but 40% of the bulk but contains 72+% of post-exilic prophetic 
usages; a relationship of 72/40, or a frequency index of 1.8. 
Within pre-exilic prophetic literature the usage of ~D~ is 
distributed between those contexts which involve (l) man's 
character and action (2) inanimate objects (3) an ideal king 
and (4) the action or character of Yahweh. 
SD~ in t he Context of Man's Character or Action 
The first and numerically most significant usage of ~D~ in 
the context of man's action and character are those contexts 
which describe the righteous man within Israel. Fifty-two of 
99 occurrences of SDif in pre-exilic prophetic literature are set 
in the context of man's character and action. Of these 52 occur-
rences ~addik is used on 26 occasions and ~e9:.e* - ~e~a~ah are 
used on 30 occas ions. 
"Righteous " (saddil§) !1!. the characterization of ~ class 
2£_ individual within Israel. Although :§;_add ik is, strictly speak-
ing, an adjective, in 22 of 26 occurrences nominal o,re .:-tones a re 
clear; leaving only 4 passag~s in which the connotation is purely 
adjectival. 
Three eighth century prophets make use of ~addik to designate 
a class of men and do so on six occas~ons. Amos, for example, 
condemns those who "sell the righteous (~addil<) for silver" 
(Amos 2:6), and those "who afflict the righteous (saddik) • . . " 
(Amos 5:12). Hosea makes his final appeal on the basis that the 
paths of Yahweh are straight, "and righteous men (we~addil$im) 
walk in them' (Hosea 14:10; RSV, 14:9). The translators of the 
RSV understood ~addik to mean the "upright," and so translated the 
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adjective in Hosea 14: 9. For purposes of objectivity in the present 
study, however, such an inferential translation will be withheld 
and the adjective translated as simply 11 righteous men." 
Eighth-century Isaiah also used the adjective to convey the 
same connotation as Amos and Hosea . "Tell the righteous (~addilf) 
that it shall be well with them" (Isa. 3: 10). The phrase 'imeru 
~ \ ~ _pddil,c ki- jof eugges ts the declaration of good news to the "right-
~ eous ." I saiah later condemned men "who deprive the innocent of his 
right" (RSV). The "innocent" is, however, the ~addil,; wef~a.!, 
saddikim yaf iru, "and they turn aside the righteousness of right-
eous man (Isa. 5:23). The same connota tion also appears in Isaiah's 
condemnation of those who "t;,..1rn &side him who is in the right" 
, (RSV); wayyattu ha ttohu ~addil.< (Isa. 29: 21), in which case "him who 
is in the right" is the translator's rendition of 1iaddi~. 
Although the specific connotation of ~addif should await the 
conclusion of the contextual examination of all occurrences of the 
root and its derivatives, the u se of ~D~ among eighth century 
prophets clearly revolves around three connotations . First, the 
saddik may be a group of oppressed men whose lives stand over . . 
against the wicked (cf. Isa. 3:11, ra~a'), as in Amos 2:6, 5:12, 
and Isa. 3:10. Second, the ~addik are described by Isaiah within 
,"'";\ 
a broader juridi'2}al context, which l eads the RSV trans l ator to 
translate the adjective as "him who is in the right" (Isa. 29:21), 
or as the "innocent" (Isa. 5 :23) . However one may translate 
§addilf, the contexts of these two passages suggest a "righteous" 
person whose legal status has been pre-empted by wicked men. Third, 
Hosea uses ijaddif to characterize the godly man, the man "who is 
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wise," the man who walks in the straight paths of Yahweh. (Hosea 
14:10 E.T . v.9) . 
Only two prophets of the seventh century use the root ~addilf 
to specify a class of men, and this a total of three times. J ere-
miah uses saddik to characterize the man whose life is the antithe-
sis of the prophet's persecutors ; men who "will be greatly ashame d 
• • • will not succeed . Their eternal dishonor will never be 
forgotten" (Jer. 20:11). Following this description of wicked men 
is the phrase, "0 LORD of hosts, who triest the heart of the 
righteous (~addil$)" (Jer. 20: 12). Jeremiah portrays the saddik as 
..!-.-.-!... 
the man who is dependent upon God, to whom the prophet has commit-
ted his cause (v. 12). Habakkuk uses §addik in comparable f a shion, 
characterizing that faithful group within Israe l as the. ~acldik; men 
who stand over against the wicked; uFor the wicke.d surround the 
righteous . . . " (Ha b. 1 : 4) • Again, in the second chapter, 
Habakkuk sets the ~addik over against the exalted ("puffed up") 
man who is destined to fail; " • • • he whose soul i s not upright 
in him shall fail, but the righteous (~addik) shall live by his 
faith" (Hab. 2:4). In each instance, therefore, seventh century 
prophets consistently used ~addik to characterize a group or an 
individual within Israel whose lives (life) stand in marked con-
trast to persecutors (Jer. 20:11), the wicked (Hab. 1:4), or men 
who are "not upright" (literally, "puffed up," Hab. 2:4). 
The remainder of the nominally oriented usages of saddik . . 
occur in the work of Ezekiel; 12 of 21, or 59%, of the nominal 
usages occuring in that book. The 12 occurrences of ~addik which 
are used in a nominal sense in Ezekiel are found in five contexts; 
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Ezek. 3:20f; 13:22 ; 18:Sff; 21:8f; 33:12ff. 
The larger context of chapter three clearly sets Ezekiel's 
initial usage of ~addi½ within the framework of the contrast be.tween 
the wicked (ra~a') and the righteous (~addik). The ~addik must not 
turn from his right eousness and commit iniquity. His life is not 
to be iniquituous; nAgain, if a righteous man (~addik) turns from 
his righteousness and commits iniquity" /SD~ is the antithesis of 
iniquity,<"awe17 (Ezek. 3:20). "Nevertheless if you warn the right-
eous man not to sin, and he does not sin, he shall surely live, 
because he took warning and you will have saved your life" (Ezek. 
3:21). The saddik is the man who responds to the prophet's word 
and "does not sin." 
Although the RSV has only one occurrence of "righteous 11 in 
v. 21, the Massoretic Text has two occurrences; we•attah k i 
hizharto ~addik 1 eQ.il ti lJ.ato" ~addik wehu lo,. l}.a ta'. Rathe.r than 
deleting the second appearance of ~addi~, the Septuagint makes the 
second dikaios the subject of the verb zesetai. As opposed to the 
RSV, "he shall live", the Septuagint reads i "the righteous she.11 
live" (or, more precisely, "~ dikaios ~ zesetai • •• tt). In 
either instance the essential meaning remains unchanged.. But the 
discrepancy should be examined seriously in considering every 
nuance and usage of ~D~. 
Ezekiel's second consideration of 9addik is again set within 
a context in which §addik stands in marked contrast to the wicked. 
"Because you have disheartened the righteous falsely . 
have encouraged the wicked ••• ct (Ezek. 13:22). 
• • and you 
Ezekiel's well-known treatment of indivi~ual responsibility 
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contains three uses of ~addik. Each appears within a context in 
which a strong contrast is drawn between the "righteous and the 
wicked .. 116 "The righteousness of the righteous (§addi~) shall be 
upon him.self, and the wickedness of the wicked shall be upon him-
self" (Ezek. 18:20). Again, "But when a righteous man (saddil,<) 
turns away from his righteousness and commits iniquity and does 
the same abominable things that the wicked man does, shall he live?" 
(Ezek. 18: 24). Or, consider, "\.hen a righteous man (~addil<) turns 
away from his righteousness and canmits iniquity, he shall die fer 
it; for the iniquity which he has committed he shall die'' (Ezek. 
18:26). 
The phrase "righteous (saddik) and wicked" occurs twice 
within a single. larger context in Eze.k. 21:8f. "I am against you, 
and will draw forth my sword out of its sheath, and will cut off 
from you both righteous (~addi'~) and wicked11 (Ezek. 21:8; E.T. v. 
3). This threat is then immediately followed by the clause, 
"Because I will cut off from you both righteous and wicked • " . . 
(Ezek. 21:9; E.T. v. 4). The saddik are, again, the antithesis of 
the wicked, and the phrase is a g raphic reu1inder that none shall 
escape. All men, both righteous and wicked, will perish in the 
coming destruction. 
Ezekiel again refers to the ~addilc, using the deriYative on 
three occasions in chapter 33. ttThe righteousness of the righteous 
(~addik) shall not deliver him when he transgresses; and as for the 
6
A strong case could be made for including another use of 
saddi~ (Ezek. 18 :5). In that context, however, the connotation is 
not quite so nominal; ",;,,e'ish ki-yihyeh ~addi \c" . 
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wickedness of the wicked ••• 1r (Ezek. 33:12). "Though I say to 
the righteous (~addi~) that he shall surely live, yet if he trusts 
in his righteousness and commits iniquity, none of his righteous 
deeds shall be remembered ••• t, (Ezek. 33:13). "When the right-
eous (§addif) turns from his righteousness, and commits iniquity, 
he shall die for it" (Ezek. 33:18). Each of the three passages 
sets the "righteous" as the antithesis of "transgression," and 
"iniquity." 
In retrospect, as one surveys the use of ~addi~ to designate 
a group or class of men the preponderant usage of the word suggests 
the antithesis of the wicked (ra~a.<). With only two exceptions 
(Isa. 5: 23; 29:21), the 21 usages of §addi~ consistently draw that 
contrast . In the eighth century the. usage is somewha t mixed. 
Amos and Isaiah de scribe the class of oppressed men as the ~addit 
(Amos 2:6; 5:12; I s a. 3:11) while Hosea characterized men who 
follow the "straight paths of Yahwehtt as saddik (Hosea 14:10; E.T . 
v. 9). Isaiah portrayed men whose cases in the court were per-
verted as "~addi)f ,n leading the RSV to translate ~addi~ in those 
instances as "innocent" or " him who is in the right" (Isa. 5:23; 
7 29:21). 
Beyond the eighth century, however, ~addi~ was always used in 
the seventh century as the opposite of the wicked or iniquitous man, 
such as those men who persecuted Jeremiah, or the wicked of Habak-
kuk's generation. 
7The RSV translations at this juncture are highly inferential 
and forensically conditioned . One might equally as well trans late 
the respective passages , "the righteousness of the righteous," as 
the RSV does the comparable phrase i n Ezeki el (cf . Ezek. 18:26 , tl 
&·; "turn aside the ri ghteousness of the righteous." 
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In Ezekiel ~add~ is always used of those men who are the 
antithesis of the wicked; whose life and conduct ma rk them apart 
from the wickedness of the wicked . During Ezekiel's ministry 
§addik became the descriptive word for the oi"d.erly. responsible men 
of integrity within the nation (and it was so used in almost every 
instance in preceeding generations as well). 
Although ~addi k i s technically an adjective in all contexts, 
there are four occasions in pre-exilic prophetic literature when 
it is more clearly used as an adjective in describing the character 
of man. Habakkuk, for example t described God as silent "when the 
wicked swallows up the man more righteous than he /iaddi!<, ~i.mmennW, 
(Hab. 1:13) ; a constru.cti on commonly used to express the comparative 
degree in biblical Hebrew. 
Ezekiel characterize s the qaddik in this fashion: "If a 
man is righteous and doe s what is lawful and right It . . . (Ezek. 
18:5). The righteous person is thus characterized as one who is 
righteous (we) ish ki-yih~e1:_ ~addi½). ~addi_k is Eze.kiel' s way of 
characterizing the man who does what is l awful (mi~pat) and right 
(§e2,a1'ah) • 
Of the man who walks in God's "statutes and observes his 
ordinances," Ezekiel declares: "He is righteous ; 11 making use of 
the adj.ective as a predicate nominative Liadd.i~ hu,7 (Ezek . 18:9). 
Ezekiel also used an a ttributive adject ive in h is characterization 
of the judgment of Samaria and Jerusalem by righteous men. In the 
allegory of Oholah and Oholibah Ezekiel moves toward the climax of 
the narrative in suggesting that "righteous men (wa)an~;im saddikim) ~ 
shall pass judgment on them with the sentence of adulteresses, and 
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with the sentence of women that shed blood; because they are 
adulteresses, and blood is upon their hands" (Ezek. 23:45). The 
contrast is clear -- righteous men stand in marked contrast to 
unfaithfulness and. violence. 
Thus, there are clearly defined adjectival uses of ~ addi~; the 
attributive usage of the adjective (Ezek. 23:45), the predicative 
usage (Ezek. 19:9), the use of the comparative degree (Hab. 1:13), 
and the use of a verba l phrase to introduce the conception of 
saddik (Ezek. 18:5). . . 
As would be expected in the strictly adjectival u sage of 
~addi½, the root is used to describe man 'e action or character . 
In each instance the person so characte rized i s a man who is up-
right, responsible; within individual contexts standing in marked 
contrast to wicked men (Ezek. 18:9), adulteresses with "blood on 
their hands" (Ezek . 23:45), military aggressors who plunder the 
people during military campaigns (Hab. 1:13). He is the responsi-
ble man of integrity who "does what is l awful and right" (Ezek. 
18:5). 
e "~__gh teousness," 2!:. "Righteous deeds" ( ~ da~ah, ~ede½) to 
describe one 's deeds £E_ ~ of life. The noun (sedek, sedakah) is . - . --· _.._.. __ 
used by six pre-exilic prophets (Amos, Hosea, Isaiah, Zephaniah, 
Jeremiah, and Ezekiel) to characterize one's deeds or way of life. 
Of 26 total oc~~rre.nces of the noun, only three contexts use the 
8 masculine ~ed.elf (Zeph. 2:3; Jer. 22:13; Ezek. 3:20). Sev·en of the 
8Quell suggests, however, that "There is no discernible shift 
of meaning as be tween the masc. and f em. 11 "The Concept of Law in 
· th:- 0 . T.," Theol ogica l Dictiona ry of t_he Ne~ T es t a ment, Vol. II, 
Ed 1. ted by Ge rhard Kittel . Ge off rey7'.r: Br omiley, Trans. and Ed . 
(Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1966), p. 175. 
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usages are eighth century, five are seventh century (Zephaniah and 
Jeremiah), and 14 are early sixth century (Ezekiel). Slightly less 
than 54% of all such usages are in the book of Ezekiel. 
Prior to the book of Eze.kiel "righteousness" (~ede1' and 
te!!_a~ah) as a characterization of one's life or deeds is, with 
four exceptions (Isa. 33:15; Jer. 22:3; 13-15), always portrayed 
more abstractly than in Ezekiel. For example, during the seventh 
and eighth centuries one finds phrases such as uo you who 
cast down righteousness" (Amos 5: 7), " • • • those in her who 
repent, by righteousness" (Isa. 1:27), or" ••• seek righteous-
ness, seek humility." While these definitely describe human action, 
they are not so uniquely related to man's deeds as they are in the 
book of Ezekiel; "When a righteous man turns away from his right-
eousness ••• " (Ezek. 18:26), "their righteousness" (Ezek . 14:14), 
"his righteous deeds (~i~elfO__!a.w) which he has done" ( Ezek. 3: 20) , 
or "yet if he trusts in his righteousness" (Ezek" 33:13). There 
seems to be no doubt but that Ezekiel more directly associates 
"righteousness" with man's actions than does previous prophetic 
literature -- despite the fact that previous prophetic literature 
does use ttrighteousness" to describe the quality of life or the 
deeds of a person or community. 
The three uses of "righteousness" (~e~a\ah) in the book of 
Amos are always set in synonymous parallelism with "justice" 
(mi~pat:). Men of that era "turn justice to wormwood, and cast 
down righteousness to the earth'' (Amos 5: 7), the theme which Amos 
champions is summarized in his call that "justice roll down like 
waters, and righteousness like an everflowing stream" (Amos 5 : 24). 
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Israel's irresponsible conduct may best be paralleled to one who 
absurdly runs horses upon rocks or attempts to plough the sea 
with oxen, for they "have turned justice into poison and the fruit 
of righteousness into wormwood" (Amos 6:12). Thus, each of Amos' 
usages of ~e2:_a~ah is set within the context of the l arger , cor-
porate responsibility of the community. 
Hosea's single use of sedakah to characterize human action . -- . 
is also set in the larger communal context; "Sow for yourselves 
righteousness ( li~eda½ah), reap the fruit of steadfast love • • " 
(Hosea 10: 12) • 
Two of Isaiah's three uses of ~e~a~ah to describe human 
action are corporate; "Zion shall be redeemed by justice, and 
those in her who repent, by righteousne.ss11 (Isa. 1:27), " • he 
looked for justice, but behold, bloodshed; for righteousness , but 
behold, a cry" (Isa. 5:7). In what well may have been an imita-
tion of the liturgy of entrance (cf. Ps. 15, 24), Isaiah charac-
terizes the man who can dwell with God by first raising the 
question: "Who among us can dwell wi.th the devouring fire? Who 
among us can dwell with everlasting burnings?11 (Isa. 33:14). His 
answer then follows: "He who walks righteously (~e£_a~ol) and 
speaks uprightly (meysarim), who despises the gain of oppressions 
. . . " (Isa. 33:15). 
Zephaniah calls upon the community to "Seek the LORD. 
seek righteousness (~eQ_e~), seek humility (\anawah); perhaps you 
may be hidden on the day of the wrath of the LORD" (Zeph. 2: 3). 
On four occasions Jeremiah appeals for "righteousness," 
first from Israel (Jer. 4:2), then from the "king of Judah" 
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(Jer. 22:3ff). Israel shall become a source of both blessing and 
glory to the nations if Israel will "swear "As the LORD lives,' 
in truth, in justice, and in uprightness lubi~e~a~ah.7" (Jer. 4:2). 
The "king of Judah" is exhorted to "do justice and righteousness, 
and deliver from the hand of the oppressor him who has been robbed 
. . • " (Jer. 22: 3). In the same address to the kings of Judah, 
Jeremiah pronounces a "Woe" upon "him who builds his house by 
unrighteous ness (RSV, cf., belo) ~ede½, Jer. 22:13), and further 
questions whether a man is a king "because you compete in cedar?" 
He reminds Jehoiakim of Josiah's integrity by raising the question, 
"Did not your father eat and drink and do justice and righteous -
ness? Then it was well with him" (Jer. 22:15). 
Prophe ts prior to Ezekiel dealt primarily with the demand 
for righteousness which was incumbent upon the corporate body. 
Only in the case of Isaiah's "liturgy of entrance" (Isa. 33:15) 
and Jeremiah's attack on the kings of Judah (Jer. 22:3, 13, 15) is 
righteousness directly related to the individual. Although the 
individual was obviously included within the demand for corporate. 
righteousness , it was not until the times of Jeremiah and Ezekiel 
that "righteousness" was addressed primarily to the individual. 
Fifty-three percent of those usages of ~ede½ and ~eda~ah 
which describe man's deeds in pre-exilic prophetic literature are 
found in the book of Ezekiel. These references appear in five 
contexts; Ezek. 3:20; 14:14ff; 18:20ff; 33:13ff; 45:9. 
The narrative of the watchman, which appears in both 
chapters 3 and 33, deals throughout with the concept of "right-
eousness." The third chapter uses both l!ede½ and ~eda½ah in a 
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single verse, v. 20; "Again, if a righteous man turns from his 
righteousness (mi~~iQ..e~o) and commits iniquity, and I lay a 
stumbling block before him he shall die; be.cause you have not 
warned him, he shall die for his sin, and his righteous deeds 
~ ~i Ct:i'.!.e~f ti) which he has done shall not be remembered; but his 
- ( ., blood l will require at your hand" (Ezek. 3: 20). The RSV trans -
lator obviously interpreted ~eQ_a'l;ah as a man's deeds, and probably 
understood ~edelf to refer to righteousness in a more abstract, if 
not forensic, sense . But is this procedure proper for this study? 
It would appear better in this study to withhold such interpreta-
tive translations until the full study has been completed. For 
example, may one so finely distinguish between sedek and sedakah? . - . . _ , . 
Again, for purposes of the present invest igat ion one mi ght better 
trans late both 1?edel$ and ~eda1$ah as "righteousness." It is 
especially pertinent that of the 23 occurrences of sedakah i mmedi-. -
ately under consideration the RSV translates sed.akah as "righteous . - . 
deeds" only three times. All are in conte:xts in which II righteous -
ness" (whether ~e2:_el_c or Ge'.!.alfah) appears twice in a single verse 
(cf. Ezek. 3:20; 18:24; 33:13). Thus, it would seem that the RSV 
"righteous deeds" is more likely an exped.itious means of avoid.ing 
the repetition of "righteousness" in a single verse, than it is a 
theologically grounded. distinction. In 20 of 23 occurrences, 
86+% of the total, RSV trans la tors use "righteousness" as the 
common means of translating ~e~a~. 
Concerning the faithlessness of Jerusalem, Ezekiel empha-
sized that if those paragons of virtue from the mythical past, Noah, 
Daniel, and Job, were in the land even thei r righteousness could 
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deliver only themselves -- not the reprobate generation of 
Ezekiel's day: "Even if these three men, Noah, Daniel, and Job, 
were in it, they would deliver but their own lives by their 
righteousness (~e£_a~a.h) ••• " (Ezek . 14:14). Later he reiterates 
this by saying, "they would deliver but thei r own lives by the ir 
righteousness" ( Ezek . 14:20). 
Five appearances of sedakah in a single context mark Ezekiel's 
I • 
provocat ive insight into the concept of individual responsibility. 
Through three generations this concept of individual responsibility 
is traced by the prophet. In his summation Ezekiel contends that 
"the righteousness of the. righteous (~ide½a_! ha~~add il<) shall be 
upon himself, and the wickedness of the wicked shall be upon him-
self" (Eze.k. 1 8 :20). The same thought continues in further pa ssages; 
11 for the righteousness which he has done he shall live" (Ezek. 
18:22) . Righteousness in this instance consists of a deed, "what 
he has done." 
~e9..a~ah occurs twice in Ezek. 18:24, but is variously trans -
lated as "righteousness" and "righteous deeds" by the RSV trans -
lator; probably in an effort to avoid redundancy in the English 
translation; "But when a righteous man turns away from his righteous-
ness (mi~~i£.e~a!_o) and commits iniquity and does the same abomin-
able things that the wicked man does, shall he live? None of the 
righteous deeds (~ide½otaw) which he has done shall be remembered 
. . • " (Ezek. 18 : 24). Again, the prophet warns, "When a righteous 
man turns away from his righteousness and commits iniquity ••• " 
(Ezek. 18:26) . 
In the analogy of the watchman (Ezek. 33), the prophet is 
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counseled to warn his people; "The righteousness of the righteous 
shall not deliver him when he transgressesn (Ezek. 33:12). Thus, 
a man is individually responsible for his present moment of 
existence. The power of the past is broken and prior wickedness 
cannot effect righteousness. Nor can prior righteousness deliver 
from present wickedness. Ezekiel's further emphasis upon present 
responsibility used ~e!!_al5-ah twice within a single verse; "Though I . 
say to the righteous tha t he shall surely live, yet if he trusts in 
his righteousness (sideka to) and commits iniquity, none of his . - . -
righteous deeds (sidekotaw) shall be remembered" (Ezek. 33:13a, b). 
I • 
Again, as in previous cases, the distinction between "righteousness" 
and "righteous" is more likely an exp, ditious means of avoiding .e../ 
redundancy in translation; not a proven theological or social dis-
tinction. Thus, the righteous man who "turns from his righteous -
ness, and commits iniquity, he shall die for it" ( Ezek. 33:18). 
Ezekiel's final use of ~e!!_a½ah as a way of life is addressed 
to the princes of Israel: "Put away violence and oppression, and 
execute justice and righteousness; cease your evictions of my 
people, says the LORD God" (Ezek. 45: 9). 
Throughout the book of Ezekiel "righteousness" (sedek and . - . 
fe9-_a~ah) is the antithesis of sin (Ezek. 3:20), iniquity (Ezek. 
3:20), wickedness (Ezek. 18:20), transgression (Ezek. 18:22), 
abominable things, treachery (Ezek. 18:24), violence, oppression, 
and the eviction of people (Ezek. 45:9) . The most impressive 
single characteristic of Ezekiel's use of the derivatives ~ede~ and 
e f da~ah, however, is the association of the concept with individual 
action. At no point does he deal with the demand for corporate 
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righteousness. 
In conclusion, as one surveys the entire usage of ~e~e~ and 
~e~a~ah as a description of human action or deeds in the pro-
phetic literature of the pre-exilic period two emphases are out-
standing. First, whatever the chronological era, ~e~e½ and 
sedakah characterize the deeds, the whole life, of man in harmony 
t • 
with the community. The appeal is to the corporate community in 
earlier literature of the seventh and eighth centuries, and 
righteousness i s uniquely associated with justice, steadfas t love , 
salvation, and humility. Later, in the works of Jeremiah and 
Ezekiel, " righteousness11 is exclusively used of the claim upon 
individual integrity and the maintenance of community 1'wholeness ;" 
righteousness being the antithesis of sin, iniquity, wickedness, 
transgression , abominable action, treachery, violence, oppression, 
and eviction. 
Second, it is of singular importance that with the emergence 
of Jeremiah and Ezekiel the emphasis on "righteousness" as a h uman 
action shifted from the corporate whole to the individual. Prior 
to Jeremiah only Isaiah 33:15 placed sedek-sedakah within an . - .. - . 
individual frame of reference. That Isaiah 33:15 may be later than 
the eighth century is widely presumed . Otto Eissfeldt, for example, 
says of the entire oracle, 11 it is impossible to assume 
lsaianic authorship for xxxiii; it must rather be assigned to the 
post-exilic period.119 Thus, one may safely conclude that never 
9otto Eissfeldt, The Old Testament: An Introduction. Trans-
lated by Peter R. Ackroyd (New York and Evanston: Harper and Row, 
Publishers, 1965), p. 327; tl al. 
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e 
prior to the time of Jeremiah and Ezekiel was sede~ ors dakah . - . - . 
used within prophetic literature as a description of the appeal 
for individual righteousness. Until the tirre of Jeremiah and 
Ezekiel 11 righteousness" was always set within a corporate context. 
What prompted the change of emphasis from corporate to the 
individual context, and why did this coincide with the ministries 
of Jeremiah and Ezekiel? This distinct change of emphasis is 
directly related to the view of individual responsibility uniquely 
associated with Jeremiah and Ezekiel (cf . Jer. 31:27ff; Ezek. 
18:lff). With the emergence of so strong an emphasis upon individual 
as opposed to corporate responsibility, the use of sed.ek and . - . 
sedakah reflected a comparable shift of emphasis from corporate to . - . 
individual righteousness. 
Should one make a distinction between "righteousness" and 
"right deeds," as the RSV does on thre.e occas ions, it would seem 
far wiser to make such a distinction on the basis of the change of 
emphasis attendant to the emphases of Jeremiah and Ezekiel. Th.us, 
011e might well translate sedek and sedakah as "righteous ness" prior . - . . - . 
to Jeremiah and Ezekiel, and as "righteous deeds" during their 
ministries. The implementation of such a hypothesis would be pre-
mature at this juncture, however, and if it should be implemented 
at all the full examination of the root SDK and its derivatives in . . 
all contexts should be concluded prior to such action. 
"Right," "Righteousness" in the forensic sense (although 
~ each of these is unquestionably forensic) . A third category 
of SDK and its derivatives which appears in the description of . . 
man's character or action within pre-exilic prophetic literature 
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is that of the "forensic." Words and phrases such as "right," 
"less. guilty," "lawful and right," and "in the right" which appear 
in RSV translations suggest a forensic connotation of ~D~ and its 
derivatives. As the term "forensic" (from L. f orensis, public, 
from forum, the market place -- i.e . , where the legal decrees were 
published) suggests, such terminology belongs to the courts of law. 
This usage of ~DI_( and its derivatives connotes one adjud.ged 
"innocent" before. the tribunal; hence, who has entered into a legal 
state of justification by virtue of the court's declaration. At 
least 13 usages suggest a forensic connotation in the RSV trans-
lation. 
Although the forensic connotation is obvious ly present within 
the RSV t ranslations, whether the actual use of ~Di$ and its 
derivatives occurs within a forensic context must await the con-
textual examination of each occurrence of ~DI_(. An examina tion of 
the RSV translations of SD~ and its derivatives reveals at least 
13 occurrences in which the forensic connotation may be present. 
In the "Woes" pronounced upon his generation Isaiah condemned 
those "who acquit Cmai:di½ey) the guilty for a bribe, and deprive 
the innocent of his right (Isa. 5:23). The verbal use of ~DI_(, , 
ma~di~ey, "who acquit, 11 is quite likely fore nsic in meaning ; 
especially since the entire context condemns injustice with legal 
systems. The l a tter use of ~D~ is less clearly forensic, however, 
and. the RSV transla tion " innocent of his right" is not so 
clearly fo ren sic in the original text (w•~i~~at ~addi½im yatiru 2./ 
mimmennu). One might well translate the phrase, "and turn aside 
the righteousness of the righteous." The term does sugges t, howevez; 
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the concept of one's legal "right;" a connotation altogether 
consonant with ~he larger context. 
The phrase "Faithless Israel has shown herself less guilty 
than false Judah" suggests a forensic connotation in Jeremiah's 
accusation (cf. Jer. 3:11). Whether or not the forensic con-
notation is so clear as the RSV translation implies, however, may 
best be. determined by an examination of the Hebrew text: siddekah 
e'II ev • ' e na.2. sah m subah y1sTa'el mibboge~ah y hu~ah . The text itself is 
awkward and, while the RSV translator has probably made the best 
e ev of a difficult passage, one questions whether ~idd kah na.e sah 
e v b . . / ' 1 . bb d h e d h O l h ld be m su an y1sra e mi oge_a y hu a necessar1 y sou trans-
lated "Faithless Israel has shown herself less guilty . . ft Is 
it necessary to translate O sidde~ah • . • 11 as "less guilty," or 
may one translate the phrase, "The life of backsliding Israel is 
more righteous than treacherous Judah?•t 
Ezekiel uses ~D~ three times in a single conte~t covering 
two verses. n Samaria has not committed half your sins; you have 
committed more abominations than they , and have made y_~ s i sters 
appear righteous by all the abominations which you have committed" 
(Ezek. 16:51). The phrase watte§adde~i 'eth - 1 ahotak suggests, 
ttYou have made your sisters righteous," or, "You have justified 
your siste rs." Again, Ezekiel further states, 11 • • they are 
more in the right than you /tisdaknah mimmek7. So be ashamed, m 
you also, and bear your disgrace, for you have made your sisters 
appear righteous ~~adde~tek >a~yo!eq11 (Ezek. 16 :52). While 
the RSV translation is quite acceptable, the first use of ~D~ in 
v. 52 might equally as well have been translated "they are more 
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righteous than you;" a translation which is preferable in view of 
the purposes of the present study. In addition, the RSV "you 
have made your sisters appear righteous" might be translated 11 in 
your making your sisters righteous." 
Seven further occurrences of SDK as a forensic term in the . . 
RSV translation of Ezekiel are found in the common phrase "does 
e ,' . V e (or, has done) what is l awful and right," w <asah m1.spat us dakah ---- ---· . - . 
(Ezek. 18:5, 19, 21, 27; 33:14, 16, 19). While the forensic con-
notation suggested by the RSV "lawful and rightu may properly be 
used, it should be noted that in each of the seven usages the 
phrase mi~pa~ u~e.Q_a}fah consistently describes an act or set of 
actions by an individual. In no instance does it describe a l egal 
state into which the individual has entered. It would seem, 
therefore, that such usages are not properly "forensic" and might 
well be. considered among those usages of SOK which characterize . . 
the nature of a man's deeds or way of life. 
In summary, of the eleven usages of ~D~ and its derivatives 
which have a forensic connotation in RSV translations, only one, 
the verbal use of ~D~ in Isa. 5:23, is clearly forensic; 11who 
acquit (masdil_<ey) the guilty for a bribe ••• " Other usages 
could equally as well be translated as "the righteousness of the 
righteous" rather than 11 the innocent of his right" (Isa. 5:23); 
"more righteous" rathan than "less guilty" (Je1". 3:11); 0 they are 
more righteous" rather than "more in the right" (Ezek. 16:52), and 
"he does justice and righteousness" rather than n ••• does what 
is lawful and right" (Ezek. 18:5, +6t.). Thus, pre-exilic pro-
phetic lite.rature never uses ~Of and its derivatives to characterize 
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a forensic state into which one has entered by judicial decree . 
The only approximation to this is Isaiah's statement that men 
"acquit the. guilty for a bribe" (ma!jdil.$ey ra'sa< >ekeb ;ha~; "one 's 
justifying the wicked for a bribe"). 
~ in the Contex t of Ina nimate Objects 
A second category of usage concerns those instances in 
which ~D~ and its derivatives des cribe an inanimate object. Both 
Jerusalem (Isa. 21, 26; Jer. 31:23) and units of weight and 
measure (Ezek. 45:10) are describe d by derivatives of~~- Six 
usages of the root ~D~ are in contexts related to inanimate 
objects. 
One of the clearer illustrations of ~D~ as conformity to 
an accepted norm or standard is the refe r ence to units of weight 
and meas u re as ~DIS-; "You shall have just balances , a jus t epha.h , 
e 
and a just bath, 11 mo'z ne y-~e9:..e)s we,ey.e.a!- ~edeJs ubat-~e~els y¾i 
l akem (Ezek . 45:10). 
Isaiah specif i cally referred to Jerusalem as •tthe city of 
righteousness" fir ha~11eie½ (Isa. 1:26), and also asserted that 
"righteousness (~edelf) lodged in her " (Isa . 1: 21) • ''The 
city of righteousne.s s" is paralleled by "the faithful city" 
(1:26), suggesting that by the use.d of l}e£e½ Isaia h intended to 
convey the connotati on of fide lity to that which was expected 
of the city, i.e., "faithfulne ss" ("the. faithful city," kiryah 
ne)emanah). The personification of righteousness as a person 
who lcdged in the city (1:21) is set in parallel with the state-
ment tha t "The f aithfu l (nelemanah) city •.• was full of 
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justice. (mi~pat) .'1 In contrast to the time when righteousness 
lodged in her she is now characterized thusly: "but now murders ." 
The "faithful city has become a harlot . 11 Thus, righteousness is 
synonymous with faithfulness and justice, but is the antithesis 
of harlotry (i .e. unfaithfulness) and murders. 
Jerusnlem is once again described by ~e~e~, in Jeremiah's 
stateme nt that following the restoration, "Once more they shall 
use these wortls in the land of Judah and in its cities, when I 
restore their fortunes : 'The LORD bless you, O habitation of 
righteousness, O holy hill11 (Jer. 31:23, Mr 22). The reference 
to Jerusalem as "habitation of righteousness" apparently r eflects 
the conception of Jerusal em as the abode of Yahweh; hence, as 
Joh·11. Bright sugges t s , nhabitation of the Righteou.s One, mountain 
of. the Holy One." lO 
References to Jerusalem by- the derivative ~ede~ are not 
so illumina.ti.ng as are the references to weights and measures 
by the sR.m~ term. 1'he reason for this stems from the fact th.at 
references to Jerusalem as ~ede~ are secondary . Jerusalem is 
~eQ.,e}f because it is the dwelling pJ.ace of people whose deeds are 
righteous and not iniquituous (Isa. 1:21, 26), or because Yahweh, 
the Righteous One dwells in he r (Jer. 31:23). 
§.Q15. i n the Context of ~n Ideal King, 
Both Isaiah and Jeremiah re.fer to an ideal king with a 
lO John Bright, "Jeremiah , 11 The Anchor Bible, William Foxwell 
Albright and David Noel Freedman, General Editora, (Garden City: 
Doubleday & Company, Inc., 1965), p. 282. 
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derivative of ~DI_<; eight occurences in Isa i ah , and six in 
Jeremiah . 
In what may have been an accession or coronation oracle in 
its original context (possibly for Hezekiah), the g lory of the 
Davidic dynasty is e xalted in the assertion that "Of the increase 
of his govemment and of peace t here will be no end, upon the 
throne of David, and over his k i ngdom, to establish it, and to 
uphold it with justice and with r i gh t eousness ( ~e£.a\<ah) from 
this time forth and forevermore.11 (Isa . 9:7, Ml', v. 6). 
is here linked with justice (mi~pa t) as characteristic of the 
kingdom; displaying, as Mow!.n ckel sugges t s , 1tprecisely those 
virtues which are required i n a ruler: to execute 'justice ,' 
'righteousness,' and 'judgment, ' to provide 'justice' for his 
people, and by 'judging' them to de l iver them f rem their adver-
saries , so to rule t ha t wel l -being ('id~a l conditions') is 
d d · ' d ll I ' h' f h restore an ma 1.nta 1.ne . " sa1.a s re ·ere.nee to t e new 
king as upholding a kingdom characte.rized by ~e.1,a}.cah underscores 
the cer1trality of ~DI~ for the ideal king: 
• • • if t he s ocial body is to Junct ion properly, the I_/ 
king must act as the embodi ment1of SEDEK (SeDAKA) or ~ 
"righteousness;" he must pl .. ove to be SADDIK. or "right-
eous," ••• a lthough. the well-being of the nation 
may be dependent u pon the way in which the king observes 
the sanctions of the group , i t is from Jahweh, the 
national deity, th&t the l atter derives its l ife , and 
it is i n Him that its sanctions find their substantia-
tion . When all i s said and done , it i s ultimate ly 
dependent f or its exis tence u pon the SEDEK , the l oyalty 
or right relation, of Jahweh.12 
11s. Mowinckel, He That Cometh, Translated by G. W. Anderson, 
(Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1956) , p. 106. 
12Aubrey Johnson , "TI1e Role of t he King in the Jerusalem 
Cultus ," The Labyrinth , ed . S . H. Hooke , ~ 
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In a second oracle, similar to if not identical with 
Isaiah 9:2ff in origin, Isaiah continues to associate ~D~ with 
the ideal king.. '' But with righteousness ( ~e£_e~) he shall judge 
the poor, and decide with equity for the meek of the earth; and 
he shall smite the earth with the rod of his mouth, and with the 
breath of his lips shall slay the wicked" (Isa. 11:4). Again, 
"Righteousness ( s edek) shall be the girdle of his wa ist, and 
• • 
faithfulness the girdle of his loins" (Isa. 11:5). The newly 
enthroned king is to judge the poor "with righteousness;" sig-
nifying the character of the king's action. Yet s e dek in this 
-'-----
instance is 11ot simply an attribute, describing the character 
of the king's action, for it is so closely associated with action 
as to suggest that ~ede1$ is i-n.alie.nably re.lated to the fact tha t - - --
"he shall smite the earth with the rod of his mouth, and with 
the breath of his lips shall slay the wicked" (Isa. 11:4). 
Although the origin and date of Isaiah 16:1-5 a re obscure, 
13 oracles against foreign nations often being anonymous, v. S 
continues the Isai.anic editor's earlier the.me of righteousnes s 
as a characteristic of the ideal king. ti then a throne 
will be established in steadfast love and on it will sit in 
faithfulnes s in the tent of David one who judges and seeks jus-
tice and is swift to do righteousness, umehir ~eE!e~ (Isa. 16:5). 
Whether the translation should convey so strong an emphasis upon 
verbal connotation, "to do righteousness" is debatable. The 
phrase um~ir ~ede~ more precisely suggests the connotation of 
13cf. Eissfeldt, QE_. cit., p. 121. 
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"hastening righteousness" (~e.~e¾; i s nominal not verbal). What-
ever the specific date of the passage , the hope for a future 
king rested in large measure in th2 fact that his reign would be 
accompanied and characterized by ~e~e½ -~e2:_al$ah . 
Four other references, all from Isaiah 32 and probably a 
later addition, conclude the emphasis upon the reign of righteous-
ness. "A king will reign in righteousness (le~e~elf)" (Isa. 
32:1), and in the age of the spirit, reminiscent of Isa . 11:?, 
0 
••• justice will dwell in the wilderness, and righteousenss 
(~edal:ah) abide in the fruitful field" (Isa. 32: 16). At that 
time," ••. the effect of righteousness (~e£atah) will be 
peace, and the result of righteousness (sedakah), quietness and . --- . 
trust for ever" (Isa. 32:17) . Concerning the three latter 
references, one mi ght legitimately contend that they are not 
necessarily associated with an ideal king. Within the broader 
context, however, the whole of the action portrayed is initiated 
by the king de.scribed in Isaiah 32:1. 
Jeremiah describes a future, ideal king in two separate 
contexts; utilizing ~D~ on six occasions in his characterization. 
"I will raise up for David a righteous (Gaddi~) Branch, and he 
shall reign as king and deal wisely, and shall execute justice 
and righteousness (sedakah) in the land (Jer. 23:5). Further, . - . 
"In his days Judah will be saved, and Israel will dwell securely. 
And this is the name by which he will be called: 'The LORD is 
our righteousness.'" "Righteousness" is an action; something 
done by the king, "we<atah mitpat u~eialfah." He shall so 
epitomi ze the LORD's action and presence that he shall be called 
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"yhwh ~ide}senu" (Jer. 23: 6). 
Jeremiah 's second contextual use of SDI$. also revolves 
around the concept of the Branch; almost, but not identically, 
parallel to his earlier reference in Jer. 23:Sff. "l will cause 
a righteous (~eda~ah) Branch to spring forth for David; and he 
shall execute justice and righteousness (~eda~ah) in the land. 
In those days Judah will be saved and Jerusalem will dwell securely. 
And this is the name by which it will be called: 'The LORD is 
our righteousness C,ide~enu),., (Jer. 33:15, 16). The distinction ~i between ~~ (Jer. 23: 5) and ~e~a½:ah 
___- "righteous branch" is inconsequential 
(Jer. 33:15) in the phrase 
and there is some textual 
evidence supporting ~ede~ rather than ~e~a~ah. In any event, 
there is no essential distinction between ~e,2;.e~ and ~e~a~ah in 
any occurrences of the derivatives. 
SOK in the Context of the Character or Action of YHWH 
~ - -- ---- - -- ------ ---- - -
To some extent ~D~ a nd its derivatives are associated with 
the character and action of YHm by the prophets Hosea, Isaiah, 
Micah, Zephaniah, and Jeremiah. Fourteen usages of ~D~ are in 
contexts which deal with the action and character of Yahweh. 
In the days of Israel's renewal the Lord will "betroth you 
to me for ever: I will betroth you to me in righteousness (~e~e½) 
and in justice, in steadfast love, and in mercy . • • " (Hosea 
2:21). Hosea's second use of ~e~e~ describes Yahweh's response to 
Israel's return, and is interpretatively translated "salvation;" 
" • • • that he may come and rain salvation (f}eQ_et) upon you" 
(Hosea 10: 12). Although one might well justify the translation 
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of ~e~e~ as salvation, one wonders if this variation from 
"righteousness" as the normal translation has not been influenced 
by t he double use of ~ede~ within a single verse, with the 
attendant intention of RSV translators to avoid redundancy in 
1 . 14 trans a t1.on. In this regard it is interesting to note that 
American Standard Version (1901 ) translated the same phrase, 
tt . . • till he come and rain righteousness upon you." 
According to Isaiah "the Holy God shows himself hol y in 
r ighteousness" (Isa. 5:16); righteousness connoting the character 
of God's action, which is in turn a reflection of h i s holiness . 
Norman Snaith suggests that t his verse is indicative of a new 
" con tent of ~odes, nthough the verse does not indicate that 
special emphasis involved in the word 'righteousness' which 
began in these 15 ttBecause the LORD dwells high he prophets." on 
is exalted , and will fill Zion with justice arid righteousness . " 
(Isa. 33:S); justice and righteousness being qualities which will 
emerge within Jerusalem. Yet a third use of ~eia~ah appears within 
I saiah i n the context of Yahweh's action. In the statement con-
cerning the remnant, it is said that "though your people Israel 
be as the sand of the sea, only a remnant of them wi l l return. 
Destruction is decreed , overfl owing with righteousness" (Isa. 
10:22), a statemen t whi ch R. B. Y. Scott interprets as overflow-
14The same observation was made concerning the translation 
nr ighteous deeds11 on three occasions each of which occurred 
within a verse in which a derivative of ~D~ had already appeared . 
cf . sunra, p. 88 . 
15Norman H ., Snaith, The Distinctive Ideas of the Old Testa-
ment, (London: The Epworth Press, 1950), p. 51. - -- --
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ing with Yahweh' s righteousness . 16 If Scott is correct, as 
proba bly he is, the n the l atter reference to ~eQ_a~ah is a descrip-
tion of Yahweh's judging action within history; an action which 
may be characterized by a derivative of ~D~ s ince such action is 
an expression of Yahweh 's conformity to the demands of the cov-
enant relationship according to which he acts in history to 
deliver the faithful. 
In opposition to the easy optimism associated with his 
own generation I saiah insisted tha t their r efuge of lies (perhaps 
the Egyptian alliance, cf. Isa. 28:14ff) would be destroyed. In 
that day Yahweh will " • make justice the line, and righteous-
ness the plummet11 (Isa. 28 : 17). Justice and righteousness here 
suggests that normative life which is lived in faithfulness to 
one 1 s covenant r elationship(s). 
Both occurrences of SD~ (sidekot) in the book of Micah . . - . 
(Micah 6:5; 7:9) are trans lated in the RSV as 2.ither "deliverance," 
or "saving acts." God 1 s righteousness consists in each instance 
of his action in delivering those with whom he has entered into 
covenant; such deliverance cons ti tu ting the mark of fidelity to 
the relationship established between Yahweh and Israel. Set 
within the larger context of a recitation of Yahweh's mighty 
deeds during the period of Exodus-conquest, the first reference 
to the "righteousness" of the LORD expresses an incipient warning 
to those in Israel with whom the LORD has entered into lawsuit 
16 R. B. Y. Scott, 11 The Book of Isaiah, Chapters 1-39," in 
~ Interpreter's Bible, Vol. 5 (New York: Abingdon Press, 1956), 
p. 244 . 
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(cf. Micah 6: lff): "O my people, re.member what Balak king of 
Moab devised, and what Balaam the son of Be 1 or answered him, and 
what happened from Shittim to Gilgal, that you may know the saving 
acts (sidekot) of the LORD" (Micah 6:5). The final use of . -- . 
sidekot in the context of God's action occurs in what is probably . - . -
a post-exilic addition to the book of Micah; ttI will bear the 
indignation of the LORD because I have sinned against him, until 
he pleads my cause and executes judgment for me. He will bring 
me forth to the light; I shall behold his deliverance (f}iQ-.e}so,!:)" 
(Micah 7:9). Beholding the righteousness of Yahweh is predicated 
upon the fact that Yahw~h has ple.ad the writer's case, executed 
judgment on his behalf, and brought him forth to the light~ This 
connotation of ~Dl( stresses the action of Yahweh, and "righteous-
ness" is far more an act than an attribute in cases such as Micah 
6:5; 7:9. 
Zephaniah uses an adjective to describe Yahweh, 11The LORD 
within her is righteous (yhwh ~addi~ bekirbah), he does no wrong ; 
every morning he shows forth his justice, each dawn he does not 
fail; but the unjust knows no shame (Zeph. 3:5) . 
Jeremiah uses all derivatives of ~D~ except the verbal. On 
occasion eedakah is used of that which Yahweh practices (Jer. = . 
9:23), or, again, as the deliverance wrought by Yahweh. "But let 
him who glories glory in this, that he understands and knows me, 
that I am the LORD who practice steadfast love, justice, and 
e righteousness (~ 2,_a½ah) in the earth; for in these things I 
delight. says the LORD" (Jer. 9:23). Of the deliverance of Yahweh, 
Jeremiah says, "The LORD has brought forth our vindication 
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(sidekot); come, l et us declare in Zion the work of the LORD our 
• 
Godn (Jer. 51:10). In both instances ~e2,_a]fah is used of Yahweh's 
action. In the first usage "righteousness" is that which Yahweh~ -t/ 
does; ki \ani yhwh !ofeh J.lesed mi~pat J sedakah ~ 11,.I 
,.frl n'!J~'h j I -t he s econd case.~ is equated with the LORD ' s saving judg-
ment u pon Babylon; "her judgment has reached up to heaven and has 
been lifted up even to the skies (Jer. 51:9). With l anguage 
strangely reminiscent of Deutero -Isaiah (cf. Isa. 46-48; especially 
Isa. 48:20f), the prophet characterized the deliverance among 
those "might deeds" (i.e. righteou s acts ) which consistently 
marked Yahweh's dealings with Israel.17 
The masculine noun sedek i s used. to characterize. the m..q,nne r 
I • 
of Yahweh ' s judging ; "But, O LORD of hos ts, who judgest righteously 
V 
( sopet sede.k); who triest the heart and the mind , let me see thy . . - . -~-
vengeance upon them, for to thee have I committed my cause" 
(Jer. 11:20) . Since Jeremiah's plea i s set in the context of 
oppression by his adversaries, pl us the fact that he specifically 
calls on the LORD to let h im " see thy vengeance," ~eQ_e~ may well 
suggest God's saving action, as opposed to the characterization 
of the moral content of his judgments. Sedek is also used to . . 
describe the LORD as a dependable refuge ; " • •• for they have 
sinned against the LORD, thei r true habitation, the LORD, the hope 
of their fathers" (Je r. 50:7). John Brigh t translated the phr ase; 
11 For they've s inned against Yahweh, thei r pasture true (neweh -
17 BH ci.tes some evidence fo r read ing ~ide·toto, "his righteous 
acts:" and sidekotenu . 
, - r re 
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sedek), their fathers' hope."18 Not only is the word significant . - . 
for its characte rization of Yahweh as a "true (~ede~) habita tion,tt 
but for the parallel insight that the phrase affords into the 
connotation of $D~. In this passage a pasture (neweh) which is 
all that it is expected to be, which meets the norm for a pasture, 
is declared ~ede~. The connotation of conformity to an accepted 
norm, although not quite so clearly illustrated as the reference 
to weights and measures as SDK (cf. Ezek. 45:10) is inherent in . . 
the description of an acceptable pasture as ~e~e~. 
Jeremiah makes a single use of the adjective in his descrip-
tion of Yahweh; "Righteous art thou, 0 LORD, when I complain to 
thee; yet I would plead my case before thee. Why does the way of 
the wicked prosper? Why do all who are treache rous thrive?" 
(Jer. 12:1). Jeremiah asserts that God is ~addi~, he conforms t o 
the relationship in which he stands, faithfully defending his 
own. Yet, the prosperity of wicked men seems to deny that 
righteousness. Is it because Jeremiah feels that Yahweh is ~addik 
that he calls on him to act thusly: "Pull them out like sheep 
for the slaughter, and set them apart for the day of slaughter' 
(Jer. 12:3)? Bright thinks not, 19 but such an interpretation 
d.oes not appear contextually impossible. 
Sumrr~ry. Using RSV translations as a guide, the usage of 
SDK and its derivatives in pre-exilic prophetic literature may be . . 
18
John Bright,~- £_it., p. 340. 
19Ibid., p. 86. God, according to Bright is "ever 'in the 
right, just' (~add1q); no legal complaint ••. can be brought 
against him." 
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grouped within four basic categories: (1) the context of man's 
action and character (2) inanimate objects (3) an idea l king , and 
(4) the contex t cf Yahweh's action and character. 
First, pre-exilic prophetic literature uses ~D~ and its 
derivatives 66 times (65 if one fol lows the RSV) as a means of 
identifying the "righteous man.u It describes the righteousness 
or I'ighteous deeds of such a man or people, and as a forensic 
t erm declares man "right." The adjective saddik is the exclusive . . 
means of r eferring to the righteous man, as in the phrase, " • 
if a righteous man (~addi~) turn" (Ezek. 3:20), and is so used in 
at least 21 references. In l.} additiona l passages the adjective 
is used in its more customary sense; "But righteous men (wa' anosim 
~addil$im). " (Ezek. 23: 45). 
The noun (~eda)fah-~edeis:) is used of man's "righteousness" 
or "righteous deeds," one's way of life, on 26 occasions; 23 of 
which utilize the feminine ~eia~ah and 3 the masculine ~e~e~ o 
The object of concern is always corporate prior to Jeremiah and 
Ezekiel, with whose ministries the object of conce rn is always 
individual. 
RSV translations lead t o the isolation of 13 references to 
"right" in the forensic sense; although not all of these were 
found to have been justified. In fact, only Isaiah 5:23, 11who 
acquit the guilty •.. ," should properly be trea ted as forensic. 
In each instance every effort has been made to avoid inter-
pretative translations. Customary terms, "righteous," "righteous-
ness ," and "right," have been used when at a ll possible. This 
has been done. with the deliberate intention of withholding any 
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judgment concerning the specific connotation of ~D'£5- and its 
derivatives until the synonyms and antonyms could be examined in 
context. 
Second, on six occasions a derivative of ~D~ is used of an 
inanimate object; such passages at times giving clear insight 
into the concept of "conformity" as one aspect of ~DI$. 
Third, on 14 occasions ~D~ and its derivatives are used of 
an ideal king; characterizing either the king himself, his action, 
or the character of his kingdom. 
Fourth, ~D~ and its derivatives are used in the context of 
Yahweh 13 times, and refer to his saving acts in history, his 
fideli t-y, or the character of God as "righteous." 
II. Post-exilic Prophetic Literature and the Root SDK . " 
Excluding Isaiah 40-66, there are but 20 occurrences of ~D~ 
and its derivatives within post-exilic prophetic literature . The 
fact tha t only 12% of all occurrences of ~D~ and its derivatives 
occur in non-Isaianic post-exilic li ter a ture should be. counter-
balanced, however, by the realization tha t exclusive of Isaiah 
40-66 only 18% of all prophetic lite rature is post-exilic . 
SD~ in the Context of Man's Action and Character 
~D~ and its derivatives are used in seven contexts to 
describe man, his action and character. First. the adjective 
~addi~ is used, as in pre-exilic prophetic literature, as a means 
of designating the righteous man. "Then once more you shall dis-
tinguish between the righteous (~addi½) and the wicked, between 
one who serves God and one who does not serve him" (Mal. 3:18). 
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The so-called ttisaiah Apocalypse" uses ~addil: twice in a single 
verse; 11 The way of the righteous (~addil$) is level; thou dost 
make smooth the path of the right eous (~addi½)" (Isa. 26:7). 
Saddik is used as the common means of designating th.e faithful who . . 
stands over against the wicked. The righteous are those who 
serve God, those whose way in life is "level" or "smooth." 
~addi~ is also used in a strictly adjectival fashion; "Open 
the gates , that the righteous nation (goy-~addi½) which keeps 
faith may enter in" (Isa. 26:2). 
In addition to the adjective ~addi~, the noun (~e!!_e½ a nd 
sedakah) and a participle are used to describe the "righteous -..__ __ , 
ness" of the godly man; his action and character. The "Isaiah 
Apocalypse" describes the obstinancy of the wicked; "If favour 
is shown to the wicked, he does not learn righteousness (~ede~); - -
in the l and of uprightness he deals perversely and does not see 
the majesty of the LORD" (Isa. 26:10). The contrast between ma.n 's 
fidelity and God's grace is emphasized in the prayer of Daniel 
9:18, 11 ••• for we do not present our supplications before thee 
on the ground of our righteousness (~i!!_e~o!eynu), but on the 
ground of thy great mercy." One might well trans late the phrase, 
" • • • on the g r ound of our righteous actions •11 The verb is 
also used to describe the action of godly men who by their example 
11 justify" or l ead others to righteousness; "And those who are 
wise shall shine like the brightness of the firmament; a.nd those 
who turn many to righteousness (uroasdikey), like the stars for 
ever and ever' (Dan. 12 :3) . Although the wise of the first half 
of the verse may be synonymous wi th those "who turn many to 
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righteousness,1t the Septuagint does not so understand the verse, 
"for it interprets the first as those who have deep insight and 
are the teachers of the people, while the second are those who 
receive the teaching and hold it fast. 1120 Regardless of specific 
interpretation, the writer suggests that others may be "justified" 
or, better, "brought to righteousness" through the precept and 
example of righteous men . The phrase does not seem to connote 
the legal sense of "justify" so much as the actual trans formation 
of life wrought through the exemplary influence of godly men 
(cf. Isa. 53:11). 
SDI,< in the Context of Inanimate Objects 
Two references to inanimate objects with derivatives of 
~D~ appear in post-exilic prophetic literature. Malachi speaks of 
a time when mecn will be. purified "till they present right (bisedakah) . - . 
offerings to the LORD" (Mal. 3:3). One could well trans late the 
'f-- phrase, w~ayu 1~ ma' ife,y minl:).ah bi~eda].<ah , "and they shall tt/ J/ 
be for Yahweh, man bringing near as offering in righteousness." f 
The passage connotes not so much a "right offering," as the RSV 
suggests (cf. Psalm 4: 5, "Offer right sacrifices," zibehey-~e~e)f), 
as it does an offering brought to the LORD "in righteousness" 
(bi9eda½ah). Thus, the verse is as likely a description of a 
particular way of life, Hrighteousness" (~e2:_a15a h) frequently 
being used to characterize a man's conduct or action , as it is a 
description of a sacrifice that is "righteous" in the sense of 
20 Arthur Jeffery, "The Book of Daniel," in The Interpreter's 
Bible, Volo VI, (New York: Abingdon Press, 1956) -:-i}. 543. 
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the "right sacrifice" in Psalm 4: 5. The passage may refer to the 
way of life which characterizes a righteous man, not to an inani-
mate object, "offering." Because the RSV translation has been 
used as a guide in establishing cat egories of division for the 
usage of ~D~ and its derivatives, however, the refer ence will be 
retained in t he present division. 
Daniel ' s reference to the restoration of the sanctuary to 
11 its rightful state" is suggestive for the connota tion of ~DIS:_ 
"For two thousand and three hundred. evenings and mo rnings; then 
the sanctuary shall be restored to its rightful state" (Dan. 
8:14). The brief phrase 11wer.i~da½ ]f.o~e~" is transl a t ed by RSV 
as "the sanct•1ary shall be. r~sto~d to its rightful state ." The 
verbal use of ~D~, a niphal perfect, suggests an action to be 
taken concerning the sanctuary, but translators differ in the 
specific connotation. Literally, one might transl a te the verb, 
"it will be justified," or, "it is justified." The American 
Standard Version translates the passage;" •.• then shall the 
sanctuary be cleansed." If "cleansing" were the concept which the 
writer sought to convey it would seem that another word denoting 
"cleansing" might have been used. If the root ~D~ denotes con-
formity to a norm, as it probably does, the n the RSV trmslation 
is altogether appropriate, and the passage is an excellent 
illustration of the root meaning of ~D~. Following the profana-
tion of the sanctuary it is to be restored to its normative 
position. 
~ i.n the Context of ~ Ideal ~ or Ruler 
Zechariah anticipated the emergence of a kingly person and 
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thus encouraged constituents; "Rejoice greatly, 0 daughter of Zion! 
Shout aloud, 0 daughter of Jerusalem! Lo, your king comes to you; 
triumphant (~addi~) and victorious is he, humble and riding on an 
ass, on a colt the foal of an ass" (Zech. 9:9). 1'he prophet's 
reference to the messianic king as ~addi½, and the RSV transla-
tion of the adjective as ntriumphant," doubtless arose against 
the background of the descri ption of Y&hweh's saving deeds as his 
~eg__alfo~. 
The messianic prince portrayed in Dar..iel is to "bring in 
everlasting righteousness (ulehak:L' ~e£e~), to seal both vision 
and prophet, and to anoint a most high place" (Dan. 9:24). This 
use of ~eg__et introduces an eschatologica l aspect into the connota-
tion of ~DI~ in the post-exil ic period which is akin tc tha t of 
Isa. 32:16ff; "Then justice will dwell in the wilderness, and 
righteousness in the fruitful field. And the effect of righteous-
ness will be peace, and the result of righteousness, quietness and 
trust for ever." 
SDK in the Context of Yahweh's Action or Character --------
More than any other category of usage ai:-e those references 
to ~D~ and its derivatives which focus in Yahweh's action or 
character. Eight times in five books ~D~ and its derivatives are. 
used to characterize Yahweh. The renewal of the l and following 
the plague of locusts is ascribed by Joel to the righteousness of 
God;" • • • for he has given the early rain for your vindication 
(lisedakah), he has poured down for you abundant rain, the earl y . - . 
and the latter rain, as before" (Joel 2: 23). 
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The relationship of God to his people i s characterized by 
Zechariah in covenantal terms; " • and they shall be my people 
and I will be the ir God, in faithfulness and in righteousness" 
(Zech. 8:8). The use of the covenant expression "the y shall be 
my people and I will be their God" sets both 'emet 
within a context of relat ionship which is suggestive for the 
connotation of ~~. 
Righteousness is t reated as a way of life that can be learned ; 
11For when thy j udgments are in the earth, the inhabita nts of the 
world learn righteousness ( ~e2J=.i$)" (Isa. 26: 9). While. there is no 
necessary relationship between the two, such an emphasis is 
strangely akin to the appeal made by wisdom that men "will under-
stand the fear of the LORD and find the knowledge of God" (Prov. 
2:5, tl• al.). 
Yahweh is specifically characterized as "righteous" in at 
least two contexts. "From the end of the earth we hear songs of 
praise, of glory to the Righteous One (sebi lassaddik)" (Isa • ......__ . . . 
24:16). The contrast between the fidelity of God to the covenan t 
relationship stands in marked contras t to the disobedience of 
Israel, "Therefore the LORD has kept ready the calamity and has 
brought it upon us; for the LORD our God is righteous (~addi~) in 
all the works which he has done, and we have not obeyed his voice" 
(Dan. 9:14). Because of Yahweh's fidelity to the covenanta l 
relationship the same writer further prays, "0 LORD, according to 
all thy righteous acts, let thy anger and thy wrath turn away 
from thy city Jerusalem, thy holy hill ••• " (Dan. 9:16). 
The righteousness of God stands in marked contrast to the 
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"shame" of the people; perhaps suggesting the fidelity on the 
part of Yahweh and the shame induced by the infidelity of the 
inhabitants of Jerusalem. "To thee, 0 LORD belongs righteousness 
(haf}~e2;.atah), but to us confusion (bo~e_!:_) of face ••. " (Da.n. 
9: 7) . 
For those who fear the name of Yahweh, "the sun of righteous-
ness shall rise, with healing in its wings't (Mal. 3:20; ET 4:2). 
Wnether this usage of ~D~ is re.lated to the action and character 
of Yahweh depends , of course, upon the reference implied in the 
phrase "sun of right eousness . " Most probably the imagery is 
based upon the representation of the sun god as a winged disk in 
Egypt, and here suggests the beneficient glory of God (cf. Isa. 
60:1, ''Arise , shine; for your light has come, and the glory of 
the WRD has risen upon you"). The "sun of righteousness" is 
but a symbolic means of describing the coming of Yahweh. Faith-
ful as he is to the relationship in which he stands, Yahweh comes 
"with healing in L).1iy wings." 
The drougth of Joel's genera tion was brought to an end by 
"abundant rain, the early and the latter rain, as before!' (Joel 
2:23). Yet, this event was characterized as an express ion of 
the ~e~a~ah (ki' nasan lakem 'et hammof eh li~eda~ah), translated !_/ 
in the RSV as, "For he has given the early rain for your vindica-
tion." It is not possible, however, that the "early rain" (for 
which the Septuagint re.ads bromata eis dikaiosunen) was actually 
an expression of Yahweh's sedakah, and that the comnrunity is . - . 
called upon to "Be glad, O sons of Zion, and rejoice in the LORD 
your God; for he has given the early rain for righteousness (i.e. 
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as an expression of Yahweh's faithfulness to the covenant rela-
tionship)? In any event, the deliverance of the community from 
the ravages of drought was pointedly characterized as ~e9;.a½ah. 
Summary. In retrospect post-exilic prophetic literature 
utilizes the root ~D~ a total of 19 times; 7 characterize man's 
action and character, 2 to describe inani~ate objects, 2 with 
reference to an ideal ruler, and on 8 occasions to portray the 
action and character of Yahweh. 
Parallel Words or Ideas (nahestehende Begriffe ) Associated With 
SDK in Prophetic L'i terature Other Than Isaiah 40-66 -- - ------- ------ --- -- --- ---
Influenced by the sugges tive wo rks of Cremer and Fahlgren, 21 
the present study of ~D~ in prophetic literature has isolated 
both the synonymns and antonymns of SD~ for the purpose of deter-
mining the larger con textual connotation of the root. As in the 
case of the examination of individual occurrences of the root, 
pre-exilic litera ture has been separated from post-exilic litera-
ture for the purpose of determining whether or not there are 
significant variables between the usage reflected within the two 
areas of prophetic literature. 
I. Pre-exilic Prophetic Literature 
Occurer1ces of synonyms of ?DI< within both pre-exilic and 
post-exilic prophetic literature have been divided into three 
categories: (1) those references which occur on six or more 
occasions (2) multiple references of two to six, and (3) single 
21 cf. Cremer, .2.E.· ci_t., and Fahlgren, 2.E. cit. 
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TABLE 6 
ILLUSTRATIONS OF SYNONYMS USED IN THE SAME CONTEXT AS ~D~ 
WITHIN PROPHETIC LITERATURE 
Total Pre- Post - I s a1.ah Isaiah 
0cc. WORD USED Exilic Exiiic 40-55 56-66 
Six Justice 39 1 1 5 
Salvation 1 l 7 7 
or Faithful ••• truth 
More 
etc . 9 l 1 2 
------ ------------------- ----- ------------ --------- 1-- ---- ---
Steadfast love 4 0 0 l 
Peace 2 0 0 2 
Two Straight, equity, 
Right •.• 3 0 2 0 
to Law 1 0 2 0 
Wise 2 1 0 0 
Six Holy 2 0 0 0 
Healing 0 1 0 1 
Uprightness 0 0 0 2 
Glo:cy (RSV) 0 0 1 1 
Glory 0 0 0 2 
Knowledge l 0 l 0 
-- -----------------------· ----------------- -------------.-.----
Glory 0 1 0 0 
Hope l 0 0 0 
Mercy 1 0 0 0 
Humility 1 0 0 0 
Quietness l 0 0 0 
Trust 1 0 0 0 
Calamity 0 1 0 0 
Anger 0 l 0 0 
Wrath 0 1 0 0 
Once Humble 0 l 0 0 
Serve 0 1 0 0 
Mighty 0 0 1 0 
Strength 0 0 1 0 
Word. 0 0 1 0 
Covenant 0 0 l 0 
Glory 0 0 0 1 
Light 0 0 0 1 
Vengeance 0 0 0 1 
Fury 0 0 0 1 
Smooth 0 1 0 0 








































occurrences of synonyms . 
Multiple Re f e rences of Six or More Synonyms 
~ . 
The roots mspt and ' mn appear with preponderant frequency 
in those contexts in which~~ also occurs. These two concepts 
constitute 66% of the t otal clearly discernible synonymous refer-
ences within pre-exilic propheti c l iterature cited in this i.nvesti-
gation (cf. Table 6 , 
M ~ The root tspr. 
vi 1 6 ; 28:17; 32:l, 16 ; 
p. 115) . 
¥PT stands with inf in Isa. 1: 21, 27 ; 5 :7; 
Jer. 12:1; 22 : 13; Ezek. 1 8: 19; 23:45 ; Amos 
5:7, 24; 6:12; Micah 7:9; Hab. 1:4; Zeph . 3:5. The verb and the 
verbal substantive appear in Isa. 1 :26; 11:4; 16:5; Jer. 11:20; 
.v e . dek l . 6 Ezek. 23:45. The formula mispat w ~i_ .a1 occurs in Isa . 9: ; 
33:5; Jer. 4:2; 9:23 ; 22:3, 15; 23:5; 33 :15; Hos . 2:21; Ezek. 
18:5, 19, 21, 27; 33:14, 1 6 , 19; 4 5:9. 
V' 
Firs t , M.SP! frequently occurs in context wi th 9D~ to suggest 
the h armonious and equilibrious relationship wit h in the community; 
the prevailing characteristic of wholeness appearing throughout . 
Isaiah's dirge over Jerusalem, for example , portrays the disrup -
tion of t he wholeness that once char acteri zed the city. "How 
1/j - -
the faithful city has become a harlot, she that was full of justice! 
(mispat) Rig hteousness l odged in her , but n ow murders" (Isa. 1 :21). 
De spite this conditi on , however, the former t ranquility shall come 
again, for "Zion shall be redeeme d by justice, and those in her who 
repent, by righteousness" (Isa. 1 :27) . Within the d i rge t he wor ds 
V 
"faithful .. ('MN), "justi ce.'' (l,1Sp!), and "righteousness" (-?D~) are 
obviously synonymous , and the latter verse clearly set justice a nd 
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"righteousness" in synonymous parallelism. 
Concluding the parable of the vineyard the writer suggests 
that Yahweh "looked for justice, but behold, a cry" (Isa. 5:7). 
Justice and rig hteous ness are the norms by which the LORD will 
judge the F.gyptian alliance; "And I will make justice the line, 
and righteousness the plummet ••• " (Isa. 28:17). No less was jus-
tice linked with righteousness in the description of 11a king who 
will reign in righteousne ss, and princes will rule in justice" 
(Isa. 32 :1), and the ideal age in which "justice will dwell in 
the wilderness, and righteousness abide in the fruitful field" 
(Isa. 32:16) . 
Still within the eighth century, Amos and Micah linked 
MSPJ with derivatives of ~D~. Men of Israel are characterized as 
t'hose "who turn justice to wormwood, and cast down righteousness 
to the earth" (Amos 5: 7; cf. the later parallel, "• •• turned jus-
tice into poison and the fruit of righteousness into wormwood , 
Amos 6:12). Later in the same larger context Amos' well known 
peroration calls for the issuance of both righteousness and jus-
tice; "But let justice roll down like waters, and righteousness 
like an everflowing stream" (Amos 5 :24) . Yahweh, according to a 
later prophetic editor, will execute "judgment for me. He will 
bring me forth to the light; I shall behold his deliverance 
(sedakah) 11 (Micah 7:9) . . - . 
V 
Although with less frequency, MSPT during the sixth and . 
seventh centuries continues to appear in contexts with ~Dl<. Jere-
miah, for example, acknowledges Yahweh's "righteousness" when the 
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prophet pleads his "case" (misP.a~im) b e fore ~'\ (Jer. 12:1). ~ 11 
Ezekiel, in the allegory of 0holah and 0holibah, concludes that 
'' ••• righteous men shall pass judgment on them with the sentence 
(mi;pa!) of adulteresses ••• " (Ezek. 23:45). Habakkuk concluded 
that the "law is slacked and justice ne ver goes forth. For the 
wicked surround the righteous, so justice goes forth perverted" 
(Hab. 1 :4), and Zephaniah in his chara cte rization of Yahweh sug-
gests that "The LORD within her is rig hteous, he does no wrong; 
every morning he shows forth his just ice ••• " (Zeph. 3 :5). Isaiah 
envisioned the day when Yahweh would " ••• restore your judges 
(sope~ayi~_) as at the first ••• Afterward you shall be called the 
city of rig hteousness, the faithful city" (Isa. l :26). The ideal 
king " ••• shall not judge by what his eyes see ••• but with right-
eousness he shall judge the poor" (Isa. ll:4f), and David's des-
cendent will be "one who judges and s e eks justice and is swift to 
do righteousness" (Isa. 16:5). "The LORD," according to Jeremiah, 
is one "who judges t righteously, who triest the heart and the mind" 
(Jer. 11 :20). According to Ezekiel " ••• righteous men shall pass 
judgment" upon 0holah and 0holibah, symbols for Samaria and Jeru-
salem (Ezek. 23:45). 
V 
Third, the formula "MSPT WSDKH" is characteristically used to . . . 
22 
describe the equilibrious and harmonious nature of the people of God. 
22 
The full list of all combinations of this formula is as follows: 
Gen. 18:19; 2 Sam. 8:15; l Kgs. 10:9; Isa. 9:6; 33:5; Jer. 4:7.; 9:23 
22:3, i.5; 23:5; 33:15; Hos. 2 :21; Eze k. 18:5, 19, 21, 27; 33:14, 16, 19; 
45:9; Pss. 33:5; 89:15; 97:2; 99:4; 119:121; Prov. 1:3; 3:9; 21:3; 
Eccl. 5:7; l Ch.ron. 18:14 (=2 Sam. 8:15); 2 Chron. 9:8 (=l Kgs. 10:9. 
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Isaiah thus characterizes the reign of the ideal king, "Of the 
increase of his government and of peace there will be no end upon 
the throne of David, and over his kingdom, to establish it, and 
to uphold it with justice and with righteousness from this time 
forth and forever more" (Isa. 9:6; RSV, 9:7) . In the day when "the 
LORD is exalted • • • he will fill ~ion with justice and righteous-
ness" (Isa. ~3:5) . Hosea, in the same century, connected ~D~ and 
V 
MSPT with the time of renewal when the idyllic days of the covenant 
relationship were to be recreated. "And I will betroth you to me 
for ever; I will betroth you to me in righteousness and in justice , 
i n steadfas t love, and in mercy" (Hosea 2 :21) . 
For Jeremiah MSPT W~D~H summarizes the ideal relationship 
which should exist between Yahweh and the whole of his people; 
whether the nation as a whole (Jer . 4:2) , the king s (Jer. 22:3, 
1 5) , or the ideal ruler yet to come, tvhose reign is to stand in 
marked contrast t o those of present seventh century kings (Jer . 
23:S; 33 :15). The phrase is even used to characterize Yahweh him-
self: " • • • let him who glories glory in this , that he understands 
and knows me, that I am the LORD who practice kindness, justice, 
and righteousness in the earth; for in these things I delight, says 
the LORD" (Jer. 9 :23). 
V 
I t was the prophet Ezekiel who uniquely individualized MSPT 
W~D~H, using it as the means of characterizing the proper conduct 
of the indivi dual on seven occasions and once of the prince . In 
seven of eight occurrences the RSV translator used thelegal phrase 
"what is lawful a nd right" (cf . Ezek. 18:5 , 19, 21, 27; 33:14 , 16,19) . 
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This stands in contrast to the single translation of the phrase 
as "justice and ·righteousness" when applied to the prince (Eze.k • 
.,, 
45:9). Since the RSV translator does not render MSPr WSD~H as 
" l awful and right" in any prophetic occurrences other than in the 
book of Ezekiel, one questions why he injected the legal connotat ion 
into the book of Ezekiel. The contextual usage of the phrase sug-
gests a man who does what is proper within the community ; i.e., he 
maintains the harmony of the community. To support this one might 
turn to the illustrations of both chapters 1 8 and 33 of Ezekiel. 
For example , t he specific characterization of the man who does 
v 
MSPT W~D!(H is given by Ezekiel : "If a man is righteous and does 
what is l awful and right -- if he does not eat upon the mountains 
or lift up his eyes to the idols of the house of Israel, does not 
defile his neighbor's wife or approach a woman in her t ime of im-
purity, does not oppress a nyone , but restores to the debtor h is 
pledge , commits no robbery gives his bread to the hungry and covers 
the naked with a garment, does not l end at inter est or take any in -
crease, withholds his hand from iniquity, executes true justice be-
tween man and man , walks in my statutes and is careful to observe 
my ordinances he is rig h teous, he shall surely live , says the 
Lord God" (Ezek . 18:5-9) . The formula is apparently of the same 
genr e as the liturgy of entrance and undersc ores the individual's 
maint ainance of covenant r e l atio nships, both divine and human. The 
prophet is hardly describing someone who is legalistically judged 
according to his status before a tribuna l. He descr ibes, rather, 
one who maintains the full harmony, the wholeness, of the community. 
V 
The phrase MSPT W~D~H has a profoundly more significant mean i ng 
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than "lawful and right" suggests. In al l probability the phrase 
suggests the positive approval of the man who has lived within 
t he proper community relationship(s). Gerhard von Rad is doubtless 
correc t whe n he suggests that Ezek. 18:Sff stems from liturgical 
u sage, and t hat it is a declaratory formula closely akin to Psalm 
23 V 
15 , 25; Isa. 33:16. Thus , the phrase MSPT W~D~H is quite probably 
a declaratory formula, although the verification of such a con -
clusion would obviously depend upon a full form critical investi-
gation of all phrases in their biblical contexts . Von Rad's thesis 
is most attractive , however, and, if correct, would negate the 
rigid and legalistic translation "lawful and right ." Apart fr om 
von Rad ' s suggestion, even a cursory reading of the detailed charac -
v 
terization of the man who i s MSPT WSDKH r e veals that the statement . 
moves beyond the area of l egal prescr ipt ion to the concept of com-
munity wholeness . That man is righteous who maintains the wholeness 
of the community, and is, in so doing , declared to be one "who does 
v' 
In conclusion, an examina tion of those contexts in which MSPT 
appears together with ~D~( suggests the fo l lowing . (1) The use of 
., 
MSPT in the cont ext of ~D~ diminishes with the passage of t ime un-
til the ministry of Ezekiel , a t which t ime it is highly individualiz-
v 
ed . (2) The development of MSPT in the context of §D~ follows the 
same general pattern as in the study of SDK in pre- exilic prophets; 
namely, t he emphasis is corporate in the eighth century but indi-
23 
von Rad , Gerhard, "Faith Reckoned as Righteousness ," The 
Problem of _t he Hexateuch ~nd other essays, translated by E. W. Truemann 
Dicken (Edinburgh and London : Oliver a nd Boyd , 1965), p. 128 
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vidualized in the time of Jeremiah and Ezekiel. (3) The two roots, 
V 
MSPT and SDK suggest the wholeness of the community, whether created 
by the positive response of the people, the action of an ideal ruler, 
or the response of Ya hweh himself; righteousness and justice connot -
ing an almost idyllic recreation of the idealized past within the 
present or immediate future. (4) In those instances in which the 
phrase is individualized (cf . Ezekiel , especially) the connotation 
is that of an individual living in harmony with others, the ind:i:-
vidual maintainance of community wholeness. 
The !:...22!. )MN. )MN (confirm, support) and its derivatives are 
often in context with SDK and are translated in the RSV as "faithful" 
(ne>ernanah; cf . Isa. 1:21, 26), "faithfulness" (>emunah; cf. Isa . 
11:5; 16:5; Hosea 2:21; Zech 8:8), and "truth" (.l emet; cf. Jer. 34:2). 
J erusalem is specifically referred to as the faithful city (Isa. 1 : 
21, 26), and in both instances "faithful" stands within the broader 
context of both MSPT and SDK; Jerusalem " • • • the faithful city has . . . 
become a harlot, she that was full of justice! Righteousness lodged 
in her, but now murderers" (Isa. 1 :21). Yet , following God's res -
torative judgment he wil l 11 ••• restore your judges as at the first, 
and your counsellors as at the beginning. Afterward you shall be 
called the city of righteousness, the faithful city" ( Isa . 1:26) . 
Of the ideal ruler Isaiah said, "Righteousness shall be the 
girdle of his waist, and faithfulness the girdle of his l oins " 
(Isa. 11:5) . Later, an ideal ruler is portrayed as one who 11will 
sit in faithfulness 
e 
in judges (b ) eme.t) the tent of David one who 
and seeks justice and is swift to do righteousness" (Isa. 1 6:5). 
the covenant renewal , Hosea said of Yahweh, "I will betroth you 
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Of 
to me in faithfulness (be,emunah); and you shall know the LORD" 
(Hosea 2:22; RSV, 2:20). 
Jeremiah characterizes the faithful avowal of one's commitment 
(swearing "As the LORD lives") as done "in truth, in just ice, and 
in uprightness" (cf. Jer. 4:2). Habakkuk recognized that the right-
eous man would live in his faithfulness; i.e. embody in life that 
quality of dependability connoted in >MN: " ••• but the righteous shall 
live by his faith (or "fa ithfulness", Hab. 2:4). Ezekiel, according 
to a more literal translation tha n that of the RSV, suggests that 
the righteous man "kept my decrees (mi~patim) for the purpose of do-
ing faithfulness" (Ezek. 18:9). 
Following the exile, Zecharia h spoke against the backgr ound of 
covena nt terminology ("they shall be my people and I will be t heir 
God") to say that Yahweh would "bring them to dwell in the mids t of 
Jerusalem; and they s hall be my people and I will be their God, in 
faithfulness and in righteousness" (Zech. 8:8). 
In retrospect, the nine references to 1MN and its derivatives 
unanimously connote the maintainance of stability, unity, or whole-
ness. >MN never looses the connotation of dependability, support 
lent to the wholeness of the community: whether of Jerusalem as a 
city of peace and tranquility, devoid of those disruptive actions 
that rupture the harmony of the city (Isa. 1:21,26); the ideal 
ruler and his reign of unity and peace (Isa. 11:5; 16:5); indivi-
duals who swear the LORD's name with full integrity, or wholeness 
of life (Jer. 4:2); the living of life in the context of faith-
fulness to the relationships of covenant life (Hab. 2:4); or the 
keeping of the LORD's decrees to the end that faithfulness may be 
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manifested (Ezek. 18:9). The renewal of covenant bonds is to be 
performed within the context of ,emunah (Hos. 2:20), and the re-
newal of Yahweh's relationship to his scattered people is charac-
terized as "faithfulness and righteousness" (Zech. 8:8) . 
Multiple Re f er e nces of Two !E_ Six Synonyms 
Words such as "steadfast love" (}:le~eg) , "peace" (lalom), 
" straight" or "equity" (yatar), "wise" (tak_al), and "holy!' ()<ado~) 
each appears within the range of two to six times in the same con -
t ext as ~DI_<. 
Steadfast love (~e~e~) . Although at times variously translated 
as "love" (Hosea 6:4) or "kindness" (Micah 6:8), the concept of 
faithfulness to a relationship is much more fundamenta l to the con. 
cept of hesed. Perhaps the most fundamental and helpful study of 
• • 
hesed is that of Nelson Glueck, who concludes th.at "human hesed is, .. -
essentially, a beneficent expression of relationship gr owing out of 
some tie or bond such as a family or covenant or. host-guest pat tern . " 
The priority of relationship within the word is obvious in Glueck's 
discussion of hesed as human conduct. On that level those who prac -
tice hesed are relatives and rela t ed tribes, host and guest, allies . . -
and their relatives, friends, ruler and subject . As conduct ~e~ed 
corresponds to a mutual relationship of rights and duties between 
25 
individuals or corporate bodies. When used of God the essential 
25 
Gerald A. Larue, "Recent Studies in Hesed," in lie~ed in the 
Bible, by Nels on Glueck, translated by Alfred GottschalR , (CincTnnati: 
the Hebrew Union College Press, 1967), p. 2 
26 
Glueck,~- cit. , pp. 35ff . 
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element of nfaithfulness" continues to characterize hesed. It . ·• -
i s against this background that the occurrences of ~e~ed should 
be considered. 
The oracle against Moab suggests that " • • • a throne will 
be. established in steadfast love and on it will sit in faithful -
ness in the tent of David one who judges and seeks justice and 
swift to do righteousness" (Isa. 16:5). Hosea speaks of Israel's 
renewal as a time when "l L_Yahweh.7 will betroth you to me for 
ever; I will betroth you to me in righteousness and in justice, in 
steadfast love, and in mercy" (Hosea 2:21; RSV, 2: 19). Hosea 
l ater called upon Israel to "Sow for yourselves righteousness, 
reap the frnit of steadfast love; break up your fallow ground, 
for it is the time to seek the LORD, that he may come and rain 
salvation (~ede~) upon you" (Hosea 10:12). 
Jeremiah conceived of Yahweh as one "who practice kindness, 
justice, and righteousness in the earth'' (Jer. 9:23; RSV, 9 : 24), 
although "kindness" might much more appropriately have been trans-
l ated "faithfulness." 
Thus in each association of ~e~e9:.. with ~D~ in pre-exilic 
prophetic literature, the concept of relationship is fundamental; 
whether used of man or God. 
V y 
Pe.ace (SLM). ~D~ occurs in the same context with SLM 
(peace) on two occasions. Although the numerical frequency of 
V 
SLM is not impressive, the concept of "wholeness" inherent in 
V 
SLM is significant for the understanding of the contextual mean-
ing of SDK. The ideal ruler will usher in an era of peace a . . 
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time when "every boot of the tramping warrior in battle tumult 
and every garment rolled in blood will be burned as fuel for 
fire ••• " (Isa. 9:5). The idyllic nature of his reign is 
reflected in the endless cycle of peace which he is to establ ish; 
"Of the increase of his government and of peace there will be no 
end ••• " (Isa. 9: 7). Significantly, such an e ra is both 
established and maintained "with jus tice and with righteousness" 
(Isa. 9: 7). 
Peace was one of the assured gifts of the Spirit in the age 
to come . In contrast to the intrigue and disruption which charac-
terized inte.rnational politics was the emer gence of a king who 
would "reign in righteousness11 (Isa. 32:1), introducing the ideal 
age to come . Because "the Spirit is poured upon us from on high, 
righteousness Lwil!7 abide in the fruitful field" (Isa. 32 : lSf). 
The effect of righteousness will be peace ••• " (Isa. 32:17). 
Not only in the single verse uniting righteousness and peace, 
but in the larger context as well peace and tranquility are related 
to the reign of righteousness. There are few passages which so 
closely link righteousness to the concept of an i deal relationship 
-- the realization of "wholeness" which Yahweh intends for the 
covenant community; 
And the effect of righteousness will be peace, 
and the result of righteousness , quietness and trust 
forever. 
~o/ people will abide in a peaceful habitation, 
in secure dwellings, and in quiet resting places. 
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And the forest will utterly go down, 
and the city will be utterly l aid low. 
Happy are you who sow beside all waters, 
who let the feet of the ox and the ass range free. 
Straight, equity (YSR). 
- Isa. 32:17-20 
v 
The root YSR (to be smooth, straight, 
right) and its derivatives are on occasion used in parallel struc-
ture with SDK. Isaiah, for example, suggested that the ideal . . 
ruler would judge t he poor; with righteousness "and decide with 
equity (bemi~or) for the meek of the earth't (Isa. 11:4). The 
declaratory oracle of Isa. 33:14ff partially charac t eri zes the 
worshipper a s "He who walks righteously and speaka uprightly 
(meysarim) ; he who despises the gain of oppressions, who shakes 
his hands, lest they hold a bribe 7 who s tops his ears from hear-
ing of bloodshed, and shuts his eyes from looking upon evil" 
(Isa. 33:lSff). The contrirution of the latter context t o the 
concept of ~D~ in prophetic literature i s of eY.treme significance. 
If, as is probably the case , Isa. 33:14ff belongs to t hat larger 
group of declaratory formulae within the Old Testament (cf. Pss. 
15, 24; Ezek. 18:Sff) whose purpose it was to declare the wor-
shipper within a particular relationship both to Yahweh and the 
cultic community, then the present linking of SDK with that larger . . 
cultic formula of which YSR is a single part suggests that rela-
tionship is the primary connotation of SDK. . . 
"The ways of the LORD are right (ye$arim; cf. Hos. 14: 1 0) 
in the sense that they are ttstraight" -- conforming to t he ideal 
or norm expected. Yet, as previously suggested, what is the norm 
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by which the LORD' s ways are declared "right" or "straight?tt 
What better answer than the relationship within which the LORD 
is re.lated to the covenant community? 
V V 
Holy (t(DS). The concept of "holiness" q{DS), with all the 
richness of its implications, is found on two occasions in the 
same context with ~D~. God himself, according to Isaiah, is one 
who makes his holiness apparent by that quality of action 
described by the prophet as "righteousness." "The Holy God shows 
himself holy in righteousness" (Isa. 5:16). Discussion of the 
full rmge of meaning inherent in ~DS would take the present 
discussion too far afield, but s ome consideration is necessitated 
for a clearer understanding of precisely what Isaiah envisioned 
in his suggestion that ''The Holy God" manifests holiness in, or 
through, righteousness. 
Fundamental to the conne ction of KDS and SDK in Isa. 5:16 is .. . . 
the connotation of relationship which is, to varying degrees, 
inherent in both concepts. Whether an object, people, or God 
II 
is KDS or ijRM depends upon the relationship between the people . . 
and the object or person of "holiness." What is RDS for one 
people is ijRM for another -- all depending upon the relationship 
which exists, or fails to exist. This is not to make holiness, 
especially the holiness of God, dependent upon man's response but 
it is to set the whole range of the "holy'' within the broader 
concept of relationship. As Kuhn suggests, 11As the name of Yahweh 
is disclosed at Sinai, so it is that Israel as His people has 
its origin in the divine covenant (Ex. 24:4- 8). Thus the concept 
of holiness is linked with the relationship be. tween God and His 
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people, with the national religion.1127 
Kuhn earlier suggests that the verb ~ade; may be used in 
the niphal form with God as the subject to denote 1tthe self 
representation of his holiness," and cites I3s.. 5:16; Ezek. 21:21; 
28:22, 25; 36:23; 38:16; 39:27; and Num. 20:13 to this effect. 28 
Hence, according to Isa. 5:16, the self - representation of God 
occurs through or by means of his righteousness. As John Bright 
suggests Yahweh will exhibit his ttessential character" which con-
sists, according to Isa. 5 :16, of "justice" and "righteou sness .u29 
Although the passage is often taken to mean that God does what is 
0 just and right,"
30 
the larger context of Isa. 5:16 suggests that 
more than the single concept of "right" is involved. Beginning 
with v. 13 Isaia h des c ribes people who "go into exile for want 
of knowl edge." Later he describes men as "bowed down ••• brought 
l ow •• • humbled11 (v. 15). Overagainst this, however, the LORD 
exhibits his essential nature by delivering or v·indicating his 
people, and as a consequence the paragraph conclude.s : 11Th1?.n shall 
the lambs graze as in their pasture, fatlings and kids shall feed 
among the ruins" (v. 17). ~D~ connotes more than the ethical 1~1~ 27
Karl Geor g Kuhn, " ~ t in Theolog ical Dictionary of the 
~ Testament, Ed . Gerhard · el, Transla ted by Geoffrey W. 
Bromiley, Vol. I, (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing 
Company, 1965), p. 91. 
28
Ibid., p. 90. 
29
John Bright , "Isaiah," Pe ake's Cornmentary Q.!l the ~ible , 
General Edi.tor Matthew Black, (London and t..dinburgh: Thomas 
Nelson, 1 964), p. 494. 
3
oThe Oxford Annotat~d Bible With the Apocrypha, (New York: 
Oxford Un1.versi ty Press, 1965). 
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character of Yahweh and reaches out to express the full range of 
deliverance. "Justice and .righteousness" are, in this instance, 
synonymous with Yahweh's deliverance (as in the case of later 
prophets such as Deutero-Isaiah). As Snaith summarizes, ~D~ 
connotes Yahweh's "particular regard for the helpless ones of 
earth to rescue them from the clutches of those that are stronger 
than they.n31 This is especially appropriate for Isa. 5:16. 
" . The other reference to KDS in the same context with SDK . . . 
occurs in Jer . 31:23, "The LORD bless you, O habitation of 
righteousness, O holy hill." Although the reference is to 
Jerusalem, the passage is significant in that ultimately the 
terminology is probably reminiscent of the nature and character 
of Yahweh -- Jerusalem is a "habi tation of righteousness, 0 holy 
hill" precisely because it is the abode of Yahweh who is both 
righteous ·and holy. 
Wise (Siq,, UKM). Jeremiah associated SKL and ~Df in his 
promise of the ideal ruler; "Behold, the days are coming, says the 
LORD, when I will raise up for David a righteous Branch, and he 
shall reign as king and deal wisely, and shall execute justice and 
I 
righteousness in the land" (Jer. 23:5). Tm root SKL, although 
suggestive of prudence or insight, is also used of that quality of 
circumspect action which is to characterize the man rightly related 
31Norman Snaith, The Distinctive Ideas of the Old Testament, 
(London: The Epworth Press , 1950) , p. 70. Snaith also suggests 
that Isa. 5:16 is "a passage of Scripture as indicative of the 
new content of qodesh .•• though the verse does not indica t e 
that special emphasis involved in the word 'righ teousness' which 
began in these prophets." 
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to the community. For example, the Psalmist characterizes the 
/ 
imprudent man, the man lacking SKL, as follows: 
Transgression speaks of the wicked deep in his heart; 
there. is no fear of God before his eyes. 
For he flatters himself in his own eyes 
that his iniquity cannot be found out and hated. 
The words of his mouth are mischief and deceit; 
he has ceased to act wisely and do good. 
- Psalm 36:2-4 (RSV 1-3) 
Not only is acting wisely equated with doing good (v. 4, 
RSV, v. 3) but the nature of the imprudent man's action is most 
instructive. He has no fear of God, but flatters himself. His 
flattery is designed to obliterate his own iniquity, and both 
mischief and deceit flow from his mouth. 
It is the Psalmist, a gain, who asks "if there are any t hat t I 
act wisely, that seek after God" (Psalm 14:2), apparently equating 
"act wisely" with "seek after God." His characte rization of men 
I 
lacking wisdom (SKL) is graphic: "there is none that does good" 
(v. 3), they "eat up my people as they eat bread, and do not call 
upon the LORD" (v. 4). 
The primary thrust of Jer. 23:5 is, therefore, centered upon 
the character of the kingly reign to be inaugurated by the Branch; 
not me.rely his unique "wisdom." His reign is to be the negation 
of that way of life portrayed in both Psalm 36 and Psalm 14. The 
implications of such a connotation for the understanding of ~D~ 
should be apparent. 
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A second word , quite di s tinct but a l so translated in the 
RSV as "wise," i s lp<M; "Whoever is wis e , let him understand these 
things ; whoever i s discerning, l e t him know them • • " (Hos. 
14:9). ijI01 is used not only of the shrewd or crafty man (2 Sam. 
14:2 tl al. ) but of "wise" in the sense of ethical and r e ligious 
conduc t (cf. allusions to men of proper conduct as "wise ;" 
Prov. 10:8; 16:21 ; 10: 1 ). As one widely accepted lexicon suggests; 
the wise man is a blessing to o the r s : he wins men 
Pr 1130 ; scal es t he city of the mighty Pr 2122 ; 
though poo r he delivers the city Ee 915 ; i s a reproof 
to scorners Pr 1512 ; his mind is in the house of morn-
ing Ee 74 ; in justice makes him foolis h Ee 77 ; Job f inds 
no wise man among his cruel friends Jb 1110• 32 
Single Refe rences 
In ad.d.i t i on to the mul tipled references of e.ach of the 
seve r al roots previously discussed , there are no fewer t han six 
words which occur but once in the same context with ~D~. while 
the singl e appea rance of such words might initially appear to 
disparage the c ontribution of this category the total impact of 
the collective references is most revealing. 
Habakkuk , for example, suggests that the law is slack and 
justice does not go forth because "the wicked surround the right-
eous" (Hab. 1:4) .• The goi ng forth of the l aw i s characteristic 
of the normative, healthy community; not the community of Habakkuk's 
. 32cf. A Hebrew and English Lexicon of the Old Test ament, 
Edited by Francis Brown, S . R. Driver, and Charles A. Briggs , 
( Oxford: At The Clarendon Press , 1952) . 
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day. 
Other references which appear in the same context with 
SDK are words such as mercy, humility, quietness, trust, and good. . . 
In the renewal of the covenant Hosea says of Yahweh, "I will 
betroth you to me for ever; I will betroth you to me in righteous-
ness and in justice, in steadfast love, and in mercy (Hos . 2:21; 
RSV, 19). Zephaniah apparently equated the "humble" with those 
who did the LORD's commands; "Seek the LORD, all you humble of 
the land, who do his commands; seek righteousness, seek humility; 
perhaps you may be hidden on the day of the wrath of the LORD: 
(Zeph. 2:3). Equally as significant for the present study is his 
equation of righteousness and humility. 
In an earlier century the prophet Isaiah saw that the gift 
of God's Spirit would be " quietness and trust for ever" (Isa. 
32:17), both of which appear in the same context with ~015. "The 
effect of righteousness will be peace, and the result of righteous-
ness, quietness and trust for ever' (Isa. 32:17). Previously 
Isaiah had suggested: "Tell the righteous that it shall be well 
with them, for they shall eat the fruit of their deeds 11 (Isa. 
3: 10) • The phrase "it shall be well" (ki ~ sugges ts the ideal 
for the covenant cornrm.inity; the goal toward which all cormnunity 
is directed. 
Jeremiah referred to Yahweh as " • • • the LORD, the hope 
of their fathers" (Jer. 50:7), setting this in the larger context 
of ~D~. Thus, the "true" (~D~) habitation" of the people was the 
LORD, their "hope;" righteousness and hope being joined. 
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The placement of SD~ in the same context as mercy, humility, 
quietness, trust, good, and hope suggests a quality of life 
uniquely related to the wholenss of community which Yahweh intends 
for the covenant people. Each of these words connot es an equili 
rious relat ionship within the covenant community and each is set 
in the same context with ~D~. Thus , although no one of these oc-
curs more than a single time, the combined impact of the total 
character of the words is to suggest that relationship is of 
primary significance in understanding the connotation of ~D~. 
II. Post-exilic Prophetic Literature 
E)(Clusive of Isaiah 40-66, post-exilic prophe t ic literature 
makes such slight use of ~D~ as to make it all but impossible to 
isolate a pattern of parallel ideas or words. No word or idea 
appears in parallel structure with ~D~ within p ost - e xilic pro-
phetic literature on more than one occas ion. More significant 
than this, however, is the total absence of particular termi-
nology characteristic of the pre-exilic prophetic literature. 
First, "faithfulness" (>emunah) is used within post-exilic 
literature as a characteristic of both man and Yahweh. The 
"righteous nation" is one that keeps faith; "Open the gates, that 
the righteous nation which keeps faith ()emunah) may enter in" 
(Isa. 26:2) . Righteousness is thus closely related to the con-
cept of faithfulness to one's relationships (cf. the related con-
cept of "truth" ) eme.t.) . Yahweh also man i f est s faithfulness within 
the context of his righteous action: " ••• and I will bring them 
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to dwell in the midst of Jerusalem; and they shall be my people 
and I will be the ir God, in faithfulness and in right eousness" 
(Zech. 8: 8). The phrase "they shall be. my people and I will be 
their God" i s taken from traditional covenant terminology, and 
suggests tha t within the context of a renewed covenant Yahweh 
will respond in nfai thfulness and righteousness; 11 i.e. he will 
faithfully maintain his role as covenant God. 
Second, the concept of glory (~ebi; i.e., beauty, splendour) 
is associated with Yahweh; "From the ends of the earth we hear 
songs of praise, of g lory to the Righteous One" (Isa. 24:16). 
Caution should be exercised at this juncture, however, l est one 
confuse the RSV 11glorytt with kabod (als o transl ated "glory11 ). 
Third, the idea l ruler is portrayed by Zechariah as ~D~, 
and within a single verse two words are used in parallel structure 
with ~D~; "humble" and "victorious." ttLo, your king comes to 
you; triumphant (~D~) and victorious (wenotaf) is he , humble 
( • ani) and riding on an ass, on a colt the foal of an ass" (Zech. 
9:9). The dual nature of ~D~ is thus clearly indicated. Within 
post-exilic literature, and. more especially in I sa. 40-66, ~DI-$. is 
•✓ 
frequently associated with the root ysc, "save." This emphasis 
upon triumph and victory is, however, counterbalanced by the con-
cept of "humility." The ideal reign is both triumphant and vic-
torious in righting the wrongs directed against the covenant 
community, while at the same time a reign within the covenant 
community which is characterized by peace and "humility." 
Fourth, at least two words are used in the context of ~D~ 
to characterize the people of God . Daniel characterizes them as 
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., 
'twise" (SKL); "And those who are wise shall shine like the bright-
ness of the firmament ; and those who turn many to righ teousness 
. . . 0 (Dan. 12:3). Malachi contrasted the righteous and the 
wicked as follows: "Then once more you shall distinguish between 
the righteous and the wicked, between one who serves God and one 
who does not serve him" (Mal. 3:18) . On the basis of the paral-
lelism of the phrase, one would logica lly conclude that the 
"righteous" man is one "who serves God;" while "the wicked" are 
those "who do not serve him." 
Fifth, the beneficent deeds of Yahweh are characterized as 
"healing," and. as a way that is "level" and nsmooth." Malachi 
suggested that "for you who fear my name the sun of righteousness 
shall rise, with healing in its wings" (Mal. 3:20; RSV, 4:2) . The 
"Isaiah Apocalypse" characterizes the way of the righteous as 
both u1eve1u (or ' 1 straight") and "smooth;" "The way of the righteous 
is level (meysarim); thou does make smooth (te,Jlallem) the path of 
the righteous" (Isa. 26: 7). 
III. Summary 
While parallel words used contextually with ~DI$ do not of 
themselves demonstrably ''prove" that relationship is inherently a 
characteristic of righteousness , the preponderant i mpact of the 
total witness of such para llel words is clearly evident. At no 
juncture. are mechanical, legalistic concepts associated with ~D~. 
To the contrary, the character of the parallel words used con-
textually with SDK suggest the concept of "wholeness" or fidelity . . 
to the covenant relationship. To cite specific evidence would be 
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redundant, for such evidence appears in the preceeding pages. The 
conclusion is self-evident. One has but to read all of the con-
text s suggested to detect an emerging character about the words 
discussed. The general character of those words is of the same 
general fabric and fidelity to a relationship emerges as a c en-
tral factor in ~D~. 
One can but agree with Stuhlmacher in his quotation of Koch! 
"••• (~)P1~ und das Verbum P11 nicht aus dem juristischen Denk-
bereich auf Jahwe ubertragen worden sind, sondern dass umgekehrt 
'die Begrifflichkeit des Gerichtsverfahrens ••• einer sehr viel 
33 
weiter gefassten Lebenswirklichkeit entsprungen (ist)'." On the 
basis of the present study one would quite agree that the concept 
of ~D~ is not carried over out of the juristic realm of thought 
and applied to ~D~ within Yahwistic circles of thought . Rather, 
the conceptualization of judicial process (Gerichtsverfa hrens) 
does, indeed, spring out of a much more tranquil quality or ac -
tuality of life (Lebenswirklichke it). 
Antonyms £!,_ Opposite Ideas (entgegensetzte Begriffe) Appearing Co~-
textually with~ in Prophetic Literature Other than Isaiah 40- 66 
Not only do synonyms, by the impact of their total character, 
lend insight to the comprehension of ~D~, but antonyms may be equal-
ly helpful. By a consideration of the negative characterization which 
33 
Stuhlmacher, Gerechtigkeit Gottes bei Paulus, p. 116, citing 
Koch, Sdg im AT, p. 76. 
34 No major division of pre-exilic and post-exilic usages has 
been made. with few exceptions (cf . Dan . 9:14) post-exilic prophetic 
literature ma kes no use of antonyms. 
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form the background for the portrayal of SDK one may see clearly 
t he precise delineation or structure of the concept inher ent in 
SOK. Antonyms are grouped according to (1) words whi ch appear in . . 
t wo or more contexts , and (2) words whose occurrence is singular . 
I. Antonyms of SDK within Pre-exilic Prophetic Litera ture 
Words Commonly Found in Parallel with §..flli. But Having 
~ Opposite Meaning:~££._ More Occurrences 
Wor ds such as wicked , sin, iniquity, transgress , abomination , 
wormwood, blood, violence are found on two or more occasions in the 
same context with ~D~ . These in turn revolve around two areas of 
concern: the specific reference to sin by four words, and the charac-
terization of man ' s actions by another four words. 
V . 
The Si.n of Man: wicked (RS C), sin (!fl'') , iniquity ('wL) , tran s -
v V 
gress ( PS ' ) . First , on at least 10 occasions "wicked" (RS<) stands 
in apposition to SUK. For example, Isaiah denounced those "who ac -. . 
V 
quit t he guilty (RS ' )" (Isa . 5 : 23) and Habakkuk specifically charac-
t erized the antithesis of the righteous as the "wicked" (RS ' ) (Rab. 
V 
l :4). Ezekiel condemned prophets who "encouraged the wi cked (RS c )" 
( Ezek. 13:22 ; cf . 18:20 , 24; 21 : 8 , 9 ; 23:12 ; 33:14 , 19) a nd the ac -
tion of such wicked men is graphically portrayed by Habakkuk " ••• the 
wicked swal lows up the man more r ighteous than he" (Hab . l :13). 
Seco nd , ?I'> ("sin" ) appears with regularity in Ezekiel' s 
c on t r ast o f the righteous and the wicked . The p r ophet i s e n joined 
t o ''warn t he righteous man not t o sin (HT> ) ,11 a nd the war n ing is . 
g i ven t o the wicked t hat "the soul that s i ns s hall d ie (Ezek. 
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18:20, 24; cf. 3:20; 16:51, 52; 18:24; 33:12, 14, 16; Micah 7:9). 
Third, on a t least five occasions "iniquity" (<WL) is used 
as the antithesis of SDK. A righteous man is warned lest he turn . . 
from his righteousness 1tand cormnits iniquity ((WL)" (Ezek. 3:20; 
cf. 18:24, 26), and if a man "cormnits iniquity ••• in the 
iniquity that he has committed he shall die" (Ezek. 33:13; cf. 
33:18). 
Fourth, P~' ("transgression," 1trebellion") is found in 
three contexts located in prophetic literature of two centuries. 
Hosea closes with the warning " • • • the ways of the LORD are 
right, and the u pright walk in them, but transgressors (po~e<im) 
stumble in them" (Hosea 14 :10 ; RSV, 14:9). Ezekiel is confident 
that if the wicked man turns from his sin and does "what is law-
ful and right, he shall surely live; he shall not die. None of 
the transgressions (pe~a<ayw) which he has committed shall be 
remembered against him" (Ezek. 18: 22f). Later, he expresses the 
conviction that the power of the past has been broken permanently, 
it does not alter man's present relationship to God . Thus, "The 
righteousness of the righteous shall not deliver him when he 
Ve transgresses (pis 'o) ••• 11 (Ezek. 33:12). 
On at least 28 occasions prophetic literature sets one of 
four basic words for "sin" in apposition to the concept of ~DI_$. 
The righteous man is the anti thesis of the "wicked" (~; wicked, 
or criminal man), the man who misses the mark (ijT'),' the person 
who commits iniquity (tawel), or the man who rebels against con-
" stituted authority (PS'). Essentially, such a man is one who 
disrupts the fellowship of the cormnunity, wreaking discord and 
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strife, rupturing the wholeness of communal life. 
The Characterization of Man's Actions. The specific 
actions of men who are "unrighteous11 are characterized as 11 abomi-
nable, 11 1 ike "wormwood, 11 likened to the shedding of blood., and as 
"violence. 11 Ezekiel perceived that a man could not live if he 
turned from his righteousness 11and does the same a bominable things 
(to<e~ot) that the wicked man does11 (Eze k. 18:24). Ezekiel was 
sure that Jerusalem's wickedness exceeded that of Samaria and 
others' hence, 11 Bear your disgrace, you also, for you have made 
judgment favorable to your sisters; because of your sins in which 
you acted more abominablf (hit •a !?_te) than they" (Ezek. 16: 52; t / 
cf. 51 also). 
Not only were the actions of unrighteous man 11abominable~n 
justice had been turned to wormwood, a bitter-tasting plant which 
the Septuagint translates simply as 11 bitterness.11 "O you who 
turn justice to wormwood. and cast down righteousness to the earth'1 
(Amos 5:7). Men had turned 11 justice into poison and. the fruit of 
righteousness into wormwood" (Amos 6:12), the latter verse setting 
-----
both "wormwood11 and 11 poisonn (ro•~, a bitter and poisonous herb) . 
--- -Blood became a symbol of violence in the culture of I srael 
(cf. Isa. 1:15; 59:3; Hab. 2:12) and both Jeremiah and Ezekiel 
use the term to characterize the actions of men of their era . 
J eremiah , for example, in his exhortation to the king includ.es 
the prohibition against shedding "innocent blood" in his catalogue 
of ethical virtues: "Do justice and righteousness, and deliver 
from the hand of the oppressor him who has been robbed. And do 
no wrong or violence to the alien, the fatherless, and the widow, 
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nor shed innocent blood in thi s place" (Jer. 22:3). Isaiah 
includes within the declaratory oa th of chapter 33 the recogni-
tion that those who dwell with God must respond with ethical 
purity to the i ssues of life: "W'no among us can dwell with the 
devouring fire? 'Who among us can dwell with everlasting burnings? 
He who walks righteously and speaks uprightly ••• who stops his 
ears from hearing of bloodshed, and shuts his eyes from looking 
upon evil" (Isa. 33:14ff). 
Violence (ij~) is another antonym of righteousness and 
justice. According to Ezekiel, t he princes of Israel are to 
"put away violence and oppression, and execute justice and 
righteousness" (Ezek. 45:9). To do justice and righteousness 
demands, according to Jeremiah, that a king" deliver from 
the hand of the oppressor him who has been robbed. And do no 
wrong or violence (ID§_) to the a lien, the fatherl ess, and the 
widow • • • " ( J er. 2 2 : 3) • 
Words Found I n Context With SD~; Occurring But Once, 
And Having An Opposite Meaning 
In addition to those antonyms which occur two or more times 
there are significant words which appear but once . Although 
taken individually their infrequent appearance i s not impressive, 
their collective character bears significant witness to the mean-
ing of ~D~. Words such as "evil, iniquity, harlot, murder, false , 
wrong , oppression, evictions, treachery, bribe , cry, bloodshed , 
oppression" all portray a social context antithetical to the 
wholeness of comnmnity which characterizes ~D~. 
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The righteous man ''shuts his eyes from l ooking upon evil 
(ra')" (Isa. 33:15). "The son shall not s u ffer for the iniquity 
c,awon) of the father, nor the father suffer for the iniquity of 
the son; the righteousness of the righteous shall be upon him-
self • . "(Ezek. 18 : 20) . Yahweh is declared "righteous," a nd 
dissociated from wrong, ttThe LORD within her is righteous, he 
does no wrong () awlah)" (Zeph. 3: 5) • 
Once a "faithful city," Jerusal em is described by Isaiah 
as a harlot ; "How t he faithful city has become a harlot (1 ezonah), 
(Isa. 1: 21). While "righteousness" once lodged in her "now 
murders" (mera 9§eg.im; Isa. 1: 21) . The nation i s decl ared false 
by Jeremiah: " Faithless Israel has shown herself less guilty 
than false Judah" (mibboged~ yehudah; J e r . 3:11). ~ 
Jeremi ah exhorts t he king to "do no wrong" ('al tonu, Jer. 
22: 3) . Of the "princes of Israel," Ezekiel said, "Put away 
violence and oppression (~od), and execute justice and righteous-
ness" (Ezek. 45:9 ) . He continues in the same verse, 0 c ease your 
evictions (geru~oteykem), says the Lord God" (Ezek . 45: 9). 
The action of the unrighteous is characterized as "the 
treachery (bernatalo ,a~er-mafal; Ezek . 18:24) of which h e is 
~ is a man who" • shakes his hands, lest they hold 
a bribe ( so9:ad ; Isa. 33:15), and "despises the gain of oppres-
sions" (maf8 ia1>1$ot ; Isa. 33:15). 
Jerusa lem, the city of God, is characterized by both the 
cry of violence and the sight of bloodshed; " . .• • he looked for 
justice, but be.hold, bloodshed (rni~pah) ; for righteousness, but 
behold , a cry~" (~era1$ah; Isa. 5:7) . 
Phrases Containing Parallel But Opposite Meanings 
In addition to single words, there are at least four 
phrases used in prophetic literature which are antithetical to 
~D~. Habakkuk, for example, characterized two ways of 1 if e as 
follows: "Behold, he. whose soul is not upright in him shall 
fail, but the righteous shall live by his faith't (Hab. 2:4). The 
man "whose soul is not upright" stands in marked contrast to 
the dependable, faithful man. 
Jeremiah characterized the king of Judah as one "who makes 
his neighbor serve him for nothing" (Jer. 22:13); such a man 
being one "who builds his house by unrighteousness" (Jer. 22:13). 
The ideal ruler, however, is one who "shall not judge by what his 
eyes see, or decide by what his ears hear; but with righteousness 
he shall judge the poor" (Isa. 11: 3-4). In the latter case the 
antithesis of the king who judges with "righteousness" is one who 
judges by what his eyes see and by what his ears hear. 
Jeremiah catalogues those human accomplishments in which a 
man is prone to glory, and then sets them in an antithetical 
relationship to the uniquely convenantal aspects of Yahweh's 
reigno "Let not the wise man glory in his wisdom, let not the 
mighty man glory in his might, let not the rich man glory in his 
riches; but let him who glories glory in this, that he understands 
and knows me, that I am the LORD who practice kindness, justice, 
and righteousness in the earth: for in these things I delight, 
says the LORD" (Jer. 9: 23f). Jeremiah has apparently taken three 
common goals of the seventh century -- wisdom, might, and riches 
-- and set them in contrast to those supreme covenantal character-
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istics which the LORD is practicing in the community (kindness; or, 
better, faithful love; justice; righteousness) . 
II. Antonyms of ~D~ Within the Context of Post-exilic Prophetic 
Literature 
Three distinct contexts utilize antonyms of ~D~ within 
prophetic li terature of the post-exilic era; Malachi , Daniel, and 
I saiah 26. 
Malachi sets the righteous and the wicked in synonymous 
parallelism with "one who serves God and one who does not serve 
him" (Mal. 3:18); and Isaiah 26 contains references to men who will 
not learn righteousness as "wicked" (RS<), as one who "deals per-
versely" ( <wL) , and as one who "does not see the majesty of the 
LORD" (cf. Isa. 26:10). 
The prayer of Daniel clearl y contrasts the righteous and 
their counterparts (Dan. 9:7, 14, 16, 24). The righteousness of 
Yahweh stands in marked contrast to the confusion of Daniel's 
generation; "To thee, 0 Lord , bel ongs righteousness, but to us 
confus i on of face, as at this day • because of the treachery 
which they have committed against thee" (Dan. 9:7). The "calamity" 
(Rfl-l) which thus befell the people was related to the LORD's righteous-
ness; "Therefore the LORD has kept ready the cal amity and has brought 
it upon us; for the LORD our God is righteous in all the works which 
he has done , and we have not obeyed his voice" (Dan. 9:14) . Such 
righteousness on the part of Yahweh stood in marked contrast to 
the d i sobedience on the part of the people (v. 14) . Not only did 
the righteousness of Yahweh precipitate the calamity, his "ri gh teous 
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acts" also removed anger and wrath: "0 LORD , according to all thy 
righteous acts, let thy anger and thy wrath turn away from the 
city of Jerusalem, thy holy hill •.. " (Dan. 9:16). 
Thus, for the writer of Daniel 9:14ff "calamity," "anger," 
and "wrath" were both the expression and the anti thesis of SDK. 
Paradoxically, the LORD's ~DI_< brought calamity upon his disobedient 
people, but that same ~D~ later moved with a redemptive and evan-
gelizing aim in restoring his people through the removal of his 
anger and wrath. 
In response to Daniel's prayer there is the assurance that 
"Seventy weeks of years are decreed. concerning your people and 
! 
your holy city, to finish the transgression, to put an end to sin, 
and to atone for iniquity, to bring in everlasting righteousness, 
to seal both vision and prophet, and to anoint a most holy place" 
(Dan. 9:24). Thus, the "everlasting righteousness" for which the 
covenant community expectantly waited stood in marked contrast to 
V 
"sin" (!ir__) , "iniquity" ( ' WN) , and "transgression" (PS f) 
III. Sum..'llary 
In conclusion, what does the examination of antonyms prove 
concerning the connotation of ~D~? First, the nature of the evidence 
is such that one can hardly speak of 11 proof11 in the sense of incon-
trovertible evidence which clearly demonstrates that the connota-
tion of ~D~ rests in one area or the other. 
Second, the total character of the evidence suggests that 
SDK and its derivatives connote a state of well being or "whole-. . 
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TABLE 7 
I LLUSTRATIONS OF ANTONYMS OR OPPOSITE WORDS AND IDEAS 
USED IN THE SA~IB CONTEXT AS ~D~ WITHIN 
PROPHETIC LITERATURE 
'Pre - Post - Isaiah Isaiah 
WORD USED Exil ic Exilicfl 40-55 56-66 
Wicked 10b 2 0 0 
Sin l OC 1 0 0 
Iniquity 5 1 0 0 
---------------------------- ----------------- --------Tr ansgressor 3 1 0 0 
Abominable 3 0 0 0 
Iniquity 1 1 0 1 
Violence 2 0 0 0 
Bl ood 2 0 0 0 
Wormwood 2 0 0 0 
--------------------- ------ -------------------------
Evil l 0 0 0 
Har lot 1 0 0 0 
Murder l 0 0 0 
Wr ong l 0 0 0 
Fal se l 0 0 0 
Wrong (i.e. maltreat) l 0 0 0 
Oppression l 0 0 0 
Evi ctions 1 0 0 0 
Treachery 1 0 0 0 
Bribe l 0 0 0 
Cry 1 0 0 0 
Bloodshed 1 0 0 0 
Oppressions 1 0 0 0 
Confusion 0 1 0 0 
Terror 0 0 1 0 
Fear 0 0 1 0 
Oppression 0 0 1 0 
Empty (pl eas) 0 0 0 1 
Li es 0 0 0 1 
Mi schief 0 0 0 l 
Darkness 0 0 0 1 
Gl oom 0 0 0 1 
Forsake (ordinance) 0 0 0 1 
Poll uted Garment 0 0 0 1 
------------------------- ---· ---------
,_ ____ ___ 
--------
110ne who does not 
serve him" 0 l 0 0 
"Does man not see tIB 
majesty of the. Lord" 0 l 0 0 
"He w-hose soul l.S 










































Total Pre- Post- Isa1.ah Isaiah Total 
0cc. 
Ih:ra.res 
WORD USED Exilic Exilic 40-55 
"Makes his neigh-
bor serve him for 
nothingn 1 0 
" He shall not 
judge but what h i s 
eyes see If l 0 . . . 
"Let not the wise 
man . . . mighty . . . weal th" 1 0 
aEzekiel has been reckoned as pre -exilic. 
bOnl y one prior to Habakkuk. 








tionship as integral t o the conceptualization of SDK is support ed by 
an examination of antonyms. ~D~ is wel l characterized in pre -
.., 
exilic l iterature by the following anti theses: wicked ( rs f), 
s i n (~t ' ), ini qu ity ( Cwl ), transgress (p~'), abomi nable things 
( t o(ebo.t) , wormwood , poison, bl ood , violence , evil (ra<), wrong 
(>awl ah), har lot , IlD.lrder, false , wrong , evictions , t reachery , 
bribe, opprn ss ions , bl oodshed, cry ( I! e f a tah) , calamity, anger, and _ ~ ;· 
wrath. Unrighteous men are " not u pright" (li teral ly, "puffed up;" 
Hab. 2:4). They make a neighbor serve fo r nothiug (Jer. 22: 13), 
j udge by the externaliti es of both eye and ear ( I sa . 11:3-4), a nd 
gl ory in wisdom, might, and r i ches as opposed to Yahweh's faithful 
l ove (~e~e~), j u stice, and righteousness . 
Within post -exilic prophetic literature the antitheses are 
equally cl ear and pungent: t hose who do not serve God , wicked 
men, t hose who deal perversely, who do not s ee t h e majesty of the 
LORD , confusion, cal amity, disobedience, anger, wr ath, trans -
gression, sin, and iniqu i ty . Thus, unrighteousness, i s c l early a 
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b reach of covenant fellowship; a rupture of the wholeness which 
covenant l ife is intended to create . 
The Rel ationship Between the Use of SDK in Pre -exilic - ------- ----- - - - ~ - - -----
and Post-exil ic Pr ophetic Literature 
The rel ationship between the pre -exil ic a n d post-exil ic 
prophetic u sage of ,SDl} may be s u mmarized. best according t o t he same 
d evelopmental pattern under whi ch the u sage of t h e r oot ~D~ was 
d i scussed ; categorizing the usage accordi ng to ( 1 ) man 's characte r 
a nd action (2) inani mate obj ects (3) an i deal rule r, and (4) 
Yahweh ' s action and character. I n order to facil i tate thi s , such 
an appraisal should cons i der both the internal distribution of all 
pr e -exilic usage s and post-exilic usages in separate categories, 
a nd shoul d then examine the tot a l usage within each category as 
compared with the t otal use of the root in both pre-exil ic and 
post-exi lic prophe t ic l iteratur e. 
Firs t, the int ernal r elationship o f the d i str ibution of ~D~ 
wi thin both pre - exil ic and pos t -e~il ic prophetic l i t erature may 
be cla r ifi ed by t he following tabl e. 
TABLE 8 
Inter nal Rel ati onshi p Between Pre-exil ic 
and Post-exilic Usages of ~D~ 
Pre-exilic Percentage Post - exil ic 
(99 of Pre - (19 
t o t al uses) exil ic Uses total uses) 
Man's character 
a nd Action 66 66+% 7 
Inanima. te ob -
jects 6 6+% 2 








Pre-exilic Percentage Post-exilic Percentage. 
(99 of Pre- (19 of Post-
total uses) exilic Uses total uses) exilic Uses 
Yahweh's action 
and. character 13 13+% 8 42+% 
Such interna l, comparative analysis suggests that pre-exilic 
prophetic literature used. ~D~ to characterize man's action and 
character with considerable greater proportionate frequency than 
did post-exilic prophetic literature; 66% of all pre-exilic pro-
phetic usages of ~D~ being used to characterize man's action and 
character, while post-exilic prophetic literature (exclus ive of 
Isa. 40-66) utilized but 36+% of its total usages for the same 
purpose. To state it differently, pre-exilic prophetic literature 
used ~D~ of man's character and action with 1.8 degree greater 
frequency than did post -exilic prophetic literature. 
Inanimate objects are referred to with slightly greater 
frequency in the post - exilic than in the pre-exilic era; with 6+% 
of pre-exilic usages and 10+% of post-exilic usages characterizing 
\ 
inanimate objects. 
An ideal ruler is referred to with s lightly greater fre-
quency in pre-exilic than in post - exilic prophetic literature; 14+% 
in pre-exilic and 10+% in post-exilic literature. 
Only in the case of the action and character of Yahweh does 
post-exilic litera ture use a significantly greater percentage of 
its total usages of ~D~ than does pre-exilic prophetic li terature. 
In post-exilic prophetic literature 42-+o/o of the post-exilic uses 
of ~D~ refer to the action and character of Yahweh, while only 
13+% of the total pre-exilic prophetic occurrences are so used. 
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Post-exilic prophetic literature utilizes $D~ to characterize 
Yahweh' s action and character with 3.22 degree great er frequency 
than does pre-exilic prophetic literature. 
Second, the previous examination compared pre-exilic usages 
of the four categories with the total occurrences of ~D~ within 
pre-exilic literature. It now remains to compare the usage of the 
four categories within pre-exilic prophetic lite ra~ure with the 
total number of usages in all prophetic literature (exclusive of 
Isa. 40 - 66). That is, of the 71 times $D~ is used to characterize 
man's action and character, how many are pre-exilic and how many 
are pos t-exilic? 
In the process of making such a comparative analysis one 
should t ake into consideration the fact that pre-exilic prophetic 
literature constitutes 70 +% of the total bulk of all prophetic 
literature (excluding Isa . 40-66) while post-exilic prophetic 
literature constitutes but 18+% of the total prophetic literature. 
By taking these factors into consideration one should be able to 
establish a "frequency index," based upon the relationship between 
the percentage of usage of ~D~ and its derivatives and their direct 
relationship to the percentage of the total literature involved. 
For example, 90'/o of all pre-exilic and post-exilic usages of ~D~ 
in the context of man's character and action appear in pre -exilic 
literature . Pre-exilic prophetic literature occupies 70+% of 
all prophetic literature. Hence, the frequency ratio is 90/70; 
giving a "frequency index" of 1.27. 
While examined from a different perspective, this considera-
tion of the relationship between the use of SDK in pre -exilic and . . 
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post-exilic prophetic literature confirms the previous study. Pre-
exilic prophetic literature gives greate r attention to man's action 
and character than does post-exilic prophetic literature. It also 
gives greater attention to man's action and character than to 
Yahweh's action and character. Pre-exilic prophetic literature 
has a frequency index of 1.27 for man's character and action, but 
a frequency index of .87 for Yahweh's action and character. Post-
exilic prophetic literature has a frequency index of .55 for man's 
character and action but an index of 1 .00 for the action and char-
acter of Yahweh. 
The frequency index for inanimate objects is 1.07 in pre-
exilic literature., and 1.38 in post-exilic literatu re. Pre-exilic 
literature has a frequency index of 1.24 for an ideal ruler, while 
post-exilic prophetic literature has a frequency index of only 
.66 for the same category. 
From such a comparative analysis it is apparent that pre-
exilic prophetic literature gave greater attention to~~ in its 
relationship to man's character and action, and to an ideal ruler 
than did post-exilic prophetic literature.. Within the post-exilic 
era attention had shifted to Yahweh's action and character. The 
disappointments precipitated by the whole of the exile, to say 
nothing of the failure of Deuteronomic theology, contributed to 
an increasing emphasis upon the dire.ct relationship between~~ 
and Yahweh's action and character. 
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Relationship Be tween The Total Usage 
of $1)~ in Various Categories Wi t hin 
P:re-exilic and. Post -exilic (Excluding 
I sa . 40-66) Prophetic Literature 
Pre-exilic Prophetic Post -exilic Prophetic 
s::: Literature ( 7Cf!o of Literature (18% of all 
(lj 
all proohetic l it.) o r oohetic 1 i te ra ture. s::: ..c: 
,-l O .µ 
• ,-l 
Q) .µ S.."'"' 0) Cl) 
bO Q) Cl} \0 Q) Q) Q) Q) Q) Q) 
(lj..C:,.C\O () bO >, 0 0 bO >, 0 
ti) 0,.µ I M S::: (1j ~ 0 i:: J... s::: (lj ~ 0 s::: ::,oo o Q) Q) .µ (lj X s::: ~ 
Q) Q) .µ (lj Xi:! f H '-' ..::t ..0 ~ H s::: .µ Q) Q) .0 ~ M s::: .µ Q) Q) H o. 8 0 H Q) 0 Q) 'O :, ~ 1-l 1:: 0 H Q) 0 Q) '0;:1~M (lj • • ::, ::, 0 .µ bO ~ O' 0 :, ::, ::, CJ .µ bO i::o-o:, .µ ~ .µ Cl! z (..) M Cl! H ~ (..) z (..) H (lj H ~ (.) 0 ~-,-1 Cl) (..) Q) ~ ti) ~ CJ Q) ~ ~ (.) H (lj~H .-. Cl., 0 :, tr, 0 p... 0 J:.'t.< 0 
71 64 90+% 1.27 7 10+% .55 
8 6 75+% 1.07 2 25+% 1 .38 
16 14 87-t-% 1 .24 2 12+% . 66 
21 13 61+% . 87 8 1 8+% 1 .00 
Conclusions Concerning the Use of §D~ in Prophetic Literature 
Other Than Isaiah 40 - 66 
First , based u pon an examination of all contexts in which 
~D~ and its derivatives occur one may legitimately conclude that 
when used of man's character and action, whether in pre -exilic or 
post-exilic prophetic literature, SD~ and its derivatives connote 
the man whose conduct maintains the whol eness of community life . 
His actions lead to an equilibrious state within the covenant 
community. His relationship with Yahweh and members of the covenant 
community constitute the norm or s t andard by whi ch his "right eous-
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ness" is determined. When used of an ideal king, fidelity to the 
relationships of covenant life remain determinative for ~D~. Even 
the SD~ of Yahweh reflects the same element of fidelity to a rela-
tionship. 
Second, an ex&nination of synonyms appearing in the same 
context with~~ and its derivatives is even more illuminating 
than the contextual examination of SD~. Synonyms and antonyms do 
not individually "prove" a particular connotation of ~D~, but the 
combined character of the synonyms is such as to make clear the 
contextual connotation of the root. The proof is self-evident in 
the character of words such as justice, faithfulness, steadfast 
love, peace, equity, wise, holy, mercy, humility, quietness, trust, 
good, humble, victorious, healing, level, or smooth. 
Third, antonyms which constitute the antitheses of ~D~ are. 
also highly suggestive for the connotation of the root; words 
such as wicked, sin, iniquity, transgress, abominable things, 
wormwood, poison, blood, violence, evil, wrong, harlot, murder, 
false, wrong, evictions, treachery, bribe, oppressions, bloodshed , 
and cry. 
Concerning both synonyms and antonyms one can but agree with 
Stuhlmacher who suggests: "Die Konkordanzen zeigen eindeutig dass 
es sich bei ( i1 )i'T~ um ein den ganzen Wirklichkei tsbereich 
umspannendes und nicht juristisch eingeschrf nktes Pht nomen 
handel t." 35 
Fourth, one can detect a change of emphasis between pre-
350 . 117 ~- c1.t., p. • 
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exilic and post - exilic prophetic literature; a change of emphasis 
which may or may not be substantiated in the study of Isa. 40- 66 , 
but one that should b e examine d mor e fully in lig ht of the evide nce 
found in Deutero-Isa iah. Among the distinctions between pre- exilic 
and post-exilic prophetic literature are the following: (1) The 
appeal for "righteousness" is basically corporate prior to Ezekiel 
and Jeremiah, but wit h their work the appeal is always individual . 
(2) Greate r attention is given to SDK in the context of man's . . 
character and action , as well as to an ideal ruler, in pre- exilic 
prophetic literature than in post-exilic prophetic literature . 
(3) Wi thin post - exilic literature greater attention is given to 
SDK in the context of Yahweh's action a nd character, as well as in-
animate objects, than in pre-exilic literature. (4) Justice 
(mi;pat) is uniquely characteristic of p~e- exilic prophetic litera-
ture (occurring at least 39 times out of a total occurrence of 46 
u sages in all prophe tic literature) . Only a single i llustr a tion of 
its usage was discovered in post - exilic literature (Isa . 26:9) . 
(5) For whatever the reason, there are for all practical purposes 
no antonyms which appear in the same context with SDK in post -




THE CONNOTATION OF ~D~ 
IN ISAIAH 40-66 
Because of its distinctive nature Isaiah 40-66 is to be ex-
amined apart from either pre-exilic or post-exilic prophetic 
literature. By this procedure it may be possible to isolate variables 
which may appear during the examination of the three bodies of pro-
phetic literature. The present study will be governed by a methodo-
logical approach in which Isaiah 40-55 will be considered apart from 
Isaiah 56-66, thus seeking to insure that variables which may emer ge 
in a contrast study of Isaiah 40-55 and Isaiah 56-66 may be isolated 
and characterized. 
SDK Within Isaiah 40-66 . . . 
The examination of both Isaiah 40-55 and Isaiah 56-66 will be 
controlled by the same developmental pattern as that which charac-
terized the study of pre-exilic and post-exilic prophetic literature . 
First, contextual usages of ~D~ and its derivatives will be isolated 
and categorized according to (1) references to man's character and 
action (2) inanimate objects (3) an ideal ruler or personality and 
(4) the action and character of Yahweh. It should be noted at this 
juncture, however, that each of these categories may not necessarily 
emerge during the course of this examination. Second, both synonyms 
and antonyms of ~DI} which appear in the same context s as ~DJ.< and 
its derivatives will be isolated and categorized according to pat-
terns of similarity which may characterize the various synonyms 
and antonyms. 
I. An Examination of the Contextual Usage of ~DJ.< Within 
Isaiah 40-55 
Any consideration of Isaiah 40-55 as over against Isaiah 56-66 
should take into consideration the fact that Isaiah 40-66 constitutes 
11% of all prophetic literature, pre-exilic and post-exilic, and 
40+% of all post-exilic prophetic literature. Such a consideration 
should also recognize that Isaiah 40-55 cons titutes 62+% of the 
material within Isaiah 40-66, while Isaiah 56-66 constitutes 37+% 
of the same body of material. Also , Isaiah 40--55 constitutes 7+% 
of all prophetic literature while Isaiah 56-66 embraces 4+% of all 
prophetic literature. 
SD~ in the Context of Man's Character and Action 
Of the 11 occurrences of ~D~ within the context of man's 
character and action in I saiah 40-55 the verb occurs three times, 
the adjective two times, the masculine noun three times, and the 
feminine noun three times. 
~he verb ~a~e~ . Of the three usages of the verb two are clearly 
juristic, or forensic, in connotation. Addressing the nations, the 
prophet challenges them to bring forth their witnesses before the 
assembled peoples: " ••• Let them bring their witnesses to justif y 
them (weyi-1dalru ), and let them hear and say, It is true" (Isa. 43:9). 
Within the same chapter, but in a different literary context, the 
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prophet voices Yahweh's declaration: "Put me in remembrance, let 
u s argue toge ther; set forth your case, that you may be proved 
right (lemaJan ti~da~, Isa. 43:26). In both cases the forensic na-
ture of ~D~ is clearly apparent. Til.e l awsuit motif is clear and 
the connotation of forensic righteousness clearly emerges for the 
first time in prophetic literature. For illustrative parallels to 
this conce ption one might consult Psalm 51:6 (RSV, v.4) and Job 
22:3; 40:8. 
The other us e of the verb ~age~ occurs in Isa. 45 :25; "In the 
LORD all the offspring of Israel shall triumph (yi~g_e~u) and glory." 
The larger thrust of Isa. 45:lff is the historicity of salvation 
realized through the advent of Cyrus, and the RSV translation 
"triumph 11 is quite appropria te. The verse suggests that in the LORD 
the exiles are "justified" (so ASV, KJV) or vindicated (SDi() . Ya hweh 
as righteous Lord vindicates his people on the plane of history. 
Such "righteous deeds" constitute both the expression of h is own 
~DI.( and the realization of that "setting aright" for which an exiled 
people longed. Thus , quite significant l y , Isa. 45:25 underscores the 
dynamic as opposed to the static conception of SD~ and its derivatives. 
The adjective ~addi~. One appearance of the adjective occurs 
within a context which is textually suspect, or at least is so 
judged by the RSV translator: "Can the prey be taken from the migh-
ty, or captives of a tyrant (~addi~) be rescued?" (Isa. 49:24). In 
support of the RSV emendation of the MT ~addi~ are (1) LXX, which 
translates saddik as adikos, and (2) the Qumran Scroll of St. Mark's 
Monastery (1 Q Isa) which clearly reads <"ari., "awe-inspiring , terror-
striking"-- hence, "ruthless" (cf. Isa. 29 :20, "For the ruthless 
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shall come to nought and the scoffer cease, and all who watch 
to do evil shall be cut off") . C.R.North commends the emendation 
in Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia and cites additional manuscript 
evidence in support of the emendation (cf. Syriac and Vulgate). 
Another important consideration is the use of Cari* in the 
parallel verse which follows v. 24. In answer to the question 
"Can the prey be taken ••• " (v. 24), the answer comes, "Surely, 
thus says the LORD: 'Even the captives of the mighty shall be 
taken, and the prey of the tyrant (Caris , not saddit) be rescued, 
for I will contend with those who contend with you, and I will 
save your children" (v. 25). Two considerations should be noted. 
(1) 'l'he repetition of gibber ("mighty") leads one to conclude tha t 
its parallel should be tra nslated in the same manner in both ver -
ses 24 and 25. (2) The larger context identifie s the "tyrant" and 
"mighty" as men who oppress the exiles, men with whom Yahweh will 
contend and from whom he will save the exiles and their descendents. 
To maintain the MT ~addi~ and translate verse 24 as " ••• the captives 
of a righteous man be rescued" would presuppose that the s a ddi~ was 
an individual faithfully related to the LORD and the covenant com-
munity -- an assumption denied by the whole of the context. Thus, 
from one point of view this use of iaddi~ should be deleted from 
consideration, but since every appearance of SD~ and its derivatives 
within MT are under consideration 9addi~ in I sa. 49:24 will be in-
cluded within the laryer tabulation of the total occurrences of ~D~. J/ 
Saddi~ is also used in Isa. 41:26 to declare that those who, 
hypothetically, made known the purposes of history realized through 
Cyrus were "right": " ••• Who declared it fr om the beginning, that we 
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might know, and beforetime, that we might say, •·ue is right 
(~addi).<:)'?" (Isa. 41:26). C.R.North characterizes this as a "non-
moral sense of Heb. ~addi\<, righteous," and suggests that one com-
1 
pare the use of "It is true" eeme,t,) in Isa. 43:9. Yahweh thus 
poses the hypothetical situation in which one who had declared the 
rise of Cyrus from the beg inning would have been declared "right" 
n.ow that the event has emerg~d within history. Such usage is clear-
ly in the generally forensic category. 
The nouns ~ede~ and ~eda~h. The masculine noun ( iede\<) is 
used to characterize "victory," "deliverance," and "righteousness." 
The prophet addressed " ••• you who pursue deliverance" (~ede½), you 
( ) 
,ir • e 1 de who seek the Lord;" Isa. 51:1 • The same verse \.Sl.m u >e ay ro .E_ey 
I 1;e~elf me~a)feseyeye) is translated in the ASV as follows: "Hearken 
to me, ye that follow after righteousness , ye that seek Jehovah ••• " 
(Isa. 51:1). The marked contrast between the two translations (RSV 
vs. ASV) is illustrative of the role that one's presupposition con-
cerning the primary thrust of the root soi exerts upon tra nslation. 
The RSV translation assumes, for example, that eede~ is, in this 
= 
instance, the action of Yahweh whereby through his fidelity to the 
covenant relationshio he delivers his people/ The ASV has apparent- ~ 
ly assume d $ede~ to be either a state or relationship into which one 
has entered or a synonym for " ••• seek the LORD," although the two 
options are not mutually exclusive. In this instance the context is 
not clear and one's theolog ical conception of ~oi becomes the deter-
minative factor in translation. Since the present study is based upon 
l 
C.R.North, ££.· cit., p. 106. 
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the Hebrew text and the RSV, the translatfon of the RSV, "deliverance," 
will be maintained. The problem inherent in the translation of l:}eQ_e~ 
within Isa. 51:1 is illustrative of the changing attitude concern-
ing SD~ within the past 75 years. 
When describing a deliverer "from the east," probably Cyrus, 
the prophet r aises this question: "Who stirred up one from the east 
whom victory (~ede~ ) meets at every step? let them approach, then 
let them speak; let us together draw near for judgment" (Isa. 41 :2). 
Again, the translation of iege].< by victory terminology is indicative 
of a changing attitude concerning the connotation of SD~. Earlier 
the ASV translator rendered the same phrase, "Who hath raised up one 
from the east, whom he calleth in righteousness to his foot?" As an 
alternate marginal reading, however, the same translator suggested 
the reading "whom righteousness meeteth whither soever he goeth11 (ASV, 
Isa. 41:2). In view of the larger context, however, it would seem 
that the RSV tra nslation "victory" is preferable to "righteousness." 
Thus, there begins to emerge within the literature of Isa. 40-55 a 
conception of ~D~ which involves the action of Yahweh -- reminiscent 
of his "righteous deeds," his mighty acts of deliverance. Righteous-
ness (SiQ.~k) clearly begins to characterize Yahweh's work of 
deliverance. 
The only other appearance of ~e;!.e~ in I sa. 40-55 is translated 
"righteousness." "Hearken to me, you who know righteousness, the 
people in whose heart is my law ••• " (Isa. 51 :7). Such a translation 
appears incongrous in view of the fact that s~d~k is rendered by 
the same translator as "deliverance" in Isa. 51 :6. One faces, there-
fore, a logical question: "why did the tr.anslator render ~ede~ as 
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"righteousness" in Isa. 51 :7?" The larger context has obviously re-
mained the same, and one could render ~ede~ as "deliverance" with 
as equal validity in v. 7 as in v. 1. The better part of wisdom would 
dict ate, there£ ore, that consistency should characterize the trans-
lat ion, and that v. 7 be translated, "hearken to me, you who know 
deliverance, a people in whose heart is my law; fear not the reproach 
of men ••• " (i.e., since you kniw the deliverance of Yahweh you need 
not fear the reproach of men).1 The primary objection to the latter 
proposal is the fact that ~es,e½ stands in synonymous parallelism 
with "law" (torah). 
The three occurrences of the feminine sedakah are variously • == • 
translated "deliverance, 11 "right, 11 and "righteousness." In the same 
spirit as Isa. 41 :2 and 51 :1 ~eg_al.fah is rendered "deliverance" : 
"Hearken to me, you stubborn of heart, you who are far from deliver-
ance" (Isa. 46:12). Though the people are stubborn and unbelieving 
" ••• my salvation will not tarry; I will put salvation in :t;ion" ( v. 
13). A comparable spirit of infidelity and hypocrisy on the part of 
the exiles is further characterized by the prophe t: 11 ••• who swear 
by the name of the LORD, and confess the God of Israel, but not in 
truth or right (bi~edal_<ah)" (Isa. 48:1). In marked contrast to the 
spirit of stubbornness and infidelity reflected in Isa. 46:12 and 
48:1, it is only "In righteousness yoru shall be established; you 
shall be far from oppression, for you shall not fear; and from ter-
C.R.North translates the successive verses as follows: "Listen 
to me, you who endeavour after right , who seek the LORU ••• " (v .1); 
" ••• my triumph (~eg_at'ah) shall never be annulled" (v.6); 11Listen 
to me, you who know and do what is right, the people in whose heart 
is my l aw •• • " (v. 7). The Second Isaiah (Oxford: At the Clarendon 
Press, 196L~), pp. 59f-.-
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o/ 
ror, for it shall not come near you" (Isa. 54 :14). Here, fidelity 
to the covenant relationshin constitutes the essential connotation 
of soi within the context of I sa. 54:14. 
Summary. ~D~ within the context of human character and action 
variously describes the forensic declaration of fidelity (Isa. 43:9, 
26), triumph (Isa . 45:25), victory (Isa. 41:2), deliverance (Isa. 
51:l; 46:12), righteousness (Isa . 51:7; 54:14) , and right (Isa. 41: 
26; 48:1). Thus, 36+% of all usages withi n this category utilize 
victory terminology, 36+% use tradition a l concept ions of "right" 
or "righteousness ," 18+% characterize a forensic state within a 
juristic context, and 9+% (Isa. 49:24, 11tyrant 11 ) of the material, 
a s ingle passage, is probably a corruption of t ari~ 
~ in the Context of Inanimate Objects 
In contrast to both pre-exilic and post-exilic prophetic 
literature, I saiah 40-55 makes no use of SDK within the context of . . 
inanimate objects. The reason for th.is is not diff icult to calcu-
late. First, the reference to standard weights and measures as ~D~ 
was somewhat fortuitous in that such a consider ation happened to 
characterize one prophet as over against anot her. Second, references 
to Jerusal em as soi could hardly be anticipated within prophetic 
literature written at a time when the city lay, for all practical 
purposes, in ruins . More than this, however, is it not possible 
that Isaiah of the exile has moved beyond the characterization of 
inanimate objects with a dynamic word so distinctively used of 
Yahweh's action? Perhaps so. 
SD~ Within the Context of~ Idealized Person.<?.::_ Figure 
on t wo occasions within a single verse the prophet used SDK to . . 
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characterize an ideal person, the servant: " • •• he shall see the 
fruit of the travail of his soul and be satisfied; by his know-
ledge shall the rightous one (~addi~), my servant, make many to be 
accounted righteous (yasdil<) ; and he shall bear their iniquities" 
(Isa. 53 :11). Reference to the servant as "the righteous one" is 
in keeping with comparable terminology in pre-exilic literature 
where ~D~ is used to characterize an ideal ruler (cf. Isa. 9:7; 
11:4; 16:5; 32:1; Jer. 23:5; 33:15). The servant is apparently re-
lated indirectly to the same pre-exilic hope, and possibly the post-
exilic reference to "my servant the Branch" (Zech. 3 :8) is within 
the same literary tradition. Whether there is deliberate connection 
between these various strains of thought has been long debated but 
that the interrelationships are present on the surface is self-
evident. That there may be a more fundamental and basic inter-
relationship is certainly, if not probable. 
soi Within the Context of God's (Yahweh's) Action and Character ---- -
References to the character and action of God (or Yahweh --
no distinction will be made between the two) may be divided into 
those which center in the nature and character of Yahweh on the one 
hand and his action(s) on the other. 
The nature and character of Yahweh. '!he adjective saddik is - --- -- ------ ---- . . 
used to char acterize Yahweh as only God; "· •• And there is no other 
god besides me, a righteous God ( 1 el-saddik), and a Savior" (Isa. 
45:21). That Israel had experienced the privilege of knowing Yah-
weh was an expression of his righteousness ; "The LORD was pleased, 
for his righteousness sake (lemalan side~o), to magnify his law and 
make it glorious" (Isa. 42:21). SDK further appears in a reference . . 
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to ~e<;lal<o,!., "righteousness," although there is some ambiguity 
within the context: "Only in the LORD, it shall be said of me (li), 
are righteousness and strength ••• " (Isa. 45 :24). The RSV takes the 
verses as an utterance of Yahweh, a lthough C.R.North interprets v.24 
as a reference by the prophet; a thesis which is commendable. Even 
though the speaker is probably t he prophe t , sedakot may refer to . . -
the saving or vistorious deeds of Yahweh (cf. Judg. 5:11; 1 Sam. 
3 
12:7; Ps. 103:6). The comment by the prophet is, therefore, most 
probably a reference to the righteousness of Yahweh, not the right-
eousness of the prophet. 
The action of Yahweh. The singe occurrence of the verb sad.e~ 
descr ibes Yahweh as a vindicator: 11 ••• he who vindicates (masdiki ) 
~
me i s near , Who wil l contend with me? Let us stand up together. Who 
is my adver sary? Let him come near to me" (Isa. 50 : 8) . 
The masculine noun ~ede~ occurs io five contexts with ~D~, and 
is var iously translated as "victorious," "righteousness," "truth," 
and "deliverance." For the exiled descendents of Abraham there is 
the encouraging word: "fear not, for I am 't--Jith you, be not dismayed, 
for I am your God , I will strengthen you, I will help you, I will 
uphold you with my victorious right hand (bimini &ide½i)" ( Isa. 41: 
10). In the same spirit, Yahweh' s &ede~ is characterized as "deliv-
erance ;" "My deliverance draws near speedily, my salvation has gone 
forth, and my arms will rule the peoples; the coastlands wait for 
me, and for my arm they hope" (Isa. 51:5). 
C.R.North, op . cit., p. 161. If one assumes with North that seda~ot 
refer s to Yahweh 's saving deeds , then this reference might more ap-
propr iately be considered under the action of Yahweh. It is, however, 
considered here as descriptive of his nature and char acter. 
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In a rather strange tra nslation of ~eg__e~, Yahweh ' s speech is 
characterized as "tr uth" : "I the LORD speak the truth (doQ_e r ~edeJs.), ---
I declare what is rig ht (maggid may;arim)" (Isa . 45 :19). Perhaps 
this translation of sedek as 11 truth" is an expedient in order to 
permit the Engli sh "right" as a translat ion of mey~arim ; thus 
avo iding the redundancy of the double appearance of "right" in a 
single verse. Whatever the explanation for the RSV translation, 
h owever , Yahweh ' s speech is described as ~e£_el$. It is "truth11 in 
the sense that it conforms to the relationship within which Yahweh 
stands in t he covenant structure. 
The feminine noun ~eQ._a'Jfah, although it most often suggests the 
concept of victory or d e liverance , connotes 11righteousness 11 in the 
more general connotation in one context (Isa. 45:23) . Of Yahweh 1 s 
word it is said , "By myself I have sworn , from my mouth has gone 
forth in righteousness a word that shall not return: To me ever y 
knee shall bow , every tongue shall swear . " (Isa . 45:23). Even this 
context , however , has str ong overt ones of victory and triumph; the 
word effecting the s u bmission and alleg ience of men to the Lord-
ship of Yahweh. 
The call , "• • • let it cause rig hteousness to spring u p also" 
(Isa. 4 5:8) , is most likely an entreaty that deliverance spr ing 
up. This is supported by the fact that the phrase i s i mmediately 
preceeded by the exhortat ion, ' ' ••• l e t the earth open, that salva~ 
tion may sprout forth." More spec i f i c references to deliverance a r e 
the suggestions that "I !Yahweh7 bring near my de liverance (~i£.e~a!_i), 
it is not far off, and my salvation will not t arry; I will put sal-
vation in Zion , for Israel my glory" (Isa. 46 :13 ) , or, 11 ••• my salva-
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tion will be forever, and my deliverance (we~iQ.el<aJ;..i) will never 
be ended" (Isa. 51:6). Man's transience and inevitable dissolution 
stand in marked contrast to the enduring character of Yahweh's 
deliverance and salvation; "For the moth will eat them up like a 
garment, and the worm will eat them like wool; but my deliverance 
(we~idel<,ati) will be forever, and my salvation to all generations" 
(Isa. 51 :8). The source of vindication is with Yahweh; "This is 
the heritage of the servants of the LORD and their vindication 
(we~idel<at am) from me, says the LORD" (Isa. 54:17). 
II. The Use of ~D~ in Isaiah 56-66 
SD~ and its derivatives occur 22 times in Isaiah 56-66. In 
keeping with procedural methods already established these occur-
rences will be considered under the categories of (1) man's 
character and action (2) inanimate objects (3) an ideal ruler or 
person and (4) the character and action of Yahweh. The distribu-
tion of the derivatives is as follows: man's character and action, 
13; inanimate objects, 1; an ideal ruler or person, O; and the 
character and action of Yahweh, 8. 
~ Within the Context of Man's Character and Action 
Within the category of man's character and action the verb 
~ag_el< does not occur in Isaiah 56-66. But the adjective ~addi~ is 
used three times, the masculine noun ~e2.el< four times, and the 
feminine noun sedakah six times • . - . 
The adjective saddik. The purposes of God, according to the 
prophet, would come to fruition in the post-exilic period, an era 
characterized by the renewal of the people: "Your people shall all 
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be righteous (~addi}dm); they shall possess the land forever, the 
shoot of my planting, the work of my hands, that I might be glori-
fied" (Isa. 60:21). That this is possible is the result of Yahweh's 
hastening action: "· •• I am the LORD; in its time I will hasten it" 
(Isa. 60:22; cf. this concept with the frequent appeal in the Old 
Testament to >ani YHWH). 
As a description of the individual ~addi}< occurs twice within 
a single verse. This particular reference is the only illustration 
in Isa. 40-66 of the characterization of an ordinary individual by 
the term so reminiscent of Jeremiah and, especially, Ezekiel --
~addi~. "The righteous man (ha~~addi}<) perishes, and no one lays 
it to heart; devout men are taken away, while no one understands . 
For the righteous man (ha~~addi~) is taken away from calamity (Isa. 
57 :1), he enters into peace; they rest in their uprightness" (Isa. 
57:2). In this instance the $addi~ are men who stand in marked con-
trast to the paganizing party in J erusalem; that party composed of 
men who compromise religious convictions a nd who scoff at true 
religion (cf. the graphic description in the succeeding verses, vs. 
4-13). 
The noun s sedek and §edafah. SeQ..e~ within Isa. 56-66 may con-
note man's "righteousness" (Isa. 58 :8; 64 :4), the manner in which 
a person enters suit "justly" (Isa. 59 :4), or the "vindication" of 
the nation (Isa. 59:4). Men of the post-exilic community who prac-
tice "true fasting" will find that "• •• your light /shall7 break forth 
like the dawn, and your healing shall spring up speedily; your 
righteousness (~ide~eka) shall go before you, the glory of the LORD 
shall be your rearguard" (Isa. 58:8). The language is reminiscent 
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e\ 
of the Exodus, and perhaps reflects the New Exodus motif charac-
teristic of I sa . 40- 55. W.hile one might conceivably interpret 
~i!l_e~1la as the LORD's mighty acts of deliverance which are to 
~e the people, the larger context is concerned with ethi-
cal rectitude; leaving the connotation of man's responsible ac-
~ 
tions within his communal relationships as the central signif i cance 
of ,ede½ in this context. 
In his entreaty for the renewal of Yahweh's mighty d eeds of 
power, the prophet insists that Yahweh will meet " ••• him that joy-
fully works righteousness (we 1 oseh $e£e~) , those that remember thee 
in thy ways " (Isa. f 4 :4; RSV, v.S), "righteousness" consisting of /,,/ 
that which man does or works (f~sah) . Sede~ in this conte xt, the re-
fore, is closel y akin to the connotation of the same word as used 
by Ezekiel . 
$ede].< may also characterize the integrity , honesty, truth, 
= 
etc., which many of the prophet's era failed to manifes t in the 
courts; "No one enters suit justly (be~ede~), no one goes to law 
honestly; they rely on empty pleas, they speak lies, they con-
ceive mischief and bring forth iniquity" (Isa. 59:4). 
Alt hough any "vindication" which may have come to the com-
munity sterr.med originally with Yahweh, the prophet characterizes 
"vindication" as that which belongs to the people, and in so do-
ing uses .se,g.e~ as Yahweh's vindication of his people; "The nations 
shall see your vindication (~ide~ek) , and all the kings your 
= 
glory; and you shall be cal l ed by a new name whic h the mouth of 
the LORD will give11 (Isa. 62 :2 ). 
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e S Q_a~ah , the feminine noun, within the broader context of 
Isa. 56-66 is used preponderantly fr "righteousness," and this as If 
a characterization of man's action (cf. I sa. 56:1; 57:12; 58:2; 
59:9; 59:14). The only other use of sedakah is actually of the . - . 
same character, for it is the description of man's ethical-moral 
achievements (Isa. 64:5; RSV , v.6). 
Men are counseled to "Keep justice, and do righteousness 
(sedakah), for soon my salvation will come, and my deliverance be . - . 
revealed" (Isa. 56:1). Although ~eg_a\(ah might well connote "faith-
fulness to a r e lationship" (i.e., "maintain your integrity within 
the community -- be faithful, Yahweh is on the verge of acting! 11 ) , 
the derivative is again eLosely related to that which they are "to 
do" (wa <asu ~e,£.a½,ah ). The "righteousness" of those who hold the 
"righteous man" (Isa. 57 :lff) in derision is such that though 
Yahweh "will tell of your righteousness (,t,i.£.e½a!_e1_) and your do-
ings, but they will not help you" (Isa. 57 :12) . 
Describing the derelict condition of the community the. pro--
phet observes that "just ice is far fr om us, and righteousness 1 
(~e£,a½,ah) stands afar off; for truth has fallen in the public 
squares, and uprightness cannot enter" (Isa. 59 :14). The quality 
of "righteousness" achieved within the community, far from ful -
filling the relationships of the covenant community is best charac-
terized as a "polluted garment ." "We have bee ome like one who is 
unclean, and all our righteous deeds (~ide\(oteynu) are like a 
polluted garment. We all fade like a leaf, and our iniquities, 
like the wind, take us away" (Isa. 64:5; RSV, v.6). 
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Summary. Within Isa. 56-66 ~D~ is variously used in the con-
text of man's character and action to connote (1) the traditional 
concept of "righteousness" and (2) the victory or deliverance motif. 
First, SDK describes the people as righteous (Isa. 60 :12), the 
righteous man (Isa . 57 :1), righteousness (Isa. 5 7 :12; 58 :2, 8; 59 :9, 
14; 64:4 -- RSV v. 5), righteous deeds (Isa. 62:2), and justly (Isa. 
59:4). Second, in the victory or deliverance motif are words such 
as deliverance (Isa. 56:1) and vindication (Isa. 62:2). Of the total 
occurrences within Isa. 56-66, 11 RSV translations use traditional 
connotations of "righteousness" or "righteous" while only two use 
victory terminology. Stated proportionately, 84+% of all uses of 
SDK in Isa. 56-66 deal with righteousness and related concepts, while 
only 15+% of the total number of occurrences are related to victory 
terminology. 
SD~ Within the Context of Inanimate Objects 
There is but a single characterization of inanimate objects by 
a derivative of SDK within Isa. 56-66. Of Zion the prophet wrote: . . 
"For Zion ' s sake I will not keep silent, and for Jerusalem's sake 
I will not rest, until her· vindication (sidekek) goes forth as 
• re: • 
brightness, and her salvation as a burning torch" (Isa. 62 :1). Yet 
her ~ede~ is not so much a characterization of Jerusalem herself as 
== 
it is a description of that deliverance which Yahweh is to bring 
about on behalf of ~ion. 
SD~ Within the Context of An Ideal Ruler 
Isaiah 56-66 makes no use of ~D~ and its derivatives to 
characterize an ideal ruler or other person of national stature . 
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~D~ Within the Context of the Character and Action of Yahweh 
The character and action of Yahweh (no distinction will be made 
between passages which refer to "God" and "Yahweh" ) constitute a 
proportionately less significant category within the distribution 
of SD~ in Isaiah 40-66 than in Isaiah 40-55 . There are eight con-
texts which associate ~D~ with the character and action of Yahweh. 
The masculine noun ~ede~ appears within a single context, and 
describes the nature of the mi~pa:t; im given by Yahweh: " ••• they ask 
of me righteous judgments, they delight to draw near to God." .Such 
mispatim are, one would assume, those which are in accord with the 
relationship established between Yahweh and the people of the cove-
nant. 
The feminine noun ~edal_<ah is variously used to connote "right-
eousness," "vindication," and 11deliverance." For example, in that 
day when God's purposes are re.alized Yahweh will 11.na.ke your over-
seers peace and your taskmasters righteousness (~e.£.a\<ah)" (Isa. 60: 
17); reversing in the process the normal overseers and t askn1asters 
of an enslaved people (an emphasis which reflects the exodus motif 
and which may be especially related to the "New Exodus" of Isa. 40ff)~ 
The herald of salvation (cf. Isa. 61 :11) praises Yahweh for the 
salvation which he has brought forth: For as the earth brings forth 
its shoots, and as a garden causes what is sown in it to spring up, 
( so the Lord God ('adoaay ~) will cause righteousness <_i'.~afah) 
and praise to spring forth before all nations (Isa. 61:11). 
Righteousness constitutes one element of Yahweh's battle garb 
whether the derivative connotes righteousness as fidelity to 
the relationship between himself and the people or his might acts 
of deliverance (although the two are not mutually exclusive). nHe 
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put on righteousness (~eda~ah) as a breastpla te, and a helmet of 
salvation upon his head; he put on garments of vengeance for 
clothing, and wrapped himself in fury as a mantle" (Isa. 59:17). 
The figure d e scribed in Isa. 63:lff, a dramatic and anthro -
pomorphic portrayal of Yahwe h, is described through question and 
answer in the following ma nner: "Who is this that comes from Edom, 
in crimsoned garments from Bozrah, he that is glorious in his ap-
parel, marching in the greatness of his strength? It is I (cf. 
the significant Old Testament phrase 11> ani, YHWH) announcing vindi-
cation (bi~eda~ah), mighty to save" (Isa. 63:1). '!be phrase ,ani --
roedabber bi~eg__a~ ah ("I am announcing righteousness"), suggests that 
Yahweh's action in drawing near to his people is grounded in his 
fidelity to that relationship with them in which he stands . The RSV 
translation gives emphasis to the concept of "vindication" (i.e., 
he draws near in his victorious deeds), but either the RSV "vindica-
tion" or the ASV 11righteousness" is equally acceptable . Again, one 
probably sees reflected in the contras t between RSV and ASV trans-
lations the emergence of a new connotation of ~D.l} within the past 
75 years. 
Righteousness (~eg_a~ah) is uniquely related to the deliver a nce 
theme and as such is often set forth as the prerequisite or accom-
paniment of deliverance and at other times is actually translated 
"deliverance." The latter is clearly illustrated in Is a . 56:1, "Thus 
says the LORD: Keep justice, and do righteousness, for soon my sal-
vation will come, and my deliverance (we~ig_e\(a.t._i ) .be revealed." Of 
the same general category of usage is the suggestion that Yahweh is 
sustained in vindictive action by his "righteousness": "He saw that 
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there was n o man, and wondered that there was no one to intervene; 
then his own arm brought him victory, and his r ighteousness (we~ide 
1$ato) upheld him 11 (Isa. 59 :16) . ---
11Righteousness" is also described as the covering which Yahweh 
casts· over his people; ' 'I will greatly rejoice in the LORD, my soul 
s hall exult in my God' for he has clothed me wi th garments of sal -
vation, he has covered me with the robe of righteousness (~e~a~ah) , 
as a bridegroom decks himself with a gar l and, and as a bride adorns 
herself with her jewels" (Isa. 61 :10). Although i sa. 61 :lff has been 
interpreted by some as an extension of the servant motif of Isa . 
40-55, C.R.North concludes his examination of this possibility by 
suggest ing that " • •• unt il a more convincing case has been made out 
for r egarding chaps. lx-lxii as an integral part of Deutero-Isaiah 
4 
we are not warranted in treatin g lxi.lff as a Song ." He had earlier 
5 
concluded that the speaker in verse 10 i s Zion; a conclusion which 
forms the working hypothesis for this study of the passage. Standing 
as it does in parallel structure with "salvation" (yesha'), rig hteous-
ness (~eda~ah ) might equally as well be translated "deliverance . " 
Especially is this so in view of other translations of sedakah as 
de liver ance within the RSV. 
III. The Relationship Between the Use of SDK in Isaiah 40-55 
and I sai ah 56-66 
4 
C.R. North , The Suffering Servant in Deut e ro- Isaiah: An Historical 




The root SDK and its derivatives occur SO times within Isa. . . 
40-66; 28 times in Isa. 40-55 and 22 in Isa. 56-66. Of all occur-
rences of SDK within Isa. 40-66 56% occur in Isa. 40-55 and 44% in 
Isa. 56-66. Thus, that body of material containing 62+% of the total 
content of Isa. 40-66 contains 56% of the uses of SDK while the lit-
erature constituting 37+% of the total bulk contains 44% of the uses 
of SDK. In terms of a frequency index (the direct relationship be-
tween the percentage of occurrences within a given body of literature 
in relationship to the percentage of total literature which the 
given body comprises), Isa. 40-55 has a frequency index of 56/62, or 
.90. Isa. 56-66 has a frequency index of 44/37, or 1.18. Despite the 
fact, therefore, that numerically more contexts use ~ni in Isaiah 
40-55 than in Isaiah 56-66 a comparison of the frequency inde x sug-
gests that Isaiah 56-66 makes a proportionately greater usage of 
SDK than does Isaiah 40-55. . . 
Both bodies of literature were examined within the four cate-
gories previously established in this study: (1) the character and 
action of man (2) inanimate objects (3) an ideal ruler or other 
personality and (4) the character and action of Yahweh (no dis-
tinct ion being made between "God II and "Yahweh"). Such an analysis 
reflects the following relationships between Isa. 40-55 and Isa. 
56-66. 
First, concerning the action and character of man Isa. 40-55 
uses ~D~ in a clearly forensic sense on at least two occasions 
(Isa. 43:9, 26); a usage never found in Isa. 56-66. 
Within the context of man's character and action ~D~ is 
used with equal frequency of both traditional concepts of "right-
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eousness (36+%) and victory terminology (36+%). Eighteen percent 
of the usages characterize a forensic state, and one passage (Isa. 
49:24) is probably corrupt. Isaiah 56-66, on the other hand, makes 
preponderant usage of ~D~ in the traditional concept of righteousness; 
84% of the 13 usages, while only 15+% of the 13 usages are related to 
victory terminology. Thus within Isaiah 56-66 there is a decided 
shift from the victory terminology so strongly represented in Isaiah 
40-55 to a usage of ~o, closely akin to those ethical usages rep-
resented in Ezekiel and Jeremiah. 
Second, inanimate objects are the concern of but a single pass-
age in all of Isaiah 40-66 (cf. Isa. 62:1). Even in this case , however, 
it shouLd be noted that ~D~ characterizes the vindication that Yahweh 
works on behalf of Zion as opposed to ~n, as descri~ion 0f a n attri-
bute inherently characteristic of Jerusalem. 
Third, ~Dl( is not used of an ideal ruler or other person in 
Isa. 56-66, but within Isa. 40-55 ,SD~ is used twice within a single 
larger context (Isa. 53:11) to characterize an ideal person, the 
Servant of Yahweh. 
Fourth, the character and action of Yahweh is the concern of 
23 contexts in Isa. 40-66; 15 in Isa. 40-55 and 8 in Isa. 56-66. The 
distinction between the usage in these bodies of literature is re-
flected in the predominance of the victory or deliverance motif in 
Isa. 40-55 and the more traditional connotation of ~D~ in Isa . 56-66. 
The following chart reflects an attempt to categorize the 
use of ~D~ within Isa. 40-66, giving particular attention to the dis-
tinctive usage in Isa. 40-55 and Isa. 56-66. 
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Total Isa. 40-55 (62%) of Isa. 56-66 (38%) of 
Isaiah 40-55 Isaiah 40-55 
Total I Cl)~. I (I) >, I (I) :,t.. I Cl) >, 
Isa. 1-, QJ Cl r~ 1-4 Ill o X 
M 0) A ~ M <i: C) :i< 
::, CJ (/)• 4-l t'd ;::, CJ I C: (l) ;::, 0 rJ), 4-1 t'd ;::, C) I C OJ 
40-66 (.) C 0 µUC: Ill QJ 'O C) C: Oµc.>C: CJ Cl) 'O U Ill 4-1 0 C) (I) :t ::, C: u Q) 4-1 0 0 QJ & ::, C: 
0 i... 0 ~ f-loi... O'H OMO ~ E-tO M O'H 
Man's Character 
and Action 24 11 45% .72 13 54% 1.42 
Inanimate 
Objects l 0 0 0 l 100% 2.63 
Ideal Ruler 
or Other 2 2 100% 1.61 0 0 0 
Person 
Character and 
Action of 23 15 65% 1.04 8 34% 1 .11 
Yahweh 
An analysis of the usage of ~D~ in both Isa. 40-55 and Isa. 
56-66 reveals two significant factors. First, in the category of 
man's character and action the frequency index sugges~ that Isa. 
56-66 makes a propcrtionately higher use of SDi<i,n the category of 
man's character and action than does ~sa . 40- 55 . If one assumes 
that Isa. 56-66 is addre ssed to those in Jerusalem, most likely 
following the return from exile, such an emphasis upon moral and 
ethical issues such as that reflected in the use of SDK should . . 
not be surprising . 
Second, in view of the frequency with which ~D~ is used of 
Yahweh's action and character in Isa. 40-55 as over against Isa. 
56-66 one might well conclude that Isa. 40-55 uses ~D~ with this 
connotation to a far greater degree than does Isa. 56-66 (15 vs. 
8 occurrences). When one compares the frequency index, however, 
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it is exceedingly significant that Isa. 56- 66 actually has a higher 
index of usage than does Isa. 40-55; despite the fact that Isa. 40-
55 has numerically more uses of ~D~ in the context of Yahweh's 
action and character than does Isa . 56-66. 
Synonyms and Antonyms Within the Same Context of ~D~ in Isa. 40-66 . 
The examination of synonyms and antonyms in the same context 
as SD~ within pre- exilic and post - exilic prophetic literature other 
than Isaiah 40-66 has already demonstrated that such a study often 
provides greater clarification for the connotation of SD~ than does 
any other single aspect of the present study. The examination of 
Isaiah 40-66 should compare the contextual usage of synonyms and 
antonyms also, and should also examine (1) the larger contextual 
connotation of SD~ within Isaiah 40-66 as compared with other pro-
phetic literature , and (2) the contrast, if any, between the synonyms 
and antonyms appearing contextually with SD~ in Isaiah 40-55 and 
Isaiah 40- 66 . 
I. An Examination of Synonyms and Antonyms Within the 
Context of SOK in Isaiah 40-55 
The 17 synonyms and the three antonyms used contextually with 
SOK in Isaiah 40- 55 are uniquely associated with the primary theme 
of deliverance or salvation, al though specific "victory terminology" 
is not used in each instance. 
Synonyms of ~DI$ Used Within the s ~me Context · in Isaiah 40- 55 
Synonyms of SD~ which appear in the same context within Isaiah 
40-55 may be grouped aroud four general themes : (1) salvation termi-
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nology (2) strength or might (3) fidelity, and (4) covenant related 
terminology. 
Salvation terminology. Of the 19 synonyms of ~D~ which appear 
contextually with SDK in Isaiah 40-55 the word salvation (yt ~a') -e.,( . . \ 
occurs saventimes, or in 36% of the total contexts. Within the larger 
context of the Cyrus passage (Isa. 45:lff) salvation is realized 
through his advent; "Shower, 0 heavens, from above, and let the skies 
rain down righteousness; let the earth open, that salvation may sprout 
forth, and let it cause righteousness to spring up also; I the LORD 
have created it" (Isa . 45:8). In contrast to the futility of trusting 
false gods, the Exiles know the uniquenes s of Yahweh; '' ••• there is 
no other god besides me, a righteous God and a Savior; there is none 
V 
besides me" (Isa. 45:21). Seldom are SDK and YS' so closely related 
to Yahweh. The salvation of Yahweh is actualized in the fall of 
e Babylon: "I bring near my deliverance (~ g_a~ah), it is not far off, 
and my salvation will not tarry; I will put salvation in ~ion, for 
Israel my glory" (Isa. 46:13). 
The coming of Yahweh's deliverance is extolled in Isaiah 51:1-
52:12, during which SDK is set in synonymous parallelism with YSC: . . 
"My deliverance (~eg_e½,) draws near speedily, my salvation has gone 
forth, and my arms will rule the peoples" (Isa. 51 :5). Though the 
"heavens ~.iill vanish like smoke, the earth will wear out like a gar-
ment, and they who dwell in it will die like g~ats; but my salvation 
will be forever, and my deliverance (~DI$) will never be ended" (Isa. 
51 :6). Still in the same larger context the prophet reiterates: "For 
the moth will eat them up like a garment, and the worm will eat them 
like wool; but my deliverance (§D~) will be for ever, and my salva-
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t ion t o a 11 gen er at i o ri s " ( Is a • 51 : 8 ) • 
On the basis of six contextual usages of $D~ and ysr occurring 
in parallel structure, there is no doubt but that the prophet assoc-
iated closely, and perhaps equated, the two concepts. ~D~.connotes, 
therefore, the effective deliverance or salvation of the people of 
God. Because Yahweh is faithful to the claims of the covenant he 
saves his people from the threat of destruction, from the disinte-
gration of that "wholeness" which is so characteristic of the 
covenant relationship. 
Strength and might . Closely related to victory terminology, 
but less frequent in their number of appearar.ces, are those contexts 
which associate ~D~ with streng th, might, and praise. The salvific 
action of Yahweh is unique in that he alone offers righteous ness and 
strength; "Only in the LORD, it shall be said of :ne, are righteous-
ness and strength ('W~); to him shall come and be ashamed all who 
were incensed aga inst him" (Isa. 45 :24). "In the LORD all the off-
spring of Israel shall triumph (~D~) and glory (HLL). Again , although 
the text is suspect, "Can the prey be taken from the mighty (miggibbor), 
or the captives of a tyrant ( ~addi~) be rescued?" (Isa. 49:24). 
Fidelity. Fidelity to the established covenantal relationships 
is also underscored through the close association of ~D~ and termi-
nology connoting faithfulness. Truth (>MN) is closely associated 
with ~D~ when the prophet sets both in contradistinction to those 
who insincerely swear by the name of the LORD or confess the God of 
Israel; "Hear this, 0 house of Jacob, who are called by the name of 
Israel • •• who swear by the name of the LORD, and confess the God 
of Israe l, but not in truth or right" (Isa. 48:1). Of Cyrus Yahweh 
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says, 11 1 have aroused him in righteousness, and I will make straight 
(Y~R) all his ways" (Isa. 45 :13). The LORD himself is one who will 
'' ••• speak the truth (Y~R), I declare what is right (~D~)~ ( Isa. 45:19). 
Of the coming redemption Yahweh says, "My deliverance (~DI<) dra ws 
near speedily, my salvation has gone forth, and my arms will rule 
the people" (cf. yi~petu , Isa. 51: 5). Yahweh's rule of the people 
is that of the judge who rights the wrongs within the community 
bound together in the covenant relationship. 
Covenant - related terminology . At least four separate words con-
stitute a body of covenant-related concepts which appear contextually 
wit h $D~: covenant, word, law, and knowledge. 
Although Isa. 42 :Sff is probably distinct from the first "Ser -
vant Song11 (cf. Isa. 42 :1-4), references within Isa. 42 :5ff are s till 
addressed to the servant. Thus: "I am the LORD, I have called you 
in righteousness ($D~), I have taken you by the hand and kept you ; 
I have given you as a covenant to the people, a light to the nations 
•• • " (Isa. 42:6). The purpose of the servant, called in "rigf ous- tj 
ness", is that of covenant mediator . As C.R.North suggests, however, 
"righteousness" in this instance may better be under~tood as "called 
6 
for a saving purpose". Thus $D:t( is clearly linked to covenantal 
life; the saving purpose for which the servant is called effecting 
a covenant for the people. 
The $D~ of Yahweh is also closely related to the word t hat 
goes forth. "By myself I have sworn, from my mouth has gone forth 
in righteousness, a word that shall not return: 'To me every knee 
6 
C.R. Nor th, The Second Isaiah (O~J ord: Claren<lon Press, 1964), p. 111. 
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shall bow, every tongue shall swear" (Isa. 45 :23) . Yahweh's word 
of power is such that the e nds of the eart h shall acknowledge with 
abnegation his sover eignty . 
Still within the contex;t of c ovenantal life, "The LORD ,;.ias 
pleased, for his r ighteousness ' sake, to magnify his law and make 
it glorious" (Isa . 42 :21). Thus the l aw (torah) was not a penal 
burden to be borne , but the gracious gift of God given as an ex-
pression of his faithfulness so that light and life might be cast 
upon Israel's way . This i s further emphasized in the prophet's 
exhortation addressed to those who k now Yahweh's righteousness 
( so RSV;but , p e rhaps, "saving deeds", or , in keeping with the con -
t ext immediately preceeding, "deliverance 11 ) : "Hearken to me, you 
who kno-w righteousness, t he people in whose heart is my law" 
(Isa. 51:7 ). 
Knowledge , which is always personal and experiential when 
placed within the context of Yahweh and the people, is the effec -
tive means by which the servant of Yahweh functions at the climax 
of his ministry of servanthood : " ••• by his knowledg e shall the 
righteous one, my servant, make many to be accounted righteous" 
(Isa . 53 :11). C.R.North reminds the r eader that "In the Wisdom 
literature 'know l edge ' is an ethical concept associated with wis-
dom • •• and understanding or discernment ••. ' but even at its most 
7 
prudential it is never divorced from the ' fear of the LORD'. 11 
Such fear, suggests Th. C. Vrieze~ is as close an approximation of 
7 
Op. cit., p. 244 
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the English "religion" as one can find in Biblical nebrew. Fur -
ther , H.w . wolff, in his disucssion of the knowledge of God in Hosea, 
begins by asserting that "Wer ' Theologie • in die Sprache des Alten 
9 
Testaments Ubersetzen wollt~, musste 0"~7~ n}t:! sagen." Robert G. 
Dentan examined both "fear" and "knowledge , " co::icluding that within 
the Old Testament fear is synonymous with religion, and knowledge 
with theology : 
If then, ' the fear of God' can be understood to mean 
'religion,' there is a very r eal sense in which 'the 
kn owledge of God ,' that is, knowing who God is and 
what he expects , can be takI8 as t he Old Test ament 
equivalent of 'theology' ••• 
That uknowledge" in the present passage connotes "knowledge 
of God" is suspect , as is the p ossibility that the writer e n-
visions the whole of Old Testament theology, but it is clear that 
he has in mind a personal, experiential knowledge of the ser vant 
which can best be illustrated by the Old 'Testament concept of the 
knowledg e of God. It is in, or by, his "knowledge" (be~o) that 1 
the r ighteous one (~addi½) "shall make many r ighteous." There 
8 
Th. C. Vriezen , An Outline of Old Testament Theology_ 
(Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 19'58)~p . 134f . 
9 
Hans Walter Wolff, '"Wissen um Gott ' bei Hosea als Urforrn v on 
Theologie," in Gesammelte Studien zum Alten Testament (Munchen: 
Chr. Kaiser Verlag , 1964), p. 182.--
10 
Robert C. Dent an, The Knowled~e of God in Ancient I s r ael 
(New York: The Seabury Press , 19 8 )-,-p~6-.-
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seems to be no good reason to translate as does the RSV, "make 
11 
many to be accounted righteous." There is, i n fact , no par allel 
to the concept 11make many to be accounted r ighteous" in the whole 
use of ~D~ within prophetic literature. Although the passage is 
fraught with difficulties for the interpreter, for the purposes of 
the present study it will be sufficient to point out that the 
quality of knowledge so intimately associated with the covenant 
relationship is closely bound to ~D~ in Isa. 53:11. 
The covenant words "covenant," 11law, 11 1 !!knowledge," and, to 
a lesser extent, "word" (lesser only in that con t extually the use 
of "word" in I sa. 45 :23 is not necessarily related to covenant 
life) are all closely linked to SDK in Isa. 40- 55. The righteous 
deeds of Yahweh, his deliverance, ps' closely related to his 
faithfulness to the covenant which binds covenant God to covenant 
people. 
Conclusion. Each of the synonyms suggests in one way or another 
the deliverance motif which so uniquely characterizes I sa . 40-55. 
Whether the specific deliver ance terminology , connotations of might, 
the conception of faithfulness or fidelity, or in those words 
uniquely associated with the covenant, the prophet clearly associates 
~D~ with the saving del iverance of Yahweh through the emergence of 
Cyrus as a world figure. 
11 
Antonyms of §D~ Used ~rithin the Same Contex t in Isaiah 40- 55 
Four words are used as antonyms to ~oi within Isa. 54 : 3/:; 
C.R. North, £E..• cit. , p. 245. 
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the 1, j ,.,. ;,. .. 
only context in Isa. 40-55 in which antonyms are placed in the 
. V 
same context with SDK. The words are "oppression" ('SJ), "fear" 
(YR)) "terror" (MHT) ' . ' and " 5<:_rife" (>p . ). The contextual usage 
forcefully poses the obverse side of ~DJ_<. : "In righteousnes s you 
shall be established ; you shall be far from oppression, for you 
shall not fear; and f rom terror, for it shall not come near you. 
If any one stirs up strife, it is not from me ••• " (Isa. 54:14, 
1 5). 
Reconciliation has been a chieved, argues the prophet, and 
those qualities which former l y characterized an exiled people have 
been brought to an end by Yahweh ' s saving action (~D~), his deliv -
erance is at hand. The words themselves constitute the several 
antitheses to the ~quilibrium and wholeness which is the destined 
character of the covenant c ommunity . SDK brings to an end all that . . 
is so6ially disruptive, rupturing the harmony and tranquility of 
., 
a peaceful (cf. Salem, whole) people . Positively stated, SD~ is 
the antithesis of all that is connoted by the words oppression, 
fear, terror, and strife. For each of these suggests action(s) 
that rend(s) the whole fabric of corporate life. 
II. An Examina tion of Synonyms and Antonyms Within the Context 
of ~DJ_<. in Isaiah 56- 66 . 
Synonyms of ~ Used ¼>'i. thin the Same Context in Isaiah 56-66 
Within broad limits synonyms used within identical contexts 
with SDK in Isa. 56- 66 may be categorized as those which suggest 
(1) salvation (2) justice (MSPT) (3) fidelity or faithfulness (4) . 
the effects of Yahweh's actions in the life of his people, and (5) 
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Yahweh's judgment . 
Salvation terminology. Despite the fact that proportionately 
less of Isa. 40-66 is represented by chapters 56-66 than by 40-55 , 
there are as many usages of salvation terminology in the latter as 
in the former. If returnees "Keep justice, and do righteousness, 
••• soon my salvation will come, and my deliverance (SDK) be revealed" . . 
(Isa . 56:1). Salvation and deliverance (SD~) are clearly synonymous. 
Confronted by the absence of justice, Yahweh himself acts. "He 
saw that there was no man, and wonder~d that t here was n©1 one to 
intervene; then his own arm brought him victory, and his righteous -
ness upheld him" (Isa. 59:16) . His equipment during the c ourse of 
such a battle also unites righteousness and salvation: "He put on 
righteousness as a breastplate, and a helmet of salvation upon his 
head ••• " (Isa. 59:17). 
When the nation is delivered through Yahweh ' s actions the na-
t ion rejoices in Yahweh: "I will greatly rejoice in the LORD, my 
sould shall exult in my God; for he has clothed me with the gar ments 
of salvation, he has covered me with the robe of righteousness (Isa. 
61 :10). Anticipating the full realization of salvation, Yahweh de-
clares: "For Zion' s sake I will not keep silent, and for Jerusalem's 
sake I will not rest, until her vindication (~D~) goes forth as 
brightness, and her salvation as a burning torch" (Isa . 62:1). The 
prophet ' s promise of vengeance assumes the strange form of a figure 
in crimsoned garments, '' • • • glorious in his apparel, marching in the 
greatness of his strength? ' It is I, announcing vindication (~Di), 
mighty to save" (Isa. 63:1). 
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Perhaps equally as significant as the association of qD~ and 
.., 
YS' is the fact that Isaiah 56-66 uses such parallelism equally as 
often as Isaia h 40-55 . In fact when one considers that Isa . 40-55 
constitutes 62+% of I sa . 40-66 while Isa. 56-66 constitutes but 
38% of the same body of material, the proportionate appearance of 
YS' in the context of ~D~ is much higher than in Isa. 40-55. 
If one assumes, as is commonly done, that Isa. 40-55 is set 
within a historical context in which salvation from exile is prof-
fered Israel , and that Isa. 56-66 is addressed to returnees, then 
it is passingly strange that "salvation" is as much a future hope 
after the return from exile as it was during the exile. One may 
explain this on the assumption that the context of salvation is 
that of the exile in Isa. 40-55 and Israel's own moral and spiri-
tual crises in Isa. 56-66. But this does not alter the fact that 
~ . 
the thrust of YS' is always future -- as though it were an ideali-
zation more than an actuality within history; that the future al-
ways beckons the people of God as the area of transcendent reality. 
For no sooner is 11vicotry" or "salvation" realized than succeeding 
prophets begin to speak again of the promise of "salvation." 
Justice (SP!). While the verb sa£_at occurs once in the. context 
of ~D~ in Isaiah 40- 55, the noun mi~£.at never occurs within the 
context of ~D~ in that body of prophetic literature . Within Isa . 
56-66, however , mi~E.at occurs a total of four times . For example, 
men are exhorted to "Keep justice (~imeru mi~E.at), and do right -
eousness (~D~), for soon my salvation will come, and my deliverance 
be revealed" (Isa. 56:1). In this instance ~D{< is obviously a human 
action synonymously described as 11 justice" -- keeping justice equals 
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doing righteousness. Further, conditions were such in the post -
exilic community that the prophet indicated that 11 ••• justice is 
far f rom us, and righteousness does not overtake us" (Isa. 59 :9). 
"Just ice is turned back, and righteousness st ands afar off ••• " 
(Isa. 59:14). 
Mitpat is not only used of human action but of the decrees 
of Yahweh as well. Men are condemned because " ••• they seek me daily, 
and delight to know my ways, as if they were a nation that did right-
eousness and did not forsake the ordinance (rnispat) of their God 
(Isa . 58:2). Within the same verse the prophet further described 
them as men who "ask of me righteous judgments (mi~Pe!ey ?e~elf), 
they delight to dra"W near to God11 (Isa. 58:2). 
Thus, on both the human and the divine level Isa. 56-66 links 
mi~pa! with ~D~, and in the process relates fidelity to the demands 
of the covenant with that orderly and responsible life which re-
flects the decrees of the Judge Yahweh. 
Fidelity, faithfulness. Words such as "truth11 ()'MN), 11stead-
fast love11 (tlSD), "peace" ( SLM), and "uprig htness" (NKlf) are joined 
contextually with ~D~ thus underscoring the element of fidelity or 
faithfulness as one connotation of SDK. For example, "No one enters . . 
suit justly (besedek), no one goes to law honestly (be1 emunah)" . . 
(Isa. 59:4). Truth () emet), justice, righteousness, and upright-
ness are lacking in the post-exilic community; "Justice is turned 
back, and righteousness stands afar off; for truth has fallen in the 
public squares, and uprightness cannot enter" (Isa. 59:14). 
Faithfulness to the covenant, that quality of covenant love 
which motivates partners in a covenant relationship, properly stands 
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as the counterpart to SDK. In his description of the inequities 
• • 
life the prophet sugges ted that "The righteous 
no one lays it to heart; devout men (we1 ane!ey 
man (has.addik 'j( 
~e~e~!) are taken 
of ~/ 
and 
away ••• " (Isa . 57 :1) . The ~addil_< a nd the "men of covenant love" are 
the same (although ~,~ed is tra nslated, and properly so, in the 
more restricted and technical sense of a pious or devout man -- a 
forerunner to the HasJ idim . 
The righteous man is delivered from calamity and enters into 
peace; "For the righteous man is taken away f rom calamity, he en-
ter s into peace; they rest in their beds who walk in their upright-
ness'' (Isa. 57 :1,2) . The "Wholeness" of life which so uniquely 
characterizes SLM is appropriately set forth as the ultimate goal 
of the righteous, that man who is "whole" in the sense that he lives 
in conformity with the demands of covenant life. More specifically 
the future glory of z.ion is portrayed by the prophet as a time when 
peace and righteousness characterize the com..rnunity; "Instead of 
bronze I will bring gold, and instead of iron I will bring silver; 
instead of wood, bronze, instead of stones, iron. I will make your 
overseers peace and your taskmasters righteousness" (Isa. 60:17). 
Those who walk in "uprightness" are set in parallelism (in-
verted parallelism) with the saddik. "For the righteous man is taken . . 
away from calamity, he enters ii.nto peace; they rest in their beds 
who walk in their uprightness" (nels:otio; Isa. 57:1,2). Again, "up-
rightness" is closely linked with righteousness, justice, and truth: 
"Justice is turned back, and righteousness stands afar off, for truth 
has fallen in the public squares, and uprightness cannot enter 
(Isa. 59 :14). 
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The effects of_ Yahweh's actions . The fourth category of syno-
nyms found in the same context with ~D~ in Isa. 56-66 are those 
related to the results of Yahweh's actions in the life of his 
people. Words such as light, giory (P>R and KBD), praise, and 
healing suggest the beneficent effects of Yahweh's act ions . 
Of those men in the post-exilic community who came to an un-
derstanding of genuine religion and the rel ationships related 
thereto, who saw true fasting as leaving off unethical actions 
rather than proscribed foods, the prophet said, "Then shall your 
light break forth like the dawn and your 4ealing shall spring up J~/ 
speedily; your righteousness shall go before you, the g l ory (KBD) 
of the LORD shall be your rearguard" (Isa . 58:8) . The presence of 
God (KBD) returns to the new I srael and becomes her protection as 
earlier it had been at the time of the Exodus . 8eldom are so many 
positive synonyms bound within a single context with ~D~: light , 
healing and glory together characterizing the life transformed by 
Yahweh~ 
Zion is r eassured that the day will come when her vindication 
and glory will be seen throughout the nations: "The nations shall 
see your vindication, a nd all t he kings your glory (K.BV); and you 
shall be called by a new name which the mouth of the LORD will 
give" (Isa. 62 :2) . 
The righteousness of his people redounds to the glory (P' R) 
of Yahweh: "Your people shall all be righteous; they shall possess 
the land for ever , the shoot of my planting, the work of my hands, 
that I might be glorified11 (Isa. 60:21) . Here the emphasis connoted 
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by "glory" (P>R) is distinct from the former (KBD), and suggests 
the concept of honor, supremacy, majesty (cf. Isa. 10:15; Jdg. 7:2). 
In praise of Yahweh ' s salvation Israel anticipates the time 
when the earth shall burst forth like a garden, but bearing dif-
ferent produce; bearing righteousness a nd praise . "For as the earth 
brings forth its shoots, and as a garden causes what is sown in it 
to spring up, so the Lord God will cause righteousness and praise 
(HLL) to spring forth before all the nation:s" (Isa. 61:11). 
Yahweh's judgment. words such as "fury" (~>H) and "vengeance" 
(NJ?i) appear at first glance to be better characterized as antonyms 
than synonyms; and were, in fact , originally so treated in this 
study. Further examination within the context in which they appear , 
howe.ve.r, suggests that they are actually synonyms . When directed 
against the moral disintegration of the era, the righteousness and 
salvation are synonymous with his fury and vengeance. This usage in 
Isa. 59 :17 clearly suggests such a synonymous nature: " He put on 
righteousness as a breastplate, and a helmet of salvation upon his 
head; he put on garments of vengeance (~) for clothing , and 
wrapped himself in fury q<1~> H) as a mantle." 
Antonyms of SDK Used Within the Sarne Context in Isaiah 56-66 
- -'--I.. -- ---- -- -- ----
The adjectival characterization of the deeds evidenced by the 
post-exilic community are graphically portrayed by suggesting that 
their "righteous deeds" are like the most repulsive garment imagi-
nable. Yahweh "wast angry when we sinned" (Isa. 64 :5) , and the 
prophet confesses for the community : " We have all become like one 
who is unclean, and all our righteous deeds are like a polluted gar -
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ment 11 (Isa. 64:5; RSV v.6, cf. the suggestive reference to "men-
struation" by B. D. B.) . 
In opposition to living as a truly righteous nation men of 
the post-exilic era forsook the "ordinance of God; 11 "Yet they 
seek me daily, and delight to know my ways, as if they were a 
nation that did r i ghteousness and did not forsake the ordinance of 
their God ••• " (Isa . 58 :2). 
In contrast to the action of the s a dd ik, immoral men pervert . . 
the juristic system: "No one enters suit justly (~DI_<) no one goes 
to l aw honestly; they rely on empty (tohu) pleas, they spea k lies 
V 
(SW1 ), they conceive mischief (fML) and bring forth iniquity (lWN)" 
(Isa . 59:4). Within a single verse ~DI_< is portrayed as that which 
stands in opposition to emptiness (i.e. the lack of content in one's 
pleas; dishone sty), lies, mischief, and iniquity. 
In contrast to justice and righteousness, and for thej__ lig ht 
anci brightness which characterize them, the community of the pos t-
exilic era was one in which !' ••• justice is far from us, and right-
eousness doe s not overtake us; we look for light, and behold d ark-
ness, and for brightness, but we walk in gloom" (Isa. 59:9). Darkness 
and gloom are the inevitable characteristics of a society in which 
justice and righteousness have either withdrawn or from which they 
have been eliminated. 
III. The Rela tionship Between the Use of Synonyms and Antonyms 
Used in the Same Context with SDK in Isa. 40-55 and Isa. 56-66 . . 
. Synonyms used contextually with SDK in Isa. 40-55 consistently . . 
deal with the concept of victory or victory-related t e rminology. Only 
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" a single synonym, ys<, occurs in more than a single context with 
SDK, and this a total of six times (constituting 41% of the total 
occurrences of the synonyms used with ~D~ in Isa . 40-55). Other 
synonyms occur in sing le contexts and are conc erned with concepts 
of strength and mig ht, fidelity, and gene r a l covenant-rela ted 
terminology; words such as rule (spt), truth, word, covenant, law, 
knowledge, straig ht (ysr), strength, mighty. There are few bases, 
if any, for reject ing the thesis that synonyms used contextually 
with SDK in Isa . 40-55 have as their consistent the me the delive rance . . 
of God's people. SDK means victory and redemption for the people of 
God in Isa. 40-55 . 
Within the larger context of Isa. 56-66 victory continue s to 
be a consistent theme; occurring six times. Considerini that I sa . 
40-55 constitutes 62 % of the total bul k of Isa. 40-66 and that Isa. 
56-66 constitutes but 38% of that same body of lit erature, it should 
be apparent that the proportionate concern for salvation in the con-
text of ~D~ is g reater within Isa. 56-66 ~han in Isa. 40-55 . Sal-
vation in this instance, however, is best understood as victory over 
the disintegrating powers inherent within the post-exilic community. 
Whatever the object of salvation, it remains that salvation termi-
nology is quite often set within the context of ~D~ in Isa. 40-66. 
In contrast to Isa. 40- 55, Isa. 56- 66 mak{ s greater usage of 
mi;pat than does Isa. 40-55. Never occuring as a substantive in the 
. ., 
same context with ~D~ in Isa. 40-55, the noun mis~a! sugge s ts in 
Isa. 56-66 the continuing concern of the post - exilic prophet for 
the injection of ordinances and righteous judgments into society, 
and the close relationship between his concept of SDK and the reality . . 
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of mi~pat for communal life. 
Other suggestive synonyms found contextually with ~D~ in 
Isa. 56-66 are steadfast love, peace, light, healing, glory (P)R), 
glory (KBD), praise (HLL), uprightness, fury , and vengeance . 
If there is one factor which distinguishes the use of synonyms 
used contextually with ~D~ in Isa. 40- 55 and those in Isa. 56- 66 
it is the concern within Isa. 56-66 with the disintegration of the 
post-exilic community and the hope which the writer held for the 
full realization of Yahweh's purposes within that community. 
Antonyms appearing contextually with ~D~ in Isa. 40 - 66 are 
more numerous in Isa. 56-66 than in Isa. 40-55, and the object of 
concern is distinctly different in the two bodies of literature. 
For example, the three antonyms appearing in Isa . 40-55 have as 
their focus of interest the restoration of zion . Those who are af-
flicted, storm-tossed , and "not comforted" (Isa. 54 :11) will find 
that they are established in righteousness (Isa. 54:14). At such 
a. time they shall " • •• be far fr om oppression, for you shall not 
fear; and from terror, for it shall not come near you (Isa. 54:14) . 
Oppression, fear, and terror -- three antitheses of ~D~ -- -will no 
longer afflict God ' s people . While the exile had been the just 
judgment of God upon his peopls (cf. the prophetic denunciations 
generally, but especially Isa. 40 :2 ), Yahweh will no longer be the 
source of crisis ' "If any one stirs up strife it is not from me •• • " 
(Isa. 54 :15). Thus "strife" is also included within the catalogue 
of those antonyms which characterize the antithesis of SDK. . . 
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As with the synonyms in Isa . 56-66, so with the antonyms in 
the same section, the object of concern is the internal disinte-
gration of the post-exilic community. Antonyms used with ~D~ in 
Isa. 56-66 are uniquely associated with moral disintegration. The 
best of the commu nity's deeds are l ike "polluted garments" (Isa. 
64:5). The people forsake the LORD (Isa. 58:2), and "no one enters 
suit justly •.. they rely on empty pleas , they speak lies, they 
conceive mischief, they bring forth iniquity" (Isa. 59:4). Darkness 
and gloom surround the community, as opposed to light and brightness 
-- the normal accompaniments of Yahweh's presence, and in this in-
stance especially re lated to righteousness and justice. 
Based upon an examination of both the synonyms and antonyms 
one may legitimately conclude that ~DI_( is uniquely related to the 
salvation or deliverance of the people of God from the terror of 
exile in Isa. 40-55 , while in I sa. 56-66 the concern is directed 
exclusively to the moral and spiritual disintegration of the post -
exilic community . In this regard, therefore, Isa. 56-66 is mere 
like the message of the pre-exilic prophets in its use of ~ni. This 
"' is graphically illustrated in that of the 39 or more uses of SP't 
in the same context with ~DI_( in prophetic literature, 38 a r e in 
pre-exilic prophetic literature and Isa. 56-66. Post-exil ic pro-
phets (excluding Isa . 56- 66) make no use of the concept in the same 
context with $D~, and Isa. 40- 55 makes but a single use of SPT in . 
the same con text with ~DI_( . This observation which emerges from an 
examination of synonyms and antonyms should not be surprising, for 
it is but the outgrowth of the historical circumstances which con-
ditioned the prophe tic emphases of various eras. I sa. 40- 55 was con-
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cerned with the deliverance from exile. Isaiah 56-66 dealt essen-
tially with the same type of problem(s) faced by the pre-exilic 
prophets --- the moral and spiritual disintegration of the people 
of God; a disintegration that threatened to rupture the wholeness 




The present study of the root SD~ in prophetic literature 
resulted in the following specific conclusions. Ancillary emphases 
which have emerged will not be dealt with specifically but it is 
to be noted that in addition to the conclusions cited herewith the 
connotation of SDK has significant implications for theology in . . 
(1) the priority of relationship for understanding biblical cate-
gories of thought (2) the legitimacy of a modified "situational 
ethic 11 in which the relationship and the situation are determina-
tive for ethical action, and (3) the priority of the functional 
as opposed to the ontological or mythical view of reality; accord-
ing to which emphasis is placed upon how man functions. 
I. The History of Scholarly Investigation 
The history of scholarly investigations into the meaning of 
~D~ has been traced from the time of Diestel and Ortloph to the pre-
sent era. Based upon this investigation the following emphases are 
accepted as determinative for understanding the concept of SDK in . . 
prophetic literature; indeed, for the whole of biblical theology. 
First, the basic meanin~ of SDK is conformity to some kind of ";;> • • 
norm or standard. 
Second, such conformity as characterizes the connotation of SOK . . 
is found in the relationship(s) in which man exists. Although the 
relationship imposes demands and the fulfillment of those demands 
is crucial to $Di as a reality in human exper i ence , the relation-
ship itself is the norm and not the demands imposed by the relation-
ship. Additionally, the demands associated with §D~ may fluctuate in 
direct response to the nature of the relationship and/or situation . 
Third, fundament a l to the concept ion of ~D!( is ' 'wholeness", both 
of the individual and the community. The maintainance of this whole-
ness, the equilibrious balance within rela tionships, is fundamental. 
Fourth, ~D!( is both determined by and created within the sphere 
of the cult; the liturgies of entrance constituting one means of 
determining ~D~ and the theopha nic presence of Yahweh being the means 
of creating one aspect of SOK. . . 
II. The Distribution of SDK in Prophetic Literature . . 
Each of the 172 occurrences of SDK has been examined in context . . 
and the distribution within prophetic literature analyzed according 
to the frequency of occurrence. Although a study limited to the num-
ber of times a given root form may occur is subject to legitimate. 
suspicion, it i s valid to isolate and compare those places within 
prophetic literature in which usages of SDK are concentrated . In this . . 
regard the present study attempted to create the means whereby a 
proportionate comparison might be made be.tween the number of times 
~D~ appeared in a given body of material and the percentage of the 
total prophetic literature the given body of material constituted. 
To facilitate this the prophetic literature was divided into four 
categories: (1) pre-exilic (2) post - exilic, excluding Isa iah 40- 66 
and (4) Isaiah 56- 66. 
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This study revealed ~hat 70% of all prophetic literature is 
pre- exilic in origin and that pre- exilic prophetic literature con -
t ains 57% of the occurrences of SDK. Post - exilic literature (in-
c l uding Isaiah 40 - 66) constitutes 29% of all prophetic literature 
and contains 42% of the total usages of ~Df and its derivatives 
found in prophetic l iterature. 
Stated proportionately , the relationship between the percen-
t age of usage and the percentage of total occurrences in pre-
exil ic prophetic literature is 57/70 (57% of the usages of ~Df 
occur in a body of literature which constitutes 70% of the total 
prophetic literature) . This ratio between the percentage of oc-
currence and t he percentage of total literature involved gives a 
frequency index of 57/70 or . 81 for pre- exilic prophetic liter a-
tur e . The proportionate relationship for post-exilic literature 
i s 42/29 or an index of 1 .4. As Table 5 (p. 75) illustrates, on a 
pr oportionate basis ~D~ occurs with double the frequency in post-
exilic literature as compared with pre - exilic literature; a fact 
likel y to be obscured in one considers only the total number of 
oc c urrences . 
I saiah 40-66 constitutes 11% of prophetic literature but 
contains 30% of the total usages of ~D~ and its derivatives rep-
r esented in all prophetic literature . Thus , Isaiah 40- 66 has a 
frequency index of 30/11 or 2 . 7 when compated with other prophetic 
literature. 
When compared with post-exilic prophetic l i terature I saiah 
40-66 constitu tes 40% of post - exilic prophetic l iterature but 
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contains 72% of the post-exilic usages of ~D~; a relationship of 
72/40 or a frequency index of 1.8 when compared with other post-
exilic literature. 
· Further , consideration of Isaiah 40-66 reveals that of the 
total literature found in Isaiah 40-66 Isaiah 40-55 constitutes 
62% of that material and has 56% of the usages of ~D~ and its 
derivatives; thus giving a frequency index of 56/62 or .90. Isaiah 
56-66 constitutes 38% of the larger body of literatur e in Isaiah 
40-66 and has 43% of the usages of SDK and its derivatives occurr-. . 
ing in Isaiah 40-66; thus giving a frequency index of 43/38 or 
1.12. Thus, while Isaiah 40-55 utilizes $D~ and its derivatives 
with greater numerical frequency than does Isaiah 56-66 the fre-
quency index suggests that proportionately Isaiah 56-66 (1.12) 
has a higher usage of SDK and its derivatives than does Isaiah . . 
40-55 (.90). 
III. Pre-exilic and Post-exilic Usages (Excluding Isaiah 
40-66) of SDK and its Derivatives . . 
The pre-exilic and post-exilic (other than Isa. 40-66) usages 
of ~D~ and its derivatives were characterized according to their 
reference to (1) man's character and action (2) inanimate objects 
(3) an ideal king, and (4) the action and character of Yahweh. The 
analysis of the internal relationship of the distribution of such 
usages reflects the following. 
First, pre-exilic prophetic literature used $D~ to characterize 
man's action and character with considerable greater proportionate 
frequency than did post-exilic prophetic literature. Of all the 
pre-exilic usages of SDK 66% of thos characterize man's action . . 
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and character while post - exilic literature utilized but 36% of its 
total usages for the same purpose. F\lr.ther, the use of ~D~ and its 
derivatives in the context of man's action and character shifts 
from an emphasis upon the corporate body in the eighth century to 
the individual in the seventh and sixth centuries; a phenomenon 
that parallels emphasis upon individual responsibility in Jeremiah 
and Ezekiel. 
Second, inanimate objects are referred to by a derivative of 
SDK with greater frequency in the post - exilic than in the pre-exilic . . 
era; ~ith 6% of pre-exilic and 10% of post - exilic usages being used 
to characterize inanimate objects. 
Third, an ideal ruler is referred to with slightly greater 
frequency in the pre- exilix than in the post-exilic prophet ic 
l iterature; 14% in pre-exilic and 10% in post-exilic literature. 
Fourth, onl y in the category of the action and character of 
Yahweh does post-exilic literature refl ect a significantly greater 
percen tage of total usages of ~D~ than does pre-exilic prophetic 
l iterature. In post - exilic prophetic literature 42% of the post-
exilic usages of ~D~ refer to the action and character of Yahweh 
while only 13% of the total pre-exilic prophetic occurre nces are 
so used. Post - exilic prophetic literature utilizes ~D~ to charac-
terize Yahweh's action and character with 4.22 degree greater 
frequency than does pre- exilic prophetic literature. 
I n summary, a contrast between pre- exilic and post-exilic 
prophe tic usages of ~D~ is illuminating; expecially when one uses 
the frequency index of each category in implementing the analysis . 
For example, pre- exilic prophetic literature gives greater atten -
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tion tom a n's action and character than does post-exilic prophetic 
literature . It also gives greater attention to man's ac t ion and 
character than to Yahweh ' s action and character. Pre-exilic prophe.tic 
literature has a frequency index of 1.27 for man's character and ac-
tion but a frequency indes of .87 for Yahweh ' s action and character . 
Post-exilic prophetic l iterature has a frequency index of . 55 for 
man 's character and action but an index of 1.00 for the action and 
character of Yahweh . 
The f r equency index for inanimate objects is 1 .07 in pre-exilic 
literature and 1 . 38 for post - exilic prophetic literature. Pre- exilic 
prophetic li te.rature has a frequency index of 1. 24 for an ideal ruler 
while post - exilic prophetic literature has a freque ncy index of but 
.66 for the same category. 
From the above comparative a nalysis it i s apparent that pre-
exilic prophetic literature gave greater attention to SD~ in its 
relationship to man 's character a nd action and to an ideal ruler 
tha n did post-exilic prophetic liter ature . Within the post-exilic 
e r a a t tention in prophetic literature had shifted to Yahweh's ac -
tion and character . The adversity and precariousness of the times 
drove the people of God to an emphasis upon ~D~ as it related to 
Yahweh rather than to man's action a nd character. 
IV. SDK and its Derivatives in I saiah 40-66 . . 
The examination of ~ni and its d erivatives in Isa iah 40-66 
followed the same developmental pattern as did the examination 
of pre-exilic and post-exilic prophetic literature; considering in 
turn (1) the action and character of man (2) inanimate objects (3) 
an ideal ruler or other person, and (4) the action and character 
of Yahweh . 
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The root SD~ and its derivatives occur 50 times in Isaiah 
40-66: 28 times in Isa . 40-55 and 22 times in Isa . 56-66 . Of all 
occurrences of SDK within Isa. 40 - 66 56% occur in Isa . 40-55 and 
44% in Isa. 56-66. Thus that body of material containing 62% of 
the total content of Isa . 40- 66 contains 56% of the uses of SD~, 
while the literature constituting 37% of the total bulk contains 
44% of the uses of ~D~. In terms of frequency index, Isa . 40-55 
has an index of 56/62 or .90 while Isa. 56- 66 has an index of 1.18. 
Conisdered on a proportionate basis Isa . 56- 66 makes greater use 
of SDK than does I sa . 40- 55. . . 
The analysis of the relat:i.onship between the use. of ~DJ.( in 
I saiah 40- 55 and Isaiah 56- 66 reflects the following significant 
elements . 
First, concerning the action and character of man Isa . 40-55 
uses SDI.< in a clearly forensic manner on at least two occasions ; 
a usage never found in Isa. 56- 66 . 
Still within the category of man's charac ter anct action in 
I sa. 40- 55 , "?DJ.< is used with equa l frequency of "righteousness" 
(36%) and victory terminolgy (36%) . ~ighteen percent of the usages 
characterize a forensic state and one passage is probably corrupt 
( I sa . 49 :24) . 
Second, inanimate objects are the concern of but a single 
passage in all of I saiah 40- 66 (c f . Isa. 62:1) . Even in this case 
i t should be noted that SOK characterizes the vindication that . . 
Yahweh works on behalf of ~ion as opposed to SDK as descriptive . . 
of an attribute inherently characteristic of J erusalem. 
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Third, ~D~ is not used of an ideal ruler or other person in 
Isa. 56-66 but within Isa. 40-55 it is used twice within a single 
context (cf. 53:11) to characterize an ideal person, the Servant 
of Yahweh. 
Fourth, the character and action of Yahweh is the concern of 
23 contexts in Isa . 40-66; 15 in Isa . 40-55 and eight in Isa . 56-
66. The distinction between the usage in these bodies of literature 
is reflected in the predominance of the victory or deliverance 
motif in Isa. 40-55 a nd the more traditional connotation of ~D~ in 
Isa . 56-66. 
In summary, an analysis of the usage of ~D~ in both Isa . 40-55 
and Isa. 56-66 r eveals two significant factors. (1) In the cate-
gory of man's character and action the frequency index suggests 
that Isa. 56-66 makes proportionately higher usage of SDK in the . . 
category of man's character and action than does Isa. 40-55. I f one 
assumes that Isa. 56-66 is addressed to those in Jerusalem, most 
likely after the return from exile, such an emphas is upon moral and 
ethical issues such as that reflected in the use of SDK should not . . 
be surprising. 
(2) In view of the frequency with which ~D~ is used of Yahweh's 
action and character in Isa. 40-55 as against I sa . 56-66 one might 
well conclude that Isa. 40-55 uses SDK with this connotation to a . . 
far greater degree than does Isa. 56-66 (15 vs. eight occurrences). 
When one compares the frequency index, however, it is exe edingly 
significant that Isa. 56-66 has a higher frequency index than does 
Isaiah 40-55 (1.11 vs. 1.04). 
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V. Parallel Words or Ideas ("nahestehende Begriffe") 
Associated with SD~ in Pre-exilic and Post-exilic 
Prophetic Literature (Exlucluding Isaiah 40-66) 
While parallel words used contextually with SDK do not of them-
selves demonstrably "prove" that relationship is inherently charac-
teristic of righteousness, the preponderant impact of the total wit-
ness of such parallel words clearly underscores the concept of 
relationship as fundamental to the connotation of ~D~ and its de -
rivatives. words such as justice (M~PT, 34 occurrences), salv;tion 
(2 occurrences), faithful (>MN, 10 occurrences), steadfast love (lfSD, 
4 occurrences), peace, equity, right, l aw , wise, holy, healing, up -
r ightness, glory , knowledge , hope , mercy, humility, quietness , trust, 
light, smooth, level, and others clearly underscore the concept of 
wholeness and the maintainance of the relationship as the crux to a 
proper understanding of ~D~ and its derivatives . 
At no juncture are mechanical, l egalistic concepts associated 
with ~DIS, . To the contrary, the char acter of the parallel words used 
contextually with ~D~ suggest the concept of wholeness and fidelity 
to the covenant relationship. One has but to read the words in con-
t ext to detect an emerging character associated with ~D~. The 
general character of those words is of the same general fabr ic . 
Fidelity to a r e lat ionship emerges as a c entral factor in ~D~. To 
l 
p a raphrase Stuhlmacher, the concept of SD~ is not to be carried 
over out of t he juristic realm of thought and applied to ~D~ within 
Yahwistic c ircles. Rather, the conceptualization of judicial p r o-
1 
Gerechtig keit Gottes bei Paulus (Gottingen: Vandenhceck & 
Ruprecht , 1966), p. 1~ 
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cess springs out of a much more tranquil quality or actuality 
of life (Lebenswirklichkeit). 
VI . Antonyms or Opposite Ideas ("entgegensetzte Begriffe") 
Associated with SDK in ~re-exilic a nd Post-exilic 
Prophetic Literature (Excluding Isaiah 40-66) 
In addition to synonyms , antonyms were also examined on the 
assumption that the negative cha r a cterization which forms the back-
ground for SDK clarifies the basic conception inherent in SDK and 
its derivatives. 
Within both pre-exilic and post-exilic prophetic literature 
the total character of the evidence is such as to suggest that 
~Dl(. and its derivatives connote a state of well being or "whole-
ness" within the covenant community. Hence, fidelity to a rela-
tionship as integral to the conceptualization 0f fD!( is supported 
by an examination of antonyms. 
~D~ is characterized in pre-exilic prophetic literature oy 
the following antitheses: wicked (r~'), sin (~t 1 ), iniquity C'wl), 
.., 
transgress (ps'), abominable things (toCebot), evil (raC), cry 
(~e<akah), wormwood, poison, blood, violence, treachery, bribe, 
oppressions, bloodshed, calamity, anger, and wrath. Unrightous men 
are "not upright" ("puffed up," Hab. 2:4) . They make a neighbor 
serve him for nothing (Jer. 22:13, ~ reference to kingship), judge 
by the externalities of both eye and ear (Isa. 11:3-4), and glory 
in wisdom, might, and riches, as opposed to Yahweh's faithful love 
(hesed), justice, and righteousness . 
Within post-exilic prophetic literature the antitheses are 
equally clear and pungent; those who do not serve God, wicked men, 
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those who deal perversely, who do not see the majesty of the LORD, 
confusion, calamity, disobedience, anger, wrath, transgression, 
sin, and iniquity. 
Thus, unrighteousness is clearly a breach of covenant fellow -
ship; a rupture of the wholeness which covenant life inaugurates 
and sustains -- when the covenant relationship is maintained. 
VII. Parallel Words or Ideas ("nahestehende Be.griffe") 
Associated with SDK in Isaiah 40-66 
Isaiah 40-55 and Isaiah 56- 66 were also examined in light of 
the synonyms used contextually with ~D~ and its derivatives. With~ 
in Isaiah 40-55 each of the. synonyms touches in one way or another 
upon the deliverance motif which so uniquely characterizes that 
body of literature. Whether in specific deliverance terminology, 
connotations of might, the conception of faithfulness or fidelity, 
or in those words uniquely associated with the covenant, the prophet 
clearly associated ~D~ with the saving deliverance of Yahweh through 
a series of historical acts. 
Within Isaiah 56- 66 synonyms used contextually with .SDI$'. and 
its derivatives may be categorized according to those which suggest 
salvation, justice, fidelity or faithfulness, the effects of Yahweh's 
actions in the life of the people, and Yahweh's judgment. 
A comparative analysis of synonyms in Isaiah 40-55 with those 
in Isaiah 56- 66 reflect two primary distinctions . Isaiah 40-55 is 
uniquel y concerned with salvation terminology while Isaiah 56-66 is 
. .,, 
much more concerned with MS~T than is Isaiah 40- 55. This conclusion 
deserves further clarification . 
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Synonyms used contextually with ~D~ in Isaiah 40-55 con-
sistently focus on the concept of victory, or victory-related 
V • 
terminology. Only a single synonym, YS', occurs in more tha n a 
single context with ~D~, and this a total of six times (consti-
tuting 41% of the tot a l occurrences of the synonyms used con-
textually with SDK in Isa iah 40-55). Other synonyms occur in sin-. . 
gle contexts and are concerned with concepts of strength and 
might, fidelity, and general cove nant-related terminology: words 
such as rule (spt), truth, word, covenant, law, knowledge, straight . 
(ysr), strength, mighty. There appears to be little basis for re-
jecting the thesis that synonyms used contextually with SDK in . . . 
Isaiah 40-55 have as their consistent theme the deliverance of God's 
people. ?V~ means victory and redemption for the people of God for 
much, if not most, of Isaiah 40-55. 
Within the larger context of Isaiah 56-66 victory continues 
to be a consistent theme; occurrir.g six times. Considering that 
Isaiah 40-55 constitutes 62% of the total bulk of Isaiah 40-66 
and that Isaiah 56-66 constitutes but 38% of that same body of 
literature it should be apparent that the proportionate concern 
for salvation in the context of ~D~ is equal or greater within 
Isaiah 56-66 than in Isaiah 40-55. Salvation in this instance is, 
however, best understood as victory over the disintegrating powers 
inherent within the post-exilic community. But whatever the object 
of salvation, it remains that salvation terminology is a consistent 
theme of Isaiah 56-66, and that this is often set within the con-
text of SD~. 
In contrast to Isaiah 40-55, Isaiah 56-66 makes greater use of 
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MSPT than does Isaiah 40-55. Never occurring as a substantive in . 
the same context with ~D~ in Isaiah 40-55, the noun milpat suggests 
in Isaiah 56-66 the continuing concern of the post-exilic prophet 
with the injection of righteous judgments into society and the close 
relationship between his concept of ~D~ and the reality of mi~pa! 
for communal life. In this regard Isaiah 56-66 is much more nearly 
like pre-exilic prophetic literature, for both have a major concern 
., 
for the use of MSPT in the context of ~D~. 
If there is one factor which distinguishes the use of synonyms 
used contextually with SDK in Isa. 40-55 and Isaiah 56-66 it is the 
concern of Isaiah 40-55 with deliverance from the exile and the con-
cern within Isaiah 56-66 with the disintegration of the post-exilic 
community and the hope which the writer held for the full realization 
of Yahweh's purposes within that community. 
VIII. Antonyms or Opposite Ideas ("entgegensetzte Begriffe") 
Associated with ~D~ in Isaiah 40-66. 
Antonyms used contextually with SDK and its derivatives in . . 
Isaiah 40-66 were also examined and a contrast drawn between the 
usage in Isaiah 40-55 and Isaiah 56-66. Few antonyms are used con-
textually with ~D~ in Isaiah 40-55 and the four which do appear are 
found in the same context. 
Four words are used as antonyms to ~D~ within Isaiah 54:14f: 
oppression, fear, terror, and strife. These words constitute the 
several antitheses to the equilibrium and wholeness which is the 
destined character of the covenant community. SDK brings an end to . . 
all that is socially disruptive, rupturing the harmony and tranquil-
ity of a peaceful (cf. talem, peace) people. Positively stated, SDK . . 
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is the antithesis of all that is connoted by the words oppression, 
fear, terror, and strife. 
Antonyms used contextually with ~D~ in Isaiah 56-66 are con-
cerned with the internal disintegration of the post-exilic communi-
ty. ~specially are such antonyms uniquely associated with moral 
disintegration. The best of the community's deeds are like "polluted 
garments" (Isa. 64:5). The people forsake the LORD (Isa . 58:2), and 
"no one enters suit justly ••• they rely on empty pleas, they speak 
lies, they conceive mischief, they bring forth iniquit y" (Isa. 59 :4). 
Darkness and gloom surround the community; as opposed to light and 
brightness -- the normal accompaniments of Yahweh' s presence, and 
in this instance especially related to righteousness and justice. 
IX. Contrasts Between Isaiah 40-55 and Isaiah 56-66 as Reflected 
in the Use of Synonyms and Antonyms. 
Based upon an examination of both synonyms and antonyms one may 
legitimately conclude that ~u~ is unique ly related to the salvation 
or deliverance of the people of God from the terrors of exile in 
Isaiah 40-55 while in Isaiah 56-66 the concern is directed exclusive-
ly to the moral and spiritual disintegration of the post-exilic 
community . 
In this regard, therefore, Isaiah 56- 66 is more like the message 
of the pre-exilic prophets in its use of ~D~. This is graphically 
. V . 
illustrated in that of the 46 or more uses of SPT in the same context 
with ~D~ in prophetic literature 39 are in pre-exilic prophetic 
literature and Isaiah 56-66. Post-exilic prophetic literature (ex-
cluding Isaiah 40-66) but one use of the concept in the same con -
" text with ~D~ and Isaiah 40-55 makes but a single use of MS~T in the 
same context with SDK. . . 
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That this conclusion should emerge from an examination of 
synonyms and antonyms should not be surprising for it is an out-
growth of the nature of the histor.ical circumstances which sur-
rounded var i ous prophetic eras . Isaiah 40-55 was concerned with 
deliverance from exile. Isaiah 56- 66 was concerned with the same 
general problems faced by pre-exilic prophets - - the rrooral and 
spiritual disintegration of the people of God . 
X. The Effect of the Analysis of 172 Contextual Usages 
of SDK and its Derivatives , Including the Contextual . . 
Usage of Synonyms and Antonyms. 
The effect of the present study has been to confirm the ten-
tative definition of ~D~ proposed at the conclusion of the survey 
2 
of scholarly research into ~D~. Thus, the examination of the root 
~D~ within prophetic literature altogether supports the following 
definition of SD~: 
~D~ denotes conformation to a relationship and 
the equilibrious balance maintained through the 
f ulfillment of the demands of that relationship, 
whether the subject be God or man . 
2 
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